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ABSTRACT

Visualisations of election data produced by the mass media, other organisations and even
individuals are becoming increasingly available across a wide variety of platforms and in
many different forms. As more data become available digitally and as improvements to
computer hardware and software are made, these visualisations have become more ambitious
in scope and more user-friendly. Research has shown that visualising data is an extremely
powerful method of communicating information to specialists and non-specialists alike. This
amounts to a democratisation of access to political and electoral data.

To some extent political science lags behind the progress that has been made in the field of
data visualisation. Much of the academic output remains committed to the paper format and
much of the data presentation is in the form of simple text and tables. In the digital and
information age there is a danger that political science will fall behind.

This thesis reports on a number of case studies where efforts were made to visualise election
data in order to clarify its structure and to present its meaning.

The first case study

demonstrates the value of data visualisation to the research process itself, facilitating the
understanding of effects produced by different ways of estimating missing data. A second
study sought to use visualisation to explain complex aspects of voting systems to the wider
public.

iii

Three further case studies demonstrate the value of collaboration between political scientists
and others possessing a range of skills embracing data management, software engineering,
broadcasting and graphic design. These studies also demonstrate some of the problems that
are encountered when trying to distil complex data into a form that can be easily viewed and
interpreted by non-expert users. More importantly, these studies suggest that when the skills
balance is correct then visualisation is both viable and necessary for communicating
information on elections.
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1 Introduction

1.1 Background
The advantages of presenting data in graphical rather than tabular form are well known.
Human brains find it much easier to absorb information from a graphical representation than
either plain text or numbers contained within the rows and columns of a table. There are
many explanations for why this is the case (see Chapter 2) but this is only part of the story.
There are some ways of displaying data that are better than others but implementing these
approaches has proved difficult. While this thesis addresses some of the reasons why some
graphical displays work while others do not it is mostly concerned about the practical aspects
of implementing methods that deliver information in the desired format. It may be that there
is a set of rules (a universal algorithm) that when followed will ensure success but we doubt it.
Instead, progress in this field follows from trial and error – some methods work, some do not.
Some brilliant innovations capture the imagination which other people then copy and
improve upon. But what works for one era might not be suitable for another; the current
generation has grown up with the Internet and prefers information on a screen than on the
pages of a book. The type of graphical display of data that works for one type of audience
might not work for another audience.
Visualising data involves passing data from a source through a transmitter, a medium, and
towards a receiver. The data may be of constant form, for example, population statistics,
health records or in our case, voting records. But everything else inside the equation is
changing. As data becomes more widely available it is not only government-appointed
1

statisticians that transmit information. Academics, journalists, broadcasters arguably began
this process but their numbers are now dwarfed by members of the public that bring new
insight and techniques for handling data released into the public domain. Technological
changes mean that traditional paper has been joined by telecommunication technologies,
touch-screens and most recently interactivity between the user and inter-face. The
conversation with data has become much broader. Government statisticians were once
compiling data for other government departments, partly to justify expenditure and partly to
enable future policy planning. When academics began to use data it was largely to speak to
other academics and sometimes their students. The problem was that once the data
conversation spread much further than this then it became too difficult to control. We did not
need Darrell Huff (Huff 1954) to tell us that people lie with statistics because Mark Twain
(1906) was attributing to Disraeli the phrase “Lies, damned lies and statistics” as one way in
which people used numbers to strengthen their argument.
People that are familiar and comfortable with statistics are largely aware of the tricks that are
used to present numbers in the way that satisfies the transmitter. But most people do not fall
into this category. Alternatively, the person transmitting the information may have good
intentions but simply does not understand the information in front of them. The way in
which journalists and headline writers report the findings from opinion polls provides a good
illustration of that; unfortunately it is not easy to tell whether the misleading headline comes
from ignorance or is deliberate. The danger is, of course, that most of their readers do not
know also.

2

1.2 Dissertation origins
This thesis began with the idea that there ought to be ways in which complex election data
could be transmitted to various audiences in such a way that its content could be easily
understood. When I joined what was then called the Local Government Chronicle Elections
Centre (now simply The Elections Centre) at Plymouth University in 2008 I became part of a
team that had as one of its objectives the desire to develop new methods for conveying
electoral information to as many people as possible. This had begun in the 1980s when the
Centre’s Directors, Colin Rallings and Michael Thrasher began publication of their Local
Elections Handbooks. At that point it was a huge challenge to collect, collate and produce a
machine-readable of more than three thousand county council division results and then to
publish them in hard copy. Twenty three years later the publishing of results continued but
the technological changes in terms of computer hardware and software over that period had
been immense. In 1985 the data were stored in a database located on the University main
frame computer; there were no desktop computers. By 2008 even the smallest personal
computer contained more processing power than the main-frame had. Computer software
was also changing. The standard package used by social scientists for quantitative analysis
was SPSS – Statistical Package for Social Scientists. Initially, the process of data input and
writing instructions was done using punched cards. Later, remote terminals could be used to
‘submit jobs’. Two decades later it is possible to run SPSS on a simple PC. The current
version of SPSS will process complex data sets containing hundreds of thousands of cases
and provide the skilled user with sophisticated graphical displays.
Yet, it is interesting to read through specialist journals in Political Science and other social
sciences and then compare their output with journals in the sciences and engineering. Most
social science journals, when they do contain articles that report data, still persist with using
3

tables of some form (Kastellec and Leonin 2007). There are exceptions, notably the
American Political Science Review and the American Journal of Political Science but
relatively few UK-based journals use graphics and even fewer use colour (although the main
journal, Political Studies, has just started to do this). The gap between what is being
published by scientific and social scientific journals is very large in terms of data
visualisation.
The research team at Plymouth was unusual because it contained a variety of mathematicians,
statisticians, a computer software specialist, a systems engineer with an expertise in database
design and political scientists. It was also unusual in simultaneously talking to different
audiences – academic specialists, newspaper and broadcast journalists, broadcast computing
and graphic designers, private sector industries, especially in telecommunications,
administrators, politicians and last but not least the general public. My personal role within
this team began as a research assistant/data processor but gradually evolved into becoming
more of a designer, a communicator between the different specialist activities that were being
conducted within and then beyond the Centre. I worked on different projects, collaborating
with different people and making a range of contributions within each team.
Within the Centre the aims were to explore the possibilities of data visualisation through
different kinds of media and for different audiences. Beyond the Centre there was a larger
network of people with a broader range of skills, including mobile phone technology
developers, software engineers, website designers and broadcast interactive graphic
developers and designers. In later chapters I describe how people brought these skills
together to try and facilitate election data visualisation, sometimes succeeding but at other
times failing. In fact, for every ‘success’ there were systems that never got developed and
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even for some that did there was eventual failure. What appeared at first to be a
straightforward project proved more difficult than anyone could predict.
I have talked about the way in which the development of different media has expanded the
possibilities of presenting data. But in writing this thesis I have struggled with the problems
of how to describe on paper the interactivity and dynamics of new methods of data
visualisation. It is far easier, for example, to show someone on a mobile phone or on a
computer how a particular software programme works than to describe it using printed text
and screen-grabs. In many ways it would have been much easier to film this thesis than to
write it! One further problem that arises with this dissertation is that some of the web-based
graphics and software programmes described here no longer have ‘live’ links attached to
them so that interested readers could make a note of the internet address and try it out for
themselves. With hindsight it would have been sensible to record these programmes in action
and then to archive these recordings together with the documentation that describes them. Of
course, further improvements in computer hardware and more powerful software capabilities
would make these programmes appear increasingly ‘clunky’ but for future researchers there
is an opportunity missed when we fail to archive our work properly. Throughout the thesis
the reader should assume that when no active link is given and when no secondary source
citing the information is available then the original data are deemed ‘missing’.

1.3 Aims and Structure
The aim of this thesis is to discover better methods for communicating voting data (mostly
but not entirely election results) to a range of different audiences (from expert political
scientists to ordinary members of the public) and then to describe those methods so that
others might build upon what has been discovered. Better methods mean using more visual
5

displays of data than are currently found in political science journals. It is not just political
scientists that are interested in elections, however, and much of the thesis describes ways in
which the Elections Centre has become more public-oriented in its data output. Some of
these methods are passive; they do not require the user to do anything more than observe. Of
course, it matters whether the observer is scanning pages or a computer screen – the medium
helps to define the content to a certain extent. When graphics have to be published in black
and white, for example, but computers can handle millions of colours that tends to constrain
what you can do on the printed page compared with what is possible on a screen. Other
methods offer more opportunities to the user and allow them to become engaged in
manipulating the data. This is a challenge – how can we reduce the complexities of data so
that non-expert users can interact with the information and take some kind of control over it.
In our experience there has been a trade-off. Sometimes, it is necessary to simplify
something so that it might be understood by non-expert users.
The structure of the dissertation is as follows. Chapter 2 describes the evolution of data
visualisation methods and shows that human beings have been visualising information for
centuries. We are all familiar with the phrase that a picture is worth many words but for many
years research into the relationship between cognition and perception has been trying to
understand why this might be the case. This has now become big business since data about
our eye movements when we view images reveals a great deal about what we are thinking.
What is most striking, however, is the rapid acceleration of new methods that are being
created by faster computers with bigger storage capacity and faster processing capabilities.
There is still a gap, however, between people’s ability to create these graphical displays.
Access to high-speed computers is not the problem but writing software that is accessible to a
broad audience is a difficulty. It is not only access that is a problem. Even if the software
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could be written it is still in the user’s control to visualise the data and the selection of
methods requires skill and knowledge about the data that is being manipulated. Voting data
is a very good example of this; the user needs to know what they have before they can use it
intelligently.
Presenting data that relates to the field of politics is the subject of Chapter 3. This begins
with recording the criticisms raised by some political scientists about the failure to use a
broad range of methods for describing data and insisting instead on using tabular data. The
interaction between politics and technological change goes further than just the needs of
political scientists. The Arab spring demonstrated how mobile phones and social media have
become important to the communication of politics and political events. Media such as
twitter, Facebook etc. have allowed the general public to participate in politics in ways that
were not imagined twenty years ago (Artusi and Maurizzi 2011). Broadcast media have
played a big part in broadening the ways in which information about politics is
communicated to people and they have incorporated a range of social media into their
programmes. Aware that more voters are using social media the political parties, not just in
the UK, have started to try and talk to people using these means. What is still important,
however, is not only the source of information but also its appearance which is determined by
such things as word limits on twitter, the costs of downloading large files etc.
Chapter 4 focuses specifically upon the power of maps to convey large amounts of
information in an effective way. It considers how maps have evolved from hand-drawn lines
on parchment to computer-generated graphics that can transmit huge amounts of information
in the shortest possible time. Cartographers have spent much time considering the best
methods for communicating information but once again the advent of computers and
computer software known broadly as Geographical Information Systems (GIS) has meant
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that many more people can create maps and then populate these images with data. There is a
large audience that can ‘read’ and understand maps – most people in the UK are familiar with
the physical outline of the country and region in which they live and can even relate to views
such as western Europe, The United States of America etc. This means that maps can be
readily used by political scientists, newspapers and broadcasters to communicate information
about election statistics, for example, although it remains the case that using GIS requires
some training and experience to work properly. New ways of generating maps that convey
political/electoral information are described. Some of these maps are static, presenting
details of interest to the observer. More recently, however, interactivity has been introduced
with either the on-screen commentator or the web-based application able to zoom in and out
of the maps to shrink/enlarge the area of interest. The chapter closes with an examination of
how the media used maps to display aspects of the 2010 general election.
Chapter 5 marks the opening chapter in the second part of the thesis that describes a series of
research collaborations where data processing and visualisation feature prominently. In this
part the focus moves away from observing recent developments achieved by others (Chapters
3 and 4) and instead through a series of case studies reports on work undertaken by the
Elections Centre, either independently or in collaboration. The selection of these case studies
for inclusion in this thesis was based on a number of criteria. First, we wanted a study that
showed how data visualisation has become a very useful means of communicating details and
aspect of data relationships within a team of researchers (Chapter 5). Second, we realised
that the internet is becoming an increasingly efficient means for communication ideas and
information to the general public. Political scientists are suddenly presented with new
opportunities to publicise and disseminate their research outside of the specialised channels.
In turn, the scope of political scientists can become more public-oriented, fulfilling a
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perceived need for information amongst the public. In this vein, Chapter 6 presents two case
studies that used YouTube to broadcast research. The first of these studies reports on
advanced research undertaken by the Elections Centre on the operation of electoral bias
which was then re-drafted for the YouTube medium. The second of these studies begins with
a different problem – how can political scientists seek to answer questions that appear to be
of concern to the general public. The specific problem was that in the autumn 2012 the
electorate were being asked to participate in elections for new Police and Crime
Commissioners using a method of voting known as the Supplementary Vote (SV). It became
clear very quickly that most electors were unaware of how SV would work in practice and
therefore the challenge became one of devising a video based on Microsoft’s Powerpoint
software that could ‘educate’ the public about SV. A third criterion for selecting the case
studies was to show that modern techniques in data visualisation are multi-dimensional and
require specialist teams to combine and collaborate. Chapters 7-8 report on collaborations
with software engineers, while Chapter 9 presents a series of case studies involving
collaboration between the Elections Centre and a national multi-platform media organisation.
Having established the reasons that informed the choice of case studies I now provide a short
description of the content of each of these chapters. In Chapter 5, I describe how data
visualisation directly informed the research process by reporting on work that I was involved
with to develop a new model for forecasting national vote shares from local election results.
This research was eventually published in Electoral Studies (see section on published papers).
One of the greatest strengths of data visualisation is that it facilitates understanding of the
effects of changing data. This chapter demonstrates how a sequence of graphs (in this case
line graphs plotting vote shares over time after controlling in different ways for missing data)
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is used within a specialist research team to determine which method is the best one to use in
forecasting models.
The following four Chapters are linked – how to communicate political data to the wider
public. These chapters are also sequential, building from users as passive actors towards
users as interactive agents. Chapter 6 shows how a new media, YouTube, can be used as the
means for transmitting information about two complex aspects of voting systems. The first is
a video that describes the operation of electoral bias in a first past the post voting system
while the second is a more recent video that describes the operation of the Supplementary
Vote system. In both cases the intended audience is the general public and we report on some
feedback that we received on these experiments.
Chapters7 and 8 report on efforts to give mobile telephone and Internet users access to
election data that could be user-controlled using natural language interfaces - software that
could ‘learn’ from people’s requests. After each user accessed the data the system would
remember the syntax used to create a data request and then develop itself so that future
requests made in the same way could be satisfied. These experiments demonstrate a sad truth
– while political scientists may easily understand concepts like ‘constituency’, ‘vote share’
and ‘percentage change’ that is not the case generally. We conclude from these two
experiments that the moment when non-experts can readily access complex-structured
databases and use natural language to interrogate those databases is a long way from being
realised.
Chapter 9 provides a more optimistic report about advances made when a research centre
collaborates with a television broadcaster to create new ways of imagining electoral data and
also new methods for user interactivity. The Centre’s directors, Colin Rallings and Michael
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Thrasher have been involved with election broadcasting for four decades and have been
closely involved with how broadcasters manage electoral data and present it to viewers. The
development of the Internet opened up new opportunities with television stations become
multi-platform, developing their own web-sites as well as broadcasting programmes.
Thrasher’s association with BSkyB broadcasting has been especially productive in the
development of interactive web-based applications that have aimed to educate and engage the
general public. This type of collaboration between elections database developers and
broadcast/web designers is certainly one possibility for the future direction of data
visualisation in the field of politics.
The conclusions are described in Chapter 10. The opening section of that chapter provides a
short overview of the general topic before providing short summaries of the previous chapters.
Finally, we provide some thoughts about the future of data visualisation and how it should
become more embedded in political science and its research literature and, of course, more
widely available for the general public.
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2 Visualising data

2.1 Introduction
This chapter begins by discussing theories of perception and neurocognition in order to try
and understand the power of pictorial presentation. Visualisation is a complex process that
requires significant effort and thinking to produce efficient and effective outputs. One
important advantage of visualisation is its use of a specificity of the human visual system to
interpret and understand vast amounts of data in a small amount of time. Interpretation of
data does not stop with locating individual values in the data, but also identifying hidden
patterns, which would be hidden if not in a visual format. The third section reviews some of
the most significant examples of data visualisation that have set the standards for graphic
design. Many of those standards are the same today as they were when authors began to
summarise data in visual formats. These early pioneers included the 18th century Swiss
mathematician Johann Heinrich Lambert who was among the first to use graphs to display
data and William Playfair, the Scottish engineer who is regarded as the inventor of statistical
graphics at the turn of the 19th century. Many of these early developers worked by instinct
and were not concerned with developing theories of information visualisation. In the fourth
section, we examine some of the literature that tried to develop a theoretical development of
data visualisation, identifying the key elements that should be incorporated within good
design. We identify the impact of computerization in the field of data visualisation and
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examine some important new developments in methods for presenting data. As we stated in
Chapter 1, however, data visualisation requires a source, a medium but also a target.

2.2 Perception and Neurocognition
People often say “A picture is worth a thousand words”. Some even cite an old eastern
proverb that refers instead to “ten thousand words”. We can also recall the nineteenth century
novel, “Fathers and Sons” (1862) written by the great Russian novelist Ivan Turgenev, where
the young nihilist Bazarov, who acclaims science to be above anything else, says: “A picture
presents to me clearly the same that requires ten pages of written text” (English translation
from the original Russian “Рисунок наглядно представит мне то, что в книге изложено на
целых десяти страницах”, (Turgenev 2012). But what exactly does science know about the
idea that people comprehend information quicker, easier, better if it is presented in graphical
form rather than described in words?
Scientists based in the University of Pennsylvania and Princeton University suggest that the
human retina would transmit data at roughly the rate of an Ethernet connection, i.e. at the rate
of 6–13 Mbit per second (Koch, McLean et al. 2006). Does such incredible speed imply that
people absorb visual information more efficiently than information presented through words?
Can we say, for example, that people learn and remember visually presented information
much better than when this information is only provided to them verbally or that information
retention from visual communication is xx times more effective than through words?
There have been a number of experiments that try to demonstrate that visual communication
is more powerful than verbal one. Some authors find no significant link between presentation
style (verbal vs. multimedia) and recall unless individual preferences are taken into account
(Butler and Mautz 1996). However, another source (Lester 2011) reports that according to
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the psychologist Jerome Bruner people only remember 10% of what they hear and 20% of
what they read, but about 80 percent of what they see. Although the multiple intelligence
theory (Gardner 2011) states that there are eight different types of intelligence
tactile/kinesthetic, interpersonal, intrapersonal, verbal/linguistic, logical/mathematical,
naturalistic, visual/spatial, and musical) and this defines what is the most effective way to
learn new information. However, visual/spatial intelligence is the most dominant type of
intelligence and many researchers and teachers believe that most of students learn best
visually. For example, the Visual Teaching Alliance website
http://www.visualteachingalliance.com/ cites Martin Scorsese: “If one wants to reach
younger people at an earlier age to shape their minds in a critical way, you really need to
know how ideas and emotions are expressed visually”, and reports (as well-known facts) that
“(1) approximately 65 percent of the population are visual learners; (2) the brain processes
visual information 60,000 faster than text; (3) 90 percent of information that comes to the
brain is visual”.
Why does it appear that we understand words/numbers and graphs differently? People
interpret numbers and graphs differently because they are processed differently in the brain.
Numbers and words are generally handled by the verbal linguistic system and graphs are
handled by both the non-verbal linguistic system and the limbic system. The bit rate of the
visual system is about 10 million bits per second (Koch, McLean et al. 2006) and the rate of
reading is approximately 150-400 words per minute. To understand how this works, and
provide a foundation for further reading, a very brief review of the relevant neuroscience
seems in order.
Below we review some neuroanatomical details of the human brain. However, there are many
other important aspects of cognition such as perception, memory, emotional modulation,
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integration of signals from different sensory modalities etc. These cognitive concepts are
essential and there are multiple theories discussing these cognitive primitives. For example,
some psychological research on how we perceive verbal and visual information is based on
Double-Coding Theory by Paivio (Paivio 1971) who asserted that the human perceptual
system consists of two subsystems. There is, however, some disagreement among researchers
on the neuroanatomical bases of processing of abstract and concrete verbal information.
Followers of Dual-Coding theory support the assumption that processing of abstract words is
confined to the left hemisphere, whereas concrete words are processed also by righthemispheric brain areas. Theories such as ‘psychophysical complementarity’ (Shepard 1975;
Shepard 1981; Shepard 1984) and ‘psychological essentialism’ (Medin and Ortony 1989;
Averill 1993) believe that our visual perception is sensitive to the structural organization of
human memory and that the accurate visual presentation of a body of information is best
achieved by data visualisation techniques. Thus, a focused psychological approach to data
visualisation must, first and foremost, concern itself with the cognitive description of
information, and later with the result of perceptual processes upon the transference of this
information (Lee and Vickers 1998). People have an exceptional recognition memory for
pictures, and researchers have long established that pictures are superior to words in
conveying meanings and patterns (Gorman 1961; Shepard 1967). Other psychologists have
sought to measure the extent of visual recognition memory (Hartman 1961; Standing,
Conezio et al. 1970). Hartman compared the effects of an audio presentation to a pictorial
presentation (e.g. spoken words of the objects were compared with their respective pictures)
and the pictorial channel was found to have the advantage - see also (Gorman 1961; Jenkins,
Neale et al. 1967; Rohwer, Lynch et al. 1967; Shepard 1967).
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First, we describe the main brain structures relevant to processing of verbal information and
explain that the verbal processing is relatively slow process (150-400 words per minute)
because it based on a sequential processing and information exchange between brain
structures. After that we consider a structure of the visual system in the brain (human or
primate) and show that although the anatomical structure is very complex, the processing of
visual information is much faster because this happens in a massively parallel manner.
There are two main brain regions dealing with verbal symbolic information (words and
numbers) (Bear, Connors et al. 2006). Wernicke’s area provides syntactic processing of
symbolic information. Patients with lesions in this area are able to speak words and operate
by their vocabulary but they cannot organise their thoughts into syntactically correct
sentences. Broca’s area relates to semantic aspects of information and contains dictionaries.
Patients with lesions in Broca’s area have a problem in finding a proper word but they can
somehow make a syntactical construction. There is a bundle of axons connecting Wernicke’s
area and Broca’s area which provides a communication channel for mutual information
exchange between syntactic and semantic centres of information processing. Multiple
exchanges between these two centres results in a relatively slow processing of the verbal
information.
Now we will describe some anatomical details of the visual system (Tovée 1996) and
demonstrate that the organization of the visual system is much more complex than the
structure of the verbal system. The visual system is distributed around the brain and is
organised into hierarchical structures of centres for visual information processing on different
levels of details. Using an analogy between signal processing in the brain and in artificial
computational devices, it seems that the processing of verbal information is a sequential
process with multiple exchanges between two main “processors”. Processing of visual
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information is organised as parallel information processing by many coupled centres (similar
to organization of NVIDIA graphical processor) (Lindholm, Nickolls et al. 2008).
Results of research on the macaque monkey brain shows (Figure 2.1) that its visual system
consists of 32 different regions with about 170 reciprocal connections between them
(Felleman and Van Essen 1991). First of all, light arrives to the eyeball and reaches the
Retinal Ganglion Cells (RGCs) which are located at the back of the ball. RCGs and other
neurons of the retina transform the distribution of light on the retina to multiple short
electrical pulses called ‘spikes’ with a duration of about 1 millisecond. The spikes generation
by RCG depends on the boundaries between areas with different light intensity. Thus a
simple detection of edges is performed by RGCs and coded by spikes. This information is
transmitted by the optic nerve to the part of the thalamus called the Lateral Geniculate
Nucleus (LGN) which is the first station of visual processing in the cerebral cortex. The LGN
and the primary visual cortex V1 further process the edges of objects in the visual scene and
start integration of edges into object representation. On this stage of processing visual objects
are represented by orientation of small bars indicating the edges of objects and their parts
(Hubel and Wiesel 1965). From V1 the coded visual information is distributed in parallel
along multiple ascending pathways. Different areas of the visual system are highly
specialized in particular types of information processing. For example, some higher cortical
regions deal with object recognition. They receive highly processed information which is a
result of integration of many particular details which have been considered and analyzed at
previous stages of processing.
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Figure 2.1 Hierarchical structure of visual system
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Figure 2.2 Two parallel streams of visual information processing
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A diagram of hierarchical structures in Figure 2.1 is complex and difficult to understand. A
simplification of this diagram is presented in Figure 2.2 (Van Essen and Galant 1994) where
two parallel streams of visual information processing are considered. The ventral or ‘WHAT’
stream propagates information on what (i.e. what objects) is presented in the visual scene.
The dorsal or ‘WHERE’ stream transmits the information on locations of objects in the visual
scene. These two streams run in parallel from RCG, LGN and V1 to higher cortical areas
resulting in recognition and eventual understanding of the visual information (Riesenhuber
and Poggio 1999; Serre, Oliva et al. 2007).
Ware’s consideration of pre-attentive visual processing concludes that sometimes the time
taken to process information from a visual cue is almost instantaneous (Ware 2004). Being
very short lived (their lifespan being about 100msec), much of what we ‘see’ of visual
representations is generally discarded before it reaches consciousness. Much of this rapid,
unconscious processing involves representations in our conceptual short-term memory (Potter
1993) where small bits of information (such as individual words) are merged into more
meaningful structures. However, addition processing stages are required before humans
become aware of a particular stimulus and it survives in longer-term memory. Repetition
blindness and attentional blink (Coltheart 1999) are some of the issues that cause failure in
retaining visual information because of higher-level processing of rapidly presented
sequences of visual stimuli, and are thus important to designers of visual analytic systems.
However, it is a challenging question how the brain extracts the visual object from a
distributed representation of different features such as local contour details, short bar
orientations, shapes, forms, colours, brightness, contrasts, movement direction etc. with a
high speed and efficacy. There are several theories how these multiple features distributed
between brains regions and locations (Figure 2.2) can be bound together to produce an
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impression of the whole image which can be recognized and classified. The most prominent
is the temporal correlation theory (von der Marlsburg 1981; Gray 1999; von der Marlsburg
1999). According to this theory the neuronal mechanism of feature binding is based on
synchronization of neural activity which propagates from along subsequent cortical areas.
The same principle of synchronization can be used to model the visual attention which is
important part of cognitive processing.
Selective visual attention is a mechanism that allows a living system to select the most
important part of the visual input and ignore other components (objects) of incoming visual
information. This mechanism is extremely important because the nervous system has a
limited processing capacity and it is extremely important to define and select the most
important/significant object and process it in a short time. Focusing attention on the
significant part of the visual scene provides a possibility to process the selected object more
carefully with taking into account many details of the object (Chik, Borisyuk et al. 2009).
An important question of selective attention is how to define the most significant object.
There are different possibilities here: to select the brightest object, the most colourful object,
the most segregated from the background, etc. Itti and colleagues (Itti, Koch et al. 1998)
defined the theoretical bases of an object’s ‘saliency’. The idea of Itti and collaborators is to
combine different features of each object and calculate a saliency map of the visual scene
which can be used to navigate attention from one object to another. Using this approach they
have developed a saliency-based attention system for rapid scene visual attention. This
attention system scans the visual scene and finds the most salient object. Thus, attention is
focused and the object is selected from a cluttered visual scene. Figure 2.3 demonstrates how
the system works. The red can is the most ‘salient’ object in this complex environment and
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the attention system selects this object (shown by the yellow circle) despite that the can is
partially blocked by other objects (Itti and Koch 2001).

Figure 2.3 Focus of attention

As a result of evolution, primate (including human) brains have many highly developed
specialised visual cortical areas that perform detailed visual processing. Another important
characteristic of a primates’ visual system is its ability to demonstrate advanced oculomotor
behaviour – primates can use their eyes to identify/select different objects from complex
visual scenes and pursue them in a dynamic environment. In fact, the brain combines a
control of eye movement (saccades and gaze direction) with signals from attention system to
reach an efficient processing of visual information, object recognition and visual scene
understanding.
Many studies use eye movements to investigate cognitive processes such as visual search,
scene perception, reading, typing etc. (see for example, (Rayner 1998; Stone, Miles et al.
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2002; Hayhoe and Ballard 2005; Torralba, Oliva et al. 2006)). Several times per second the
eye moves unconsciously in a step-like manner - the gaze ‘jumps’ to some object/particular
area of visual scene, ‘freezes’ there for a few moments and jumps again to a new area. These
very vast and random-looking eye movements are called saccades. Even when an observer
looks calmly at fixed object his/her eyes make small but continuous jumps from side to side.
It was shown that the direction of unconscious saccadic eye movements has direct connection
to cognitive processes. The classic experiments of Russian psychologist Alfred Lukyanovich
Yarbus (1914 -1986) over 50 years ago revealed that saccadic eye movements reflect
cognitive processes (Yarbus 1967). Yarbus found that eye movements during observation of
complex natural objects/scenes depend on the task the observer was asked to perform and
therefore reflect cognitive processes. In one experiment, he asked several people to look at
the same famous painting of Russian Ilya Repin, “The Unexpected”. If the viewer does not
receive a particular task, i.e. during a ‘free’ viewing, the gaze tends to jump from face to face
(especially concentrated on the eyes and mouth of the characters). However, when asked to
evaluate, for example, the family’s financial situation, the trajectories of the gaze reveal that
the eyes focus on areas of the image considered relevant to the question. The eye-tracking
records clearly show that the subjects visually investigate the picture in a completely different
way dependent upon the information they desire. Figure 2.4 shows the original black and
white illustration from Yarbus’s book – Repin’s painting and the trajectories of the gaze
during different tasks. Later, Archibald re-produced the original image but in colour
(Archibald 2008) – Figure 2.5 presents the original image (a), the image plus eye movement
trajectories during free examination (b), and finally the image plus trajectories when the
observer was asked to estimate the material circumstances of the family (c).
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Figure 2.4 Eye Movements: Yarbus, 1965

(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 2.5 Eye Movements: 2008 illustration

Originally, Yarbus made his discovery using a small mirror attached to the eyeball with a
rubber disc. The mirror reflects light directed toward the observer permitting a record to be
made of tiny eye movements. In recent years, this apparatus was replaced by digital devices.
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Eye tracking technologies are now used in many subject areas including scientific research
(cognitive science, psycholinguistic, human-computer interaction), medicine (diagnostic of
balance disorders of central origin) and commercial applications (assessment of web design
and website usability, evaluation of advertising campaigns in terms of actual visual
attention). The trajectories of eye movements are recorded and then statistically analysed to
provide evidence about which features are the most eye-catching, which features cause
confusion and which ones are ignored altogether and ultimately about the effectiveness of a
given medium or product.
Results from psychology and neuroscience on perception of visual information reviewed here
clearly show that issues of cognition, perception and visual psychology must also be taken
into account when deciding how to contextualise, prioritise and present information and
support its manipulation. These issues have an impact on the number of dimensions of data
that can be usefully presented, spatial positioning and relationships, for example through the
use of colour and tone, as well as any dynamic changes in these elements. According to
(Ware 2005) the “power of a visualisation comes from the fact that it is possible to have a far
more complex concept structure represented externally in a visual display than can be held in
visual and verbal working memories" (Ware 2005, p28).
One of the key goals of data visualisation is to communicate information precisely, and to
require little effort for the user to understand the data communicated. It is only logical to
conclude, therefore, that the human visual system must necessarily be one of the constraints
placed on graphics employed in data visualisation. Hence, all information is necessarily
compelled by the characteristics of perceptual processing when it is given as a visual display;
visualisation techniques that facilitate the flow of information can only be developed when
these cognitive processes are fully understood.
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There remain a variety of academic views about the method whereby humans understand
graphics – for example contrast Bertin and Berg’s view (Bertin and Berg 2010) with that of
Spence and Lewandowsky (Spence and Lewandowsky 1990). A theory that is notably
relevant to the use and construction of statistical graphs is that of Cleveland (Cleveland 1993).
His theory of graphical perception addresses how certain jobs associated with comprehending
a graph are performed by the human perceptual system. The perceptual tasks the user can do
most easily are those that need to be aligned with the information that is being presented; thus
this makes it the goal of any data analysis task. This then provides rules for graph
construction: elementary tasks should be used as high in the order as can be successfully
achieved. These guidelines are used in a variety of graphs, such as pie charts, statistical maps
with shading, bar charts and divided bar charts. Sometimes, the approach to graphical
display is grounded in perception but in the case of Tufte (Tufte 1990) it was more about the
aesthetic.
Regardless of the theoretical approaches essential to the sense-making process is the
perception of patterns in objects. Abstract information, such as political information, could
be coded visually and this would in turn create patterns that let the viewer explore and
understand the given information; and this in turn can lead to insights that could never occur
if the data was studied in any other way.
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2.3 The evolution of information visualisation
Visualisation has its historical roots as a way to convey data and as an aid for thinking; from
the first maps drawn in the 12th century by the Chinese. The invention of Cartesian
coordinates in the 17th century and advances in the fields of mathematics paved the way for
data graphics. Since the introduction of data graphics in the late 1700’s (Tufte 1983;
Cleveland 1993) visual representations of abstract information have been used to explore data
and reveal patterns. Information visualisation has its origin with Lambert (1728-1777) and
Playfair (1759-1823) who were the first to introduce graphics rather than simply presenting
data in tabular form and can therefore be regarded as the inventors of modern graphics design
(Tufte 1983; Tufte 2001).
Systematic visual representations replaced tables of numbers towards the end of the 18th
century, after Playfair wrote the Commercial and Political Atlas in 1786 (Playfair 1786) and
the Statistical Breviary, (Playfair 1801) which presented graphs and charts in a form that is
easily understood by a modern reader. The statistical line graph, pie chart and bar chart; three
of the four basic forms were invented by Playfair. Once Playfair had published these new
graphical representations other writers began to contribute their own ideas about pictorial
representation.
Joseph Priestly, (1733-1804) influenced by Playfair, was the first to create the concept of
representing time geometrically. His revolutionary idea was the use of a grid with time on the
horizontal axis; and the reigns of different monarchs represented by different length bars
which granted instantaneous visual comparison. Similarly, the French physician Jacques
Barbeu-Dubourg (1709–1779) and the Scottish philosopher Adam Ferguson (1723–1816)
produced plots that followed a similar principle. In Dubourg’s case it was a scroll produced
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in 1753 that presented a complex timeline from the time of Creation to the present; Dubourg
believed this period spanned 6,480 years. Ferguson published a timeline that begins at the
time of the Great Flood (2344 BC—though indicating clearly that this was 1656 years after
The Creation), and ranged across the births and deaths of all civilizations until 1780. James
Playfair, a Scottish minister although no relation of William Playfair, published A System of
Chronology, (Playfair 1784) in the style of Priestly time-bars.
During the 19th century, various forms of graphs, thematic maps and charts were developed.
Florence Nightingale, for example, followed Playfair’s examples in order to convey statistical
information to a wide audience. Nightingale produced Notes on Matters Affecting the Health,
Efficiency and Hospital Administration of the British Army (1859), after witnessing the poor
conditions in Crimea for soldiers that were injured (Nightingale 1859). For a variety of
reasons this was an important publication but it is interesting from our point of view because
it featured several graphs which she described as the “Coxcombs”1 (Figure 2.6) but which are
more commonly known as polar area diagrams. The diagram is used to plot cyclical data
(here monthly data are being compared) with each month taking 30 degrees of the circle. The
size of the radius reports the size of the quantity of interest (In Nightingale’s diagram it is
mortality statistics) and the separate shadings represent cause of death (the proportions taking
up by the grey shading clearly demonstrate that most soldiers were dying from diseases
caught whilst in hospital rather than wounds inflicted on the battlefield).

1

The Coxcomb keeps angles constant and varies radius (proportional to square-root (frequency)).
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Figure 2.6 A coxcomb chart

The association between mapping information and health statistics was pioneered when Dr.
John Snow plotted cholera deaths during an outbreak in central London in 1854 (Figure 2.7).
At the time it was widely thought that diseases like cholera were caused by ‘foul air’ but
Snow was sceptical of this theory. After talking with Soho residents Snow deduced that the
outbreak was centred on a water pump located in Broad Street and the disease declined after
the pump was taken out of service. Later, when he was recording the case Snow simply
marked the location of water pumps with crosses and deaths with dots on a map of the area.
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Figure 2.7 John Snow's Cholera Graphic

Shortly after the publication of Snow’s map the French engineer, Charles Joseph Minard
produced what is commonly regarded as one of the best statistical graphs ever published
(Tufte 1983; Wainer 2000; Friendly 2002). This graphic portrays Napoleon's losses suffered
during his invasion of Russia in 1812 (Figure 2.8).

Figure 2.8 Minard's Graphic of Napoleon's Moscow Campaign of 1812
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The brown and black lines show Napolean’s army on its advance (brown) into Russia and
then its later retreat (black). The thickness of the line shows the army’s size where it
becomes clear that the army that arrived in Moscow was roughly a fifth the size of the one
that began the march. The reader is able to follow the stylized geography because the map
shows latitude and longitude and dates are shown at key points of the army’s movements. A
temperature chart shows what the army had to endure, particularly during its retreat.
Although it is clear that Minard’s map is brilliant at conveying information about the Russian
campaign it is not entirely clear why it achieves what it does achieve. In the following
section, therefore, we attempt to discover what lies behind good graphic design.

2.4 Theories of information visualisation
Until recently, the term visualisation meant “formation of mental visual
images“(http://www.merriam-webster.com/). It has now come to mean “something more like
a graphical representation of data” (Ware 2004). The concept of information has also
undergone many transformations across time and become more discipline specific (Capurro
and Hjorland 2003). The word information became extremely influential in all areas of
society and fashionable in English and other languages after publication of Norbert Wiener’s
book on Cybernetics (Wiener 1948) and a paper “The Mathematical Theory of
Communication” by Shannon and Weaver (Shannon and Weaver 1949). Although from an
information-theoretical point of view information can be precisely defined and measured,
psychologists and computer science researchers use the term “information visualisation” just
to express a representational mode (instead of using verbal descriptions of subject-matter
content) which is then employed to display, for example, objects, procedures, dynamics of
systems, processes and events in a visual-spatial manner.
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Jacques Bertin, is one of the leading theorists of information visualisation (Bertin 1983).
Bertin created a theoretical framework for analysing visualisations, with the identification of
various data types (e.g. categories, maps, numbers and networks) as well as retinal variables
for visual encoding such as position, shape, orientation, size and colour. Although his work
was published before the creation of graphical user interfaces, Bertin appreciated the value of
interaction.
Bertin’s delineation of a set of fundamental graphic variables (size, location, colour, value,
shape, texture/grain and orientation) is perhaps the most famous aspect of his work
(Figure 2.9). These variables have been considered and then further developed by other
writers as they tried to build the theoretical underpinning of information visualisation (See,
for example, (Spiess 1970; Morrison 1974; MacEachren 1994)).

Figure 2.9 The visual variables described by Bertin:
Size (Si), value (V), texture (T), colour (C), orientation (Or), shape (Sh), and the 2D
planar projection (2PD)
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Subsequent writers further developed the foundations laid by Bertin. In 1983, Tufte
published a theory of data graphics that emphasized maximization of useful information
(Tufte 1983). Tufte, outlined a number of design guidelines (Tufte 1983; Tufte 1990; Tufte
2006) which included avoiding uninformative elements or so-called chart junk, maximising
the ratio of data-ink to non-data-ink and the usage of small multiples displays for multidimensional data (see also (Ellis and Dix 2007).
In 2004 Stephen Few wrote a comprehensive and practical guide to business graphics, - Show
Me the Numbers: Designing Tables and Graphs to Enlighten (Few 2004), in which he
broadened the principles of colour use developed earlier by Bertin and Tufte. Few outlined
nine rules of graphics, which are:
Rule 1: If you want different objects of the same colour in a table or graph to look the same,
make sure that the background (the colour that surrounds them) is consistent. (A gradient
background just adds confusion).
Rule 2: If you want objects in a table or graph to be easily seen, use a background colour that
contrasts sufficiently with the object.
Rule 3: Use colour only when needed to serve a particular communication goal.
Rule 4: Use different colours only when they correspond to differences of meaning in the
data. (Adding a different colour for each country to a bar chart adds nothing when you
already have identified their names).
Rule 5: Use soft, natural colours to display most information, and bright colours and/or dark
colours to highlight information that requires greater attention. (He gives an example of
palette with eight soft natural and bright highlight colours).
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Rule 6: When using colour to encode a sequential range of quantitative values, stick with a
single hue (or a small set of closely related hues) and vary intensity from pale colours for low
values to increasingly darker and brighter colours for high values.
Rule 7: Non-data components of tables and graphs should be displayed just visibly enough to
perform their role, but not more so, for excessive salience could cause them to distract
attention from the data. (The scales and borders should not visually overwhelm your data).
Rule 8: To guarantee that most people who are colourblind can distinguish groups of data
that are colour coded, avoid using a combination of red and green in the same display. (About
10% of men cannot tell red from green, and identify traffic lights by position only!)
Rule 9: Avoid using visual effects in graphs. (A plain bar chart is preferable to one with
three-dimensional rods).
The power of graphic presentation and visual perception had two functions for Bertin and
Tufte, serving both as a tool for discovery and to augment cognition. Visualisation theory
has also been advanced by theorist-practitioners; for example the American mathematician
John Tukey used graphical representations to examine data before conducting confirmatory
analysis and used this to advocate more exploratory data analysis (Tukey 1977). A core
principle of graphical display is to concentrate attention on what should be seen in the data.
Tukey’s boxplot displays individual observations in the extremes where they are most likely
to be noticed, yet suppresses all points in the middle of a distribution (Figure 2.10).
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Figure 2.10:Tukey’sboxplot
During the 1950s and 1960s computer processing of statistical data was developing with the
creation of FORTRAN, the first high-level language for computing. By the late 1960s,
widespread mainframe university computers offered the possibility to construct graphic forms
by computer programs, some of which were new techniques in graphical display. High
resolution and interactive statistical applications would allow users to generate their own
graphics from templates incorporated in the software (Fowlkes 1969; Fishkeller, Friedman et
al. 1974).
A set of experiments comparing the efficacy of varying visual encodings for conveying
different data types were conducted by William Cleveland (Cleveland 1984; Cleveland and
McGill 1984; Cleveland and McGill 1985; Cleveland 1993; Cleveland 1994). His
conclusions display a rank-ordering of visual mappings for varied data types. For example,
area is significantly less effective at demonstrating quantitative values than are either length
or position. Another example shows that texture, colour and shape are better for
communicating categorical attributes, but are less useful for conveying numerical data.
Taking this research further Mackinlay (Mackinlay 1986) extended and formalized this
knowledge into a computational model for the automatic generation of static data graphics.
Later, visualisation grew to encompass not only visual design principles, but interaction.
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Early work focused on the use of interactivity, such as brushing techniques to select and
highlight visualized data points (Becker and Cleveland 1987). Shneiderman (Shneiderman
1996) proposed a list of tasks that visualisations should support and a classification of the
different data types that could be subject to visualisation. By excluding uninteresting items,
focussing on items of interest, showing an interactive history, highlighting connections
between details he discovered the interactive task of getting an overview of a data group. He
identified the data types of different dimensions (one dimensional, two dimensional etc.) as
well as time, trees, and networks. These ideas are known as Shneiderman mantra: “overview
first, zoom and filter, then details-on-demand”. They have been used for many years as a
leading methodology and a guiding theoretical framework by many software and web
designers for data visualisation and exploration.
The first part of the Shneiderman mantra means that the data overview is first and the most
important part of the visualisation process. This idea becomes even more important these
days when the internet and cloud computing are actively used for data visualisation. The
second part of the mantra stresses that software for data visualisation should include the
appropriate tools for manipulation of data, such as zooming, and filtering abilities. The third
mantra’s part means that a multi-layered structure of data visualisation should be applied.
Data visualisation on some level (layer) of details provides answers to multiple questions and
also can “show” answers even to question which have not been formulated yet. That leads to
new questions on the next more detailed level and therefore leads to another even deeper
layer of visual representation where answers can be discovered, etc. Thus, applying the
mantra ideology one can imagine a fractal structure of multiple layers moving deeper and
providing a better visualisation with more details which is also is combined with flexible
instruments to travel between layers and it will lead to new discoveries from the data.
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However, a different approach is taken by Ware (Ware 2004; Ware 2005) that starts with an
entity-relationship separation of data, from which more elaborate data types can then be
created.
Bertin’s research has been used as a model for formalising the modern graphic constructions
being created computationally, as the new field of information visualisation (Infovis) has
developed. Card and Mackinlay, regarded as authors of one of major publications in the field
of information visualisation (Card, Mackinlay et al. 1999), authored an earlier paper entitled
“The Structure of the Information Visualisation Design Space” (Card and Mackinlay 1997) in
which they expanded on Bertin’s taxonomy (adding “connection” and “closure” to the list of
retinal variables) and applied this framework to newly developed visualisation techniques.
They explored ways in which computer-aided visual representations of data were beginning
to split from the traditional semantic models backed up by Bertin’s x y z approach. By relying
on increasingly indeterminate semantic mapping, which lacked the raw intuitiveness of
uncomplicated infographics, modern visual representations of data became progressively less
familiar. Card and Mackinlay identified a number of semantic mapping ambiguities in the
area of “information landscapes and spaces” and large-scale treemaps (Figure 2.11).
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Figure 2.11 Confusion between area and position inside a tree map

Described as “space-filling”, a treemap is a representation of hierarchical data (e.g. the
structure of folders on a hard drive) where branches of the hierarchy are shown as
successively embedded quadrilaterals whose areas correspond to the “size” of the node they
represent (the area would be equivalent to the file size of the folder for example).
The Voronoi treemap (Figure 2.12) is a modern approach to the traditional treemap, and it
attempts to solve some of the inherent problems of the earlier examples. Similarly to the
network graph, the treemap shows spatial variances where the concrete positions are mostly
superficial.
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Figure 2.12 Voronoi treemap

In recent decades there has been a huge increase in infovis work, which includes new
visualisation designs for unstructured and structured data. Heer and his co-authors, for
example, (Heer, Card et al. 2005) describe Cone Trees (Robertson, Mackinlay et al. 1991)
(Figure 2.13), Perspective Walls (Mackinlay, Robertson et al. 1991) (Figure 2.14), StarField
displays (Ahlberg and Shneiderman 1994), Hyperbolic trees (Lamping and Rao 1996)
(Figure 2.15), SpaceTrees (Plaisant, Grosjean et al. 2002), and other newly evolving
techniques that incorporate traditional design methods, computer software and animations.

Figure 2.13 Cone Tree visualisation
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Figure 2.14 Perspective Wall

Figure 2.15 Hyperbolic tree

Design innovation has also occurred in selection, transformation and navigation techniques,
including focus+context schemes (Furnas 1981), space distortion (Leung and Apperley
1994), point-of-interest navigation (Mackinlay, Card et al. 1990), and panning and zooming
(Igarashi and Hinckley 2000). One of the first attempts at constructing an integrated
framework was the Information Visualizer (IV) (Card, Robertson et al. 1991), which
provided users with an interface paradigm to oversee animation and ensure smooth
interactive frame rates.
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However, many of these public information visualisation designs do not translate for the new
information consumer although some types of visualisation have successfully adopted a more
public-friendly design: Many-Eyes2, gapminder3 , and Swivel4, are three good examples that
have done this but for the most part visualisation design remains accessible only to specialists.
Tableau5 (Figure 2.16) and Spotfire6 are end-user applications for complex visualisations, but
they require installation, training and expertise and to date none of them allows for easy
publishing to the web.

Figure 2.16 Screenshots from Tableau Software

2.5 Conclusions
Information visualisation will play a major role in the way we communicate data in a society
that is becoming increasingly digital. The modern era is characterized by a scale of
information production that has not only dwarfed that of previous eras in just a few decades,
but also promises to expand further with new technological advancements in
telecommunications, computerization and yet to be invented methods for engaging with

2

http://www.many-eyes.com
http://www.gapminder.org/downloads/applications/
4
http://www.swivel.com/
5
http://www.tableausoftware.com/
6
http://spotfire.tibco.com/demo/
3
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information. Visualisation has a major role to play in helping us to avoid information
overload.
This review of the literature demonstrates a varied approach towards answering the questions
– how do we perceive visual images and just how and why are our visual senses such a
powerful means of assimilating information. Graphic design has attempted to distil the
various elements of size, shape, texture, colour, relationship etc. into an overarching
framework that accurately describes the composition of information visualisation.
Psychologists and others, especially those in the neurosciences, have demonstrated the
advantages of pictorial displays over other types of information sources, but that is not the
same as being able to optimize these for each and every occasion. Information visualisation
remains both science and art – we can see what works and what does not work and although
we can prescribe some do’s and don’ts when it comes down to graphical design we are a long
way from providing a template for good design.
Moreover, developments in computer hardware (processing speed, hard disc memory storage
etc.) and software (artificial intelligence, interactivity) probably mean that new insights,
methods and techniques for information visualisation will continue to be discovered and
developed. This suggests that the gap between written text and visual display of information
will continue to grow in the latter’s favour. The ability for our brains to acquire data
efficiently and effectively from even brief exposures to information graphics means that more
energy and effort will be channelled in this direction by data providers.
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3 Visualising politics

3.1 Introduction
The aim of this chapter is to demonstrate some of the ways in which social science disciplines
such as political science and geography have approached the challenges of visualising
empirical data when new technological developments create new opportunities that facilitate
visualisation. Certainly, within political science there has been considerable criticism from
some quarters about the relatively poor presentation of research findings, particularly
focussing on the unfriendly nature of that presentation consisting largely of detailed
tabulations of data rather than simplified graphical data displays.
This debate comprises the first section before the discussion moves away from academic
disciplines and towards the broader social change brought about by the spread of new
telecommunication technologies and social media. Changes in these areas permit new ways
of engaging with political information – empowered citizens choosing their own ways of
discovering about politics. In the third section we show how the political parties in the UK
are responding. As people have engaged more with social media so too have the parties
learned to adapt their campaigning styles, following voters into new territories by designing
new mobile phone applications and web platforms in the never-ending search for votes.
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3.2 Imaging politics
Naturally, there have been researchers that have directly addressed the problems of political
data presentation as well as many more that have thought about the best means for visualising
their data findings. A good example of innovation is the development of a graphical
presentation of vote share in a three-party system. Upton pioneered this method (Upton 1976;
Upton 1991) but (Dorling 1991) took it a stage further, developing a system that uses a single
triangle to describe the three-party dynamic of modern parliamentary elections in the UK
(Figure 3.1). One objective of Dorling’s was to develop an alternative presentation of
‘swing’ a metric that is most appropriate for a two- and not a multi-party system. These
triangles worked most effectively when presented in varying shades of party colours but lost
most of their impact when grey-scales were used.

Figure 3.1: Triangular graph of party share

Data visualisation in political science is specific to representing quantitative data as
numerical tables and graphs and should thus be set apart from other types of visualisation in
this discipline (such as concept visualisation, strategy and workflow visualisation, metaphor
visualisation and general information and knowledge visualisation, etc.).
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Quantitative information can be presented in a succinct and simple form by using a graphical
display. Compared to tabular displays of numeric information, graphs have several
advantages specifically when the primary objective is to find the systemic structure that exists
across the units of analysis. A graph displays quantitative information by encoding it as
geometric construction, but human perception and understanding must be used to decode the
given graph and comprehend its implications in regards to the context in which it appears.
This process works precisely because the human visual processing system provides a very
effective means for understanding complicated information (see Chapter 2).
Moreover, graphs effectively bypass some of the implicit (but important) assumptions that
underlie the interpretation of sample statistics by showing all of the data, rather than just
providing numerical summaries. Ultimately, graphs encourage interaction between the
researcher and the data, because they highlight interesting and unusual features which lead to
closer inspection and new insights (Atkinson 1985; Brown, Earnshaw et al. 1995; Bajaj 1999;
Hansen and Johnson 2005; Spence 2007; Few 2009; Jacoby and Schneider 2010; Kelleher
and Wagener 2011; Yau 2011).
However, social scientists seldom take full advantage of the information available in their
statistical results, missing the chance to present their findings to the best effect (Jacoby 1997;
Jacoby 1998; King, Tomz et al. 2000; Jacoby 2006).
Several groups of methods that have been employed for data visualisation can be identified
within political science:
•

Statistical graphics and infographics with extensive use of colour, form, size, shape
and style to superimpose many quantitative variables in the same chart or diagram.

•

Geographical information systems (GIS) to visualize geographically-linked data.
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•

Graph visualisation or network maps for representing relations between objects.

Data visualisation in political science increasingly has closer affinities with methodologies
developed for geographical information systems since so many aspects of electoral systems
and party voting are best described using this approach. In the words of one GIS specialist:
“Space is fundamental to perception and cognition because it provides a common ground for
our senses as well as our actions. The constant mutual reinforcement of visual, auditory and
tactile cues has developed our spatial cognition to an extent unmatched by any other domain.
Perception, manipulation, and motion in space are largely subconscious activities, imposing
little cognitive load, while offering intuitive inference patterns. Space has a strong inner
coherence that proves useful for designing and combining metaphors.” (Kuhn 1996 p.3)
The value of visual-spatial cognition to information processing can be established by the
usage of cartographic maps and information graphics. Both cartographic and information
maps (the distinctions are made clearer in Chapter 4) are so common that almost everyone
can read or at least gather basic information from them and the software is becoming easier to
use and within the range of many more users (Maceachren and Kraak 1997; Monmonier 2007;
Farmer 2009; Kraak and Ormeling 2010; Jarvis 2011).
Increasingly, as the application of mapping software becomes more widespread and userfriendly, electoral data is being mapped. For example, the recent General Election in UK
brought up a broad range of thematic maps, cartograms, dashboards and information graphics
(Figure 3.2) that are used effectively to avoid information overload.
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Figure 3.2 Composite screenshot of General Election visualisations
The goal of optimizing maps as vehicles of visual communication has motivated a great deal
of cartographic research (Petchenik 1983; Harley and Woodward 1987; Monmonier 1992;
Fairbairn, Andrienko et al. 2001; Perkins 2003). The role of maps as “form of abstract
thinking” was emphasized by (Muehrcke 1980). The computer allows direct representation of
multiple approaches to the same data, viewer interaction with maps, movement and change
and the mixing of maps with text, other graphics and sound. Now, several publicly available
GIS systems have appeared with Google Earth being the most famous (MacEachren 1998).

3.3 Technological change and political visualisation
Social networking sites such as YouTube, Tumblr, Flickr and Pinterest that are based on
image exchange are also becoming more main-stream and this development runs parallel with
the public’s ability to take pictures from mobile devices, for example, telephone, personal
computers. Much of my research is concerned with optimisation of methods for
communicating information to non-expert users. Similar to the Internet, mobile phones
facilitate communication and rapid access to information. Compared to the Internet, however,
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mobile phone diffusion has reached a larger proportion of the population in most countries,
and thus the impact of this new medium is conceivably greater. While it is too early to
determine the political effects of mobile phone dissemination, the political events in different
countries suggest that mobile technology may come to play an important role in political
participation and democracy.
The existence of the visual culture is not solely dependent on the images themselves; it is also
based on the human urge to picture and visualise experience in a compulsory way,
compulsory because pictures create and contest meanings, while at the same time they relate
to other meanings in the public domain (Mirzoeff 1999). Since politics has become mediated,
images play a vital role: people experience the political process through media visualisations
whether that is through traditional means, for example, newspapers and broadcast news, or
more contemporary methods such as media blogs (Bennett and Entman 2001; Louw 2005;
Stanyer 2007). New technologies allow users to combine individual information and
knowledge to make government processes more visible for the general public; graphics are
often considered as some of the most valuable information (Bekkers and Moody 2011).
Two socio-technological developments are responsible for the rapid democratisation of the
production and distribution of visual events. The first and most notable of these is the
emergence of the internet (Web 2.0), while the second is the arrival of handheld devices
capable of recording video and images. In comparison with the traditional media and large
scale information systems that rely heavily on a costly infrastructure, the combination of the
Web and handheld telecommunication devices have created a culture where pictures taken on
these devices are uploaded immediately onto social, interactive networks, thereby making the
dispersion of this information virtually instantaneous (Hermanns 2008). This means that it
has become possible to have real time coverage of almost any event purely through user48

generated content. Not only does the web stress the value of users as co-producers of relevant
content (e.g. information, contacts, experiences and knowledge), but it also shows that users
can implement their visual and interactive potential to monitor government communications
and services. Cases like the political engagements in Iran and China (2009) and later in
Tunisia and Egypt (2011) where social media (Facebook and Twitter) serve as a medium for
the development of a social movement is an apparent sign of the use of social media in a
democracy. Furthermore, online communication surpasses geographical borders permitting
the formation of transnational communities based on shared language, culture, or interests
(Michaelsen 2011 p.14). The Internet becomes the valuable means of communication for
social movements and groups challenging established power structures (van de Donk et al.
2004). In Western democracies, it was expected to reduce the democratic deficits of
corporate-dominated media systems, influenced by consumer culture and linked with
powerful elites. As for authoritarian systems, the Internet promised not only to undermine the
state’s control on information circulation but also to open up new communication channels
for suppressed opposition groups and dissidents (Ferdinand 2000).
Mainstream media engage digital techniques particularly during election periods, with a
range of strategies aimed at allowing users to interact with content and the data visualisation
helps to explain the morass of election data (see Chapters 4 and 9 for a detailed consideration
of this). The use of dynamic, real-time mapping and charting, for example, often facilitate the
understanding of the state of play in modern coverage of elections.
With new applications of the mainstream media, elections become a time for innovation, and
the Internet can lead to growing influence on online engagement (Foot and Schneider 2002;
Wicks and Souley 2003; Souley and Wicks 2005; Verser and Wicks 2006; Super 2009). We
have seen this with recent elections in both the United States and the UK. From Twitter to
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Facebook, through the mobile phones applications and internet polling, technology gave
political parties and mainstream media organisations powerful new ways to engage with both
voters and viewers (Gibson, Margolis et al. 2003; Stanyer 2006; Gibson 2008; Gunter,
Campbell et al. 2009; Gibson 2012). Newman (Newman 2010) argues that social and digital
media increased political engagement and appear to have contributed to higher turnout –
particularly amongst the 18–24 group (+7% on 20057). Social media and internet activity
provided new routes to transparency during this election, contributing to a new and more
open political climate.
An example of how the new technologies were engaged in the election campaigns was the
Tweetminster website and set of services which helped to make sense of all of the political
conversations that were happening on Twitter. In the realm of social media, Twitter is of
indelible concern to democratization for two reasons: it is public and it is virtually
unstoppable. Twitter updates, or “tweets,” go out on two networks—the Internet and SMS,
which is used for text messaging systems. Additionally, Twitter is a broadcast service, unlike
Facebook, and can therefore allow for messages to be accessed by virtually anyone
(Grossman 2009).
During the campaign, it maintained the definitive lists of all of the MPs and parliamentary
candidates, monitored the level and type of political activity and described trends through
links and especially data visualisation (Figure 3.3).

7

MORI study showed 44% turnout amongst 18–24 year olds. Turnout increase was highest in this group, which is most
active in social networks (www.ipsos-mori.com/researchpublications/researcharchive/poll.aspx?oItemId=2613&view=wide).
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Figure 3.3 Tweetminster8
The image above (Figure 3.3), which appeared on the front page of the website, visualises
which parties are more active on Twitter in particular regions of the UK at any particular time.
In this case, during the second week of the campaign, it showed Liberal Democrat activity in
the South West and Scotland. During the third and last debate between the three party leaders
of the Conservative, Liberal Democrat and the Labour parties 154,342 tweets appeared
containing various terms from the debate, with a frequency of arrival at 26.77 tweets per
second from 33,095 different people.
Election 2010 produced higher levels of participation and creativity online than happened at
previous elections (Gibson 2012). This is not surprising given the rapid growth of new social
media tools. YouTube and Facebook first appeared in 2005, while Twitter had not yet
appeared on the social scene. According to the Oxford Internet Survey (2009)9, participation
in online social networks doubled in just two years to almost 50 per cent of UK internet users.
Around 20 per cent of all time spent on the internet is now with these networks10.

8

http://tweetminster.co.uk/
Oxford Internet Survey: 49% of internet users had created or updated a social networking profile in previous
12 months (www.oii.ox.ac.uk/microsites/oxis).
10
Nielsen figures from 2009 say one in every six minutes in the UK
(http://blog.nielsen.com/nielsenwire/global/social-networking-new-global-footprint).
9
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Half a million people participated in a Facebook poll11 on the eve of the campaign (Nick
Clegg won) and 1.87 million people shared the fact that they had voted by the time the polls
closed, using a real-time counter placed on every page of the UK site (see Figure 3.4).

Figure 3.4 Facebook polling day
The growing influence of new information and communication technologies, in particular
mobile phone technology, on many aspects of life has been noted, but detailed analysis of
possible effects on politics has begun only recently. While the possibilities of e-voting are
still being explored (although electoral fraud and transparency of election counts remain
concerns), the political influence of mobile phones can be noticed in the wider context of
democracy, namely the building of networks, the provision of information and the
mobilisation of activists. They are also being increasingly used to spread information about
the progress of election counts despite their usage apparently being illegal.

3.4 Democratizing broadcasting
YouTube has become an important channel in which parties could broadcast messages to
bypass the restrictions of mainstream media and the regulated television environment
(Anstead and Chadwick 2009). The most popular video on the webcameronuk channel was

11

http://www.facebook.com/democracyuk
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Cameron‘s four minute speech, posted just three days before the General Election12. Publicly
available statistics on the video show that of 193,000 total views around 170,000 came before
May 5th (a two day period). The second most viewed video on the YouTube (webcameronuk
2010) tells a similar story. Posted on April 19th following the first leadership debate, ‘David
Cameron: What it takes to change a country’ registered 168,000 views with around 160,000
coming in the first few days and around 99,000 of those coming from paid advertising online.
A total of 21 videos were posted by webcameronuk during the official campaign timetable.
The Labour Party had a moderate budget at the 2010 election so almost all of its YouTube
views were not based on advertising. The most viewed post was the interactive video
manifesto featuring an ‘ordinary‘ cartoon family and was posted on April 11th13 and watched
by 140,000 people. The second most viewed video14 on the channel was the video ‘Brilliant
Britain‘ that points out how the Conservatives had increased funds for spending on
advertisements. A total of 36 videos were posted by Labour during the 2010 campaign.
Viewing statistics for videos posted by the Liberal Democrats were always lower than those
registered by the two main parties. The video the proved the greatest success was a Party
Election Broadcast uploaded to YouTube15 which gained 40,000 views.

3.5 Electioneering and mobile phone technologies
The rapid growth of mobile phones since the 1990s, the emergence of text messaging, and the
increasing interconnection between mobile phones and the Internet have made it possible for
people to coordinate and organize political collective action to a degree never seen before
(Gibson and Ward 1998; Gibson, Margolis et al. 2003; Gibson 2008). The political influence

12

http:// www.youtube.com/watch?v=aQC1oiJdtbs
Labour Manifesto 2010: A future fair for all: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=SCO- KwYpH0M
14
Roughly 135,000 views
15
Liberal Democrats: Say goodbye to broken promises : http://www.youtube.com/watch? v=jTLR8R9JXz4
13
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of mobile phones can be viewed in the building of networks, the spread of news and
information and the mobilisation of activists.
This form of new media has applications for modern electioneering. During the General
Election 2010, all the parties invested in mobile phone technology, and provided their
supporters with means to connect online in different ways.
The Conservatives were the only party to develop web content optimised for mobile, which
renders well and allows easy navigation of the key content (Figure 3.5).

Figure 3.5 Conservative Party iPhone app
News feed and the web stories from the party were available by way of a plainly formatted
headlines page. A scrollwheel allowed users to explore the details of Conservative policy.
The Conservative mobile phone application even contained a Swingometer. Tilting the
iPhone made the country go progressively bluer until the Conservatives had a majority and
could form a majority government (it was impossible to tilt in the opposite direction to obtain
a Labour victory). The application main menu also included links that took users to
Conservative channels on Twitter, Facebook and YouTube.
Labour also introduced an iPhone app (Figure 3.6), which follows a standard lay out,
providing content and assets to mobilise grass roots supporters.
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Figure 3.6 Labour Party iPhone app
Unlike the Conservative equivalent, Labour had devoted space to a consideration of the
dangers of voting for other parties; after all they were the defending party and were
concerned about the level of protest voting that might take place. Labour's Twitter feed was
more closely integrated into their application than was the case for the Conservatives.
The Liberal Democrats adopted another approach with their own mobile phone application
(Figure 3.7). The opening screen invites the user to pick three issues, and 'mix their video'. As
soon as the third issue is selected, a video starts playing, featuring leader Nick Clegg, and
tuned to playing the segments appropriate for the interests the user has expressed.

Figure 3.7 Liberal Democrats iPhone app
Other options available with the app included registration with the party’s mailing list,
forwarding the app to a friend, or making a financial donation to the party.
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3.6 Conclusions
Despite the complaints from some political scientists there does not appear to have been a
substantial change in the way that most quantitatively-based research in political science
(perhaps less so in the case of geography) reports its research findings. Opening the pages of
most of the discipline’s empirically-leaning journals still reveals that describing political
research comprises tables and then more tables. It is still rare to encounter maps, graphical
displays of data findings.
The printed page lags further and further behind the capabilities of new technologies and the
ways in which people now communicate with one another about political events. The
enormous growth in social media such as Twitter and Facebook has seen those technologies
turned towards the spread of political information. Whilst academics have not yet apparently
altered their behaviour the pressures on the parties to be more imaginative in using these
technologies are greater. If competitor parties build a new method for communicating with
voters across social media then each party has to do the same. These kinds of developments
began in the United States but were more visible at the recent 2010 general election in the
UK.
These debates and trends are interesting but it is also interesting to note that as yet the preeminence of maps as conveyances of political and especially electoral information have yet to
be seriously challenged. In the following chapter we focus on the ways in which mapping
data became and remains easily the most accessible means for engaging with politics,
especially electoral politics.
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4 Mapping data

4.1 Introduction
This chapter is entirely concerned with mapping as the pre-eminent means of visualising
political and especially electoral data. The previous chapter revealed the relative lack of
progress in visualising data within the discipline of political science, particularly in
comparison with the closely-related geography discipline. The development of new methods
for mapping data, especially in the production of GIS, had helped to bring these technologies
within the reach of many geographers whereas it was once a specialised skill that was
reserved for cartographers. Maps rightly have a special place in the field of data visualisation
for a number of reasons that will be outlined and discussed in this chapter.
The chapter begins by providing some of the general principles that lie behind the map as an
example of visual display and then moving into a much greater examination of maps within
the political/electoral setting. There are certain elements within an electoral process that
maps have to address – the size and shape of electoral districts, the patterns of party
competition, the distribution of votes and seats to name just a few. Technological
developments in recent decades have resulted in a transformation of the mapping process.
Two of these, interactive mapping and the growing use of dashboard graphical displays that
are centred on mapped data are the subject of separate sections. One of the continuing
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discussions within the map-making field is about the best form of map to use. Of course, the
answer to this question depends on what is the map’s purpose and who is the intended viewer.
This consideration has particular importance for electoral data where electoral districts are
different in terms of physical size and electoral weight (number of legislators elected from the
district/state etc). There is a section, therefore, that considers a range of different map types
and their fitness for purpose. The closing section provides a short case study of the ways in
which media coverage of the 2010 general election employed a variety of mapping
procedures to try and engage with viewers and readers.

4.2 Mapping: optimising data visualisation
Maps provide excellent means for describing similarities and differences across specific
objects. Maps are a way of translating or converting spatial data - “cartographic visualisation
can be claimed to solve many of the fundamental problems identified in studying spatial
social distributions” (Dorling 1991). While statistical methods are used to explore patterns
and relationships in the data, maps illustrate and support the analysis of spatial data in an
easily comprehensible style. As a combination of abstraction and representation, cartography
is an incomparable method of a data-handling and data-communicating. The interaction
between maps and statistical texts (graphs and charts) is vital to the understanding of
scientific phenomena (Cockerill 2003).
Many cartographic technologies are now available, from geographic information systems
(GIS), which offer a broad range of analytical functions and integrate map components, to
high-end cartographic information systems (CIS) for professional map and atlas makers
(Anselin 2012). Over time, conceptual and technically-driven developments in computer
graphics, computation and user interfaces have begun to transform the map into something
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that is displayed within a visual toolbox to be used interactively for exploratory data analysis
(including multiple representations such as statistical charts, three-dimensional plots and
other visual aids to understanding that collectively may be regarded as geovisualisation
(Hubbard, Kitchin et al. 2008).
Conventional maps are effective at representing geographical information such as locations,
areas, distances and topological relationships by transforming the surface of the sphere using
different map projections and have dominated the history of cartographic visualisation. The
most common way of adopting conventional maps to describe socio-economic information is
to build up thematic maps such as dot maps, proportional symbol maps and choropleth maps,
which employ symbols, shadings and colours to represent socio-economic data overlaid on
geographical features.
Digital maps are now transmitted over computer networks. The web very quickly became the
spatial data delivery mechanism of choice (Masser 1997; Trainor 1997). The combination of
maps and the Internet is a significant development, not only for improving distribution but
also because it makes a more interactive form of mapping possible. Trends are also evident
in the types of maps are available through the Internet, many of which are becoming
interactive, allowing users to use simple queries and zooming. Typically, query functions
gave additional information on map objects, the coordinates of a selected point, as well as
locator functions. Interactive visualisation methods can increase cognitive resources by
providing an additional, external visual resource to the human memory. They may reduce the
amount of searching and ease the recognition of patterns as well as enhance understanding of
relationships in large amounts of data and information. In addition, they provide a medium
that enables the user to have a representation of information that he or she can quickly and
easily modify, restructure or consider from a different perspective.
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The different media (maps, diagrams, pictures, text, video, animation and sound) applied in
cartography are used to inform about spatial objects, their relationships, and spatial processes.
This information process can be efficient only, if the cognitive aspects in media design are
considered. A good map does not just instil data in its geographical context, but also serves as
an instrument of generalisation and summarisation, helping a user to see insight. In the field
of visual thinking the most important function media has is constructing mental models and
transforming information into a greater context. It has to give insight into the subject's
complete structure; it should support the creation of mental models of the subject's
correlations and processes. Maps, abstract graphical presentations, and animations can
convey this knowledge. Whilst an air photograph or satellite image may be data rich, a well
designed topographic map may effectively present abstract information that reveals unseen
patterns not directly visible in the landscape. Interaction with a thematic value-by-area map,
such as a representation of election results combined with socio-demographic data, may draw
attention to hidden patterns that were not evident in spatial representations of the data
(Andrienko and Andrienko 2007; Andrienko, Andrienko et al. 2010).
Digitising maps provides new challenges that cartographers have not previously considered.
These include:


Visual dynamism, animated and updated in real-time to data changes.



Multimedia, the integration of text and image with animation, video, and audio.



Interactivity, the opportunity for the user participate in the creation of the map by
changing it.



Network distribution and data gathering.



3D and virtual environments.

The degree of complexity of what and how the representation is achieved is substantially
greater than with static maps.
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When cartographers create thematic maps, they need to consider several important things.
The most significant - is the intended audience, since this determines what items should be
integrated on the thematic map as reference points in addition to the map's theme: “If we then
make the obvious assumption that the content of a map is appropriate to its purpose, there yet
remains the equally significant evaluation of the visual methods employed to convey that
content” (Robinson 1952 p.17). A classification of representation forms and their potential
application areas should be readily available to those exploring geospatial data (Fairbairn,
Andrienko et al. 2001). Associated with the application of an appropriate representation
method, it is important to ensure that the suitable level of data abstraction for that
representation is displayed. Further, it is vital that, once displayed, users are also able to
navigate and effectively assimilate all of the data that are available using interactive graphical
tools.

4.3 The visualisation of election results
Maps that are used to visualise some aspects of the electoral process normally provide a
broad overview of the varying democratic choices across different regions and social contexts.
The most common maps of politics are univariate choropleth maps for instance, presenting
party or candidate votes (in percentages) across different electoral districts as a single theme.
The more complex multivariate thematic maps have more than one layer of data. Quite often
election results are used in combination with a second socioeconomic data layer in order to
suggest graphically potential correlations between socioeconomic variables and voting
behaviour.
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For this chapter particular attention will be focused upon the American presidential elections.
The outline shape of the United States lends itself to map visualisation projections
(rectangular) that does not apply so well to the UK (long and thin).
The United States started the trend of reporting election results on the Internet using
visualisations. The image of blue and red states, after the 2000 Bush-Gore elections and the
2004 Bush – Kerry elections (Figure 4.1.) gained widespread use in mainstream political
discussions, and has assisted the way Americans view politics and society in their country,
indicating the efficacy of this visualisation.

Figure 4.1 USA Today and the 2004 Presidential Election
Election results are typically represented by colouring each political unit according to the
candidate that carried it. This approach is problematic because the visual weight of each
political unit is based upon the physical area of the state and not the population which is what
determines its actual weight within the electoral college. As a result, maps showing US
presidential elections often are dominated by one colour, as one party tends to carry vast but
sparsely-populated rural areas while the other party tends to carry small but largely-populated
urban areas. The overall visual weight of each party is thus not proportional to the actual
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election results – as later chapters show this is also a problem for the UK where urban
constituencies are physically small and normally coloured red while rural seats are much
larger and coloured blue, creating false impressions that most seats are won by the blue party.
Though scaling the voting process to physical geographic space and spatial aggregation are
inherent weaknesses of red and blue state mapping, the power of such maps in affecting
political perceptions is conspicuous Despite the fact that election results can be displayed at
finer scales that better capture spatial variability, the problem of projecting a human activity
onto a map representing geographic area remains and many different solutions have been
attempted (Figure 4.2).

Figure 4.2: Mapping electoral data across the United States
Subsequent US elections have seen further progress being made in terms of compiling static
maps that provide users with substantial political information. The 2008 election was the
most polled presidential election ever. In these elections, the citizens had an opportunity to
use the maps to find and measure political statistics (raw votes cast, percentages of votes cast
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for parties, population by race, third-party voting) for any county in the US. Similarly, the
maps allowed users to analyse how particular counties compare to the rest of the state.
4.3.1 Interactive maps
Interactive maps on the Internet present data most effectively when they invite action from
the user. Showing relationships between data is easier when the user has the power to change
the visuals. It is only with interaction that user could really find out about a data domain,
explore it from different points of view, and manipulate the medium to accommodate any
new questions that come to mind (Andrienko and Andrienko 1999; Jenny, Jenny et al. 2010).
With online interactive maps, the interactive navigational techniques such as dragging,
zooming, selecting, rotating, filtering and tracking helps to reveal relationships between data
and content. Active navigation means the user can search for significant visual or spatial
patterns which may provide important information, and allow the user to shift their cognitive
process from reading and reasoning to the mental processes of visual and spatial cognition.
Interaction techniques can be categorized based on the effects they have on the display.
Navigation techniques focus on modifying the projection of the data onto the screen, using
either manual or automated methods.

Figure 4.3 The New York Times map

Figure 4.4 The Sky News US Election map
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The New York Times map16 (Figure 4.3) allowed users to zoom in to individual states and
counties, and compare 2008 results to results from the past four elections. Zooming is a well
known view modification technique that is widely used in a number of applications. In
dealing with large amounts of data, it is important to present the data in a highly compressed
form to provide an overview of the data, but at the same time, allowing a variable display of
the data at different resolutions. Zooming does not only mean displaying the data objects
larger, but also that the data representation may automatically change to present more details
on higher zoom levels. The objects may, for example, be represented as single pixels at a low
zoom level, as icons at an intermediate zoom level, and as labelled objects at a high
resolution.
Selection techniques provide users with the ability to isolate a subset of the displayed data for
operations such as highlighting, filtering, and quantitative analysis. Selection can be done
directly on the visualisation (direct manipulation) or via dialog boxes or other query
mechanisms (indirect manipulation).
The Sky News US Election map17 (Figure 4.4) projected the outcome according to the latest
opinion polling. Users could check the candidates’ biography or choose the state to find out
more about it: the make –up of the population, and how the state has been represented in the
Senate and Congress. Another screen, the Past Elections section gave the users detailed
election results since 1984.

Figure 4.4

Figure 4.3

16
17

http://elections.nytimes.com/2008/president/whos-ahead/key-states/map.html
http://news.sky.com/skynews/Interactive-Graphics/US-Election-Map
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4.3.2 Choropleth Maps
While cartographers use many different methods of spatial representation of social
phenomena a commonly used method is provided by the choropleth map (Figure 4.5). The
choropleth is a map that portrays quantitative data as a colour and can show density, per cent,
average value or quantity of an event within a geographic area. Sequential colours on these
maps represent increasing or decreasing data values. Normally, each colour represents a
range of values. Choropleth mapping is an essential instrument of graphical exploratory data
analysis of geo-referenced statistics (constituencies, counties, nations, etc.), and colour
variation is the symbolisation of choice (Fairbairn, Andrienko et al. 2001 p.25). Colour
selection as a visual variable was initially developed from a cartographic perspective by
Robinson in the 1950s and later by Bertin and Few (see Chapter 2). Such work has resulted
in the standard application of three variables – hue, value and saturation of colour – in the
representation of data (for example nominal or ordinal data). Humans can discern twelve
different levels of hue and saturation; when combining size, brightness, and hue, the number
of different levels increases to seventeen, and when subjects were asked to identify the
location of a dot in a square, they were capable of differentiating about 24 different levels
(Tegarden 1999).

Figure 4.5: A choropleth map of United States
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Figure 4.6: USA Today Presidential Election 2008

In the USA Today map18 above (Figure 4.6) viewers could scrutinise individual state detail
from all fifty states. The map allowed users to compare the percentage of voters in a
demographic category with how that demographic category voted. The demographic options
included older voters (65+), younger voters (18-29), Blacks, Hispanics, and median
household income. Interactive filtering is a combination of selection and view enhancement.
In exploring large data sets, it is important to interactively divide the data set into segments
and focus on interesting subsets. This can be done by a direct selection of the desired subset
(browsing) or by a specification of properties of the desired subset (querying). Browsing is
very difficult for very large data sets and querying often does not produce the desired results,
but on the other hand, these tools offer many advantages over traditional controls. Therefore,
a number of interactive selection techniques have been developed to improve interactive
filtering in data exploration.

18

http://www.usatoday.com/news/politics/election2008/results.htm
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4.3.3 Proportional or graduated symbols maps
Proportional or graduated symbols are the next type of map and represent data associated
with point locations such as cities. Data is displayed on these maps with proportionally sized
symbols to show differences in occurrences. Circles are most often used but squares and
other geometric shapes are suitable and have been used. The commonest method for sizing
these symbols is to make their areas proportional to the values to be depicted with mapping or
drawing software.

Figure 4.7: New York Times and the Presidential Race

Figure 4.8: Washington Post and County level data

In the New York Times map (Figure 4.7) circle size was proportional to the amount each
county’s the leading candidate was ahead of his rival in the presidential race.
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One of the more interesting versions of the proportional symbol maps was the Washington
Post’s map (Figure 4.8) broken down by county. The map used Flash software to give a full
360-degree view of election trends. The results of an entire campaign were summed up
effectively in a single graphic. Height showed margin of victory in each county by number of
votes. This is where maps tend to overlap with (or even become) infographics. The difference
is in presentation and design. In the Washington Post’s map, the information was directly tied
to a particular area. The data, then, would be relevant only to the context in which it was
collected.
On traditional print maps, the legend serves as a translator for the symbols used. Contextual
windows eliminate the need for legends in many online maps. Instead of having to refer to an
explanation of the symbol in the margins, the user simply clicks on a point to find out more
about it.
Legends are still needed in certain cases. Heat maps, for example, display intensity by shade
of colour, and users usually require a reference bar to make sense of the information
(Figure 4.9) 19.

Figure 4.9: Heat maps of US elections 2008

19

Dave Leip's Atlas of U.S. Presidential Elections (http://uselectionatlas.org/RESULTS/countymap)
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Interactive visualisation, like interactive graphics, allows the viewers to choose the direction
and position from which they are viewing, what they are seeing and how it is depicted, lit,
animated and so on. Whether a particular visualisation is good depends on how well it
represents the visualized data, how effectively it employs human perception, and whether it
makes the most crucial aspects of the data the most accessible.
Which is the most suitable thematic mapping technique will depend on the type of data being
described and the specific purpose of the map. A number of factors must be taken into
account if the data is to be represented effectively: apart from the accuracy of spatial and
statistical data, map makers must also consider the aesthetic qualities of the map, the format
in which it is to be presented and the intended audience.
4.3.4 Election Dashboards
A recent trend in visualising election data is the use of ‘dashboards’ (Few 2006) which have
parallels with visual displays of data that would be found inside motor vehicles, aeroplanes
etc. Data visualisation elements such as charts and graphs, gauges and maps are integrated in
the summary view and the multi-dimensional view of a dashboard application not only helps
in optimising the use of screen real estate, it also aids in quick understanding of data.
Dashboard users are easily able to identify the high and low values in the data and they also
obtain an idea of the trend with which the data is changing.
An important feature of dashboards is that they are multi-layered applications, with the top
layer summary view presenting a comprehensive summary of data. If the user needs
additional information she/he could navigate to the next level to obtain additional data, and at
the same time could manipulate the data for the purpose of analysis. The bottom layer is the
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detailed view layer, where the user can see details at the smallest level of aggregation that
applies to any given application.
Given the purpose that dashboards serve, according to Few (2006) they must be designed to
support the following process of visual monitoring:
1. See the whole picture.
2. Focus in on the specific parts of information that need attention.
3. Rapidly explore additional information that is needed to take action.
Step three can be achieved through suitable links to additional information, however steps
one and two require visual design that allows viewers to scan a vast amount of information
quickly to get an overview, easily recognise items of interest, and then obtain enough
information about those items to assess the potential need for a response.
In election dashboards used to visualise US elections there is normally a detailed breakdown
of candidate support by race, age, state, gender, marital status and educational background.
An example shown in iDashboard20 (Figure 4.10), also provided additional information which
includes a map of state electoral votes and financial details about the political parties. It used
colour-coded graphs to allow voters to identify and track candidate support. Users could
apply the hover-and-click capability to obtain finer details, examining specific elements; in
this case the candidates’ support groups.

20

http://live.idashboards.com/president2008/?guestuser=pres2008
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Figure 4.10: iDashboards of the 2008 US Presidential election
Colour can be used in powerful ways to emphasize and encode data, or create a relationship
between individual items on a dashboard, but it is sometimes over-used and misused. Some
colours are hot and demand our attention while others are cooler and less visible. When
colours in two different displays are the same users are tempted to relate them to one another.
It was often assumed that the colours like red, yellow and green can be used to assign
important meanings to data, but in doing so, the 10% of males and 1% of females who are
colour blind will be excluded (Few 2006 p.75).
In the iDashboards above, the bar graph misuses colour in several ways but there is one
problem that stands out most. What is the meaning of the separate colour for each bar
(Figure 4.10, right hand side of screen grab)? The correct answer is that the colours mean
nothing. Nevertheless, the users—whether consciously or unconsciously—searched for the
nonexistent meaning of these differences. As a result the iDashboard suffers from useless
decoration; visual flourishes that serve merely to distract rather than inform.
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Figure 4.11: Yahoo US Election 2008 Dashboard
The Yahoo’s political dashboard21 (Figure 4.11) incorporating tabs, panes and pop-ups made
this design intuitive to use. It provided a minute-by-minute account of the polls and
alternative indices tracking the election. A comparison of electoral votes from the elections
past to the 2008 president election helped to spot changes in the country. It was clear to see
where the candidates were focusing their energy and how those choices could influence the
turnout for them. In addition to showing the winners and losers by the usual metrics, there
was the use of some non-traditional data sources. Next to each candidate’s picture were four
basic statistics: recent polling results; ‘buzz’ which showed the relative popularity based on
Yahoo search queries; prediction market, which showed the likelihood of a candidate to win
based on real world and the total money rose for each candidate. Users could also click and
see the data on a state-by-state basis, and see other demographic data.

21

//news.yahoo.com/election/2008/dashboard
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Dashboards are appealing because they are presenting an extensive numbers of different
values in a single combined view with the high-level summaries of the data. It quickly tells
the user what is happening, but not why it is happening, which may or may not serve as the
starting point for further investigation. Dashboards provide intuitive indicators, such as
gauges and stoplights that are instantly understandable and it is easy to see why they have
become more popular with each election.
Dashboards offer a solution to information overload, but only when they are appropriately
designed. To achieve their potential and provide their purpose, dashboards must display a
vast amount of information in a small space in a manner that communicates clearly and
immediately. This requires design that takes into consideration and uses the power of visual
perception and the human brain to sense and process several bits of information
simultaneously. This can only be achieved when the visual design of dashboards is informed
by an understanding of visual perception and human cognition—what works, what does not,
and why. The fundamental challenge of dashboard design is to display all the required
information on a single screen clearly and without distraction, and in a manner that can be
quickly examined and understood.
4.3.5 Cartograms of Election Results
Cartograms are a well-known technique for showing geography-related statistical information,
such as demographic and epidemiological data (Slingsby, Dykes et al. 2010; Sun and Li
2010). The basic idea is to alter a physical map by resizing its regions according to a
statistical parameter in a way that users be able to understand quickly the displayed data and
relate it to the original image. For example, traditional election maps misrepresent political
support because the area of a geographic unit displayed is not equivalent to the number of
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votes cast there. This flaw can be addressed through the creation of cartograms, maps in
which geographic space is scaled by a value other than area.
Cartograms date back to at least the middle 18th century and have been used to portray a
wide variety of data. One of the earliest examples of cartogram use by the American press
appeared in the Washington Post in 1929, when state areas were scaled by population and by
payment of federal taxes (Figure 4.12) to demonstrate the unfairness of each state having
equal voting strength on tariff measures22.

Figure 4.12:Grundy’sMapoftheUnitedStates

Monmonier (1977), introduced the idea that map could be distorted to give emphasis to a
particular part of the picture (see also Kadman and Shlomi 1978; Lichtner 1983). Hägerstrand
(1957) based his map distortion on a predicted distribution and distance decay of migrants in
Sweden, a method that was later adopted by others (Sarkar and Brown 1994),

22

http://indiemaps.com/blog/2008/12/early-cartograms/
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Figure 4.13:Dorling’scentroids

Dorling, (1991) developed a novel approach using only centroids - a two dimensional, nonoverlapping circle which are sized proportionally according to some variable such as
population23 (Figure 4.13). These bubbles are then allowed to expand, or contract, to attain
the appropriate areal extent.
In what became a significant development in cartography Gastner and Newman (Gastner and
Newman 2004) used gas diffusion laws to create a method of generating contiguous
cartograms (Figure 4.14) which are easy to produce and give easily understood results even
for complex mapping exercises. This has proved to be a widely used technique for
cartographic mapping.

23

Dorling Cartogram representations of the Percentage of the Male Population of Working Age in 1891
(ncgia.ucsb.edu)
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Figure 4.14: Gastner & Newman map of
US Presidential Election

a

b

Figure 4.15: Comparison of two images of US presidential election
Election results are typically represented by colouring each political unit according to the
candidate that won the popular vote (Figure 4.15, a). This approach is problematic because
the visual weight of each political unit is based upon the area of the state and not the
population of the state – compare, for example, Montana with New York. As a result, maps
showing US presidential elections often are dominated by one colour, as one party tends to
carry large but sparsely-populated areas while the other party tends to carry small but
densely-populated urban areas. The overall visual weight of each party is thus not
proportional to the actual election results.
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The left map (Figure 4.15, a) gives the impression that the Republicans won the election,
since there is rather more red on the map than there is blue. In fact, however, the reverse is
true – the Democrats won by a substantial margin. In the map on the right (Figure 4.15, b),
the size of each state is altered based on its population. The less populous western states are
reduced in size, while the more densely populated states are increased. Though the shapes of
some states are warped significantly, most are still recognizable, and the map gives a more
accurate picture of the election results.
For a cartogram to be effective, users must be able to easily understand the displayed data
and relate it to the original map. Recognition depends on preserving basic properties, such as
shape, orientation, and contiguity. This is not always easy to achieve and it has been shown
that the cartogram problem is unsolvable in the general case (Keim, North et al. 2002).
Although the cartogram is better than the choropleth approach, there is always a trade-off it
appears regarding shape preservation, topology preservation, and visual equalization (Roth,
Woodruff et al. 2010). Many cartogram algorithms often allow massive shape distortion,
although many include limitations designed to minimise local and global shape error (Keim,
Panse et al. 2002; Keim, Panse et al. 2005).
Topology preservation refers to the perpetuation of areal unit adjacencies from the original
geography to the cartogram and may be calculated as the percentage of shared nodes on the
original geography that are carried through into the transformed cartogram (Keim and
Herrmann 1998). Visual or density equalization refers to the adjustment of the basemap
according to a relevant variable (e.g., population in the context of mapping social data) to
make enumeration units that are more thematically important more noticeable (Tobler 2004).
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4.4 UK General Election 2010: Different views
No single party won an overall majority in 2010, for the first time in a UK general election
since February 1974. The Conservatives won the most seats, 306, gaining 96 compared with
notional 2005 general election results on the new constituency boundaries. Labour lost 90
seats, leaving them with 258, while the Liberal Democrats were down five on 57.
The 2010 UK election saw the internet playing a growing role according to Echo Research24,
which found that almost half of the population went online for information about the parties
and candidates. The Internet mass media gave users an opportunity to find extensive
information about general election results and the users used the maps to discover and
measure political statistics. Here, we identify and briefly describe the main strengths and
weaknesses of some web applications that were used to track the 2010 general election- The
Guardian, Daily/Sunday Telegraph, The Times, Sky News, Yahoo and the BBC. These sites
all designed around a map of the UK drew on different data sources, and used different visual
techniques to display their information.
4.4.1 The Guardian
The Guardian newspaper has taken a particular interest in data visualisation, even to the point
of inviting readers to undertake their own ‘mash-ups’ of data that can be downloaded from
the paper’s website. The Guardian’s election map25 (Figure 4.16) used simple blocks to
construct a cartographic picture of Britain, although an alternative zoomable, geographical
view was also available from the menu, as was an animated bar-chart view. Also available
were pages describing each parliamentary constituency containing a brief profile, historic

24
25

http://www.echoresearch.com
http://www.guardian.co.uk/politics/interactive/2010/apr/05/general-election-map-swingometer
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results and candidate information were accessible. The map included links to candidate
websites and Twitter feeds. The three-way swingometer gave an opportunity for users to see
how different configurations of party vote shares could affect the outcome of the election.

Figure 4.16: The Guardian 2010 election map

To the right of the map was a pie chart of concentric circles, showing the relationships
between the three main parties. The centre of the circle could be grabbed on a mouse-click
and pulled in, out and around each of the three coloured segments. Moving the circle towards
or against each party would be instantly reflected on the map itself, whether in cartogram,
geographical or bar-chart mode.
4.4.2 The Telegraph
The Telegraph used honeycomb map26 – a variation on the cartogram (Figure 4.17) with
each cell representing a constituency, the name of which would appear using mouseover
action. Each hexagon drilled down to information on candidates, health, crime and education
statistics for each constituency. In the main map view, there were links to the latest polling
data which were displayed on the map, along with details of all seats that would change
hands.

26

http://www.telegraph.co.uk/news/politics/2432632/UK-General-Election-2010-political-map.html
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Figure 4.17 The Telegraph 2010 election maps
There was also a simple swingometer tool which let users see the impact on seat distributions
of voting swings between the parties on the map. When a constituency was selected an arrow
appeared over the cell and a pop-up window came into view with the results of the 2005
estimated election. Within the window there was also a pane dedicated to related articles and
links to the current MP’s voting record in the House of Commons, via the website
‘theyworkforyou.com’.
4.4.3 The Times
At The Times (Figure 4.18), the approach was to use simple tools to make sense of the mass
of election data but as can be seen the mapping employed used standard rather than
cartographic designs. The Times Election Map27 let users zoom in by region and by
individual constituency, rapidly presenting a graphical and percentage breakdown of the
selected seat as well as brief details of the area. Searching also could be done by a postcode.
The Times presentation gave an opportunity for users to use the latest betting odds
information to estimate probabilities of each party’s chance of winning a given constituency.

27

http://generalelection2010.timesonline.co.uk
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Figure 4.18: The Times 2010 election map

4.4.4 Sky News
The Sky News visualisation28 (Figure 4.19), another that used standard mapping procedures,
had a concise constituency and candidate information, with emphasis on expenses. Also it
contained intensive use of social media to populate constituency news pages.

Figure 4.19: Sky News 2010 constituency battleground

Each of the individual constituency pages contained short profiles on the candidates; the
political history of the area; hyperlinks to content from national and local news sources; the
latest pictures, videos and tweets from candidates; links to social media sites including Flickr
and Twitter reports, images, and video uploaded by Sky News’ reporters in real time. Sky
also had a separate set of iPad media, some of which overlapped with the website but others
that were specific to the iPad application itself.

28

http://news.sky.com/skynews/Election/Map
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4.4.5 Yahoo!
Yahoo’s interactive election map29 (Figure 4.20) was lacking in colour in comparison with the
traditional red, yellow and blue maps on other websites. However, it performed well with a
considerable amount of functionality.

Figure 4.20:Yahoo 2010 election map and Commons projection
Users could select a region and an animated zoom was immediately offered a close up map of
the region, over which they could hover to choose a specific constituency or select from the
alphabetical list which appears alongside. On selecting a constituency, an information panel
pops up with brief details around the status of the seat and the candidates, although no
forecasts regarding potential results were available.

4.4.6 BBC
The BBC’s Election seat calculator employed several tools used by the other applications
reviewed here, and made them available in a single view30 (Figure 4.21). The distribution of
vote shares between the main parties could be adjusted by moving handles on the colour
wheel and changing the size of each segment to see the impact on a honeycomb map, similar

29
30

http://uk.news.yahoo.com/elections/
http://news.bbc.co.uk/1/hi/uk_politics/election_2010/
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to that used by Sky News and The Telegraph, and a bar chart much like that of The
Guardian’s application.

Figure 4.21: BBC 2010 election visualisation
The results of elections since 1974 and their mapping appearances were also available – note
that Sky News prepared a set of maps that began with the 1832 general election and permitted
users to compare two election outcomes alongside one another (see Chapter 9). The BBC site
also contained a ‘Where they Stand’ feature which allowed manifestos to be compared by
party and policy, whilst the ‘Seat Calculator’ showed how different national vote percentages
would affect the number of seats won by each party and whether or not a single party would
win an overall majority. The BBC visualisation had more extensive constituency descriptions
than some of the others listed above, but in other respects these pages are surprisingly
information-light by comparison to other sites with only limited electoral detail and candidate
information available.
From the viewpoint of mapping UK electoral data, therefore, it is quite clear that different
methods are being employed. The following three maps (Figure 4.22) summarise the
different ways of mapping the British election results in comparison.
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Figure 4.22: Comparisons of mapping UK elections

The left map uses a traditional projection (using the British National Grid), which
corresponds to the geographical area and thus overstates the vote of rural areas (making blue
much more dominant than the real results are).
The map in the middle uses hexagons to signify the constituencies, so that this map distorts
land area in favour of a representation of seats in the British Parliament. The right map shows
the election results on the gridded population cartogram, which resizes the results related to
the population distribution. It shows, how many people are represented by the winning party,
and each grid cell refers to the same geographical extent. The smaller a grid cell, the fewer
people are living there, so that rural areas are those were many lines are close together,
whereas conurbations literally bulge out of the map.
It has been established that the strength of cartograms is their ability to show geographicallyrelated statistical information by depicting the chosen attribute of a geographic object as that
object’s area. Cartograms (maps) are not ideal for showing precise values but they are a good
way of combining spatial and numerical meaning and presenting it visually. This being the
case, precision is sometimes subordinated to the presentation of spatial features.
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Construction methods for cartograms must be able to preserve the cues essential for
recognition of region shape and automatically achieve the desired region area while
maintaining correct map topology. A cartogram constructed using one mathematical
algorithm will look considerably different from those generated using other algorithms. An
algorithm which is perfect for creating a cartogram of the UK may not be appropriate for US.
Even within one cartogram, use of a particular algorithm may produce a result that is good in
some areas and unrecognizable in others. In other words, the choice of algorithm, the
attribute being mapped, and the geography are the main factors that will determine the final
effect.
Squares, circles, triangles and hexagons are commonly used to represent objects on
cartograms because of their ability to express statistical information precisely. However, the
fact that shapes are identical and simplified can make it difficult to identify the locations of
objects. In an extremely simplified cartogram such as that shown in Figure 4.22 in the middle,
it is important to add references such as labels or a normal map as a basic guide for locating
objects. Where a large number of objects are being mapped, some areas may be nearly
invisible or too similar to be distinguishable enough for coding or labelling. An effective way
of adding further information is to add mouse-over text. By zooming in or zooming out,
every object on the map can always be found quickly and accurately.
Given the difficulties of balancing distortion and accuracy, it is perhaps not surprising that
there is no specific standard for evaluating cartograms. While innovations such as the
diffusion cartogram (Figure 4.22 right) are welcomed for their fresh approach and visual
impact, established forms such as those based on constraint-based algorithms are still in
widespread use.
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Comparisons between choropleth maps and cartograms have revealed that map patterns are
not always communicated clearly to readers. Visual deceptions occur commonly in
choropleth map reading. Meanwhile, the distortion of geographical information on
cartograms usually leads to misunderstanding of adjacency relationships between areas. It is
not possible to achieve a completely correct map, only a suitable map. Thus, it is suggested to
present cartograms and conventional maps together in order to avoid misleading the reader
and to enable them to construct their own hypotheses.
Each of the maps above is useful for itself depending on what users may want to know about
the election outcome, as all three are telling a very different story of it.
What was surprising is how similar the maps produced by different media organizations were
to one another. Both the BBC’s and the Telegraph’s election results maps change between
geographical maps of Great Britain and Northern Ireland and hexagon-based cartograms that
give each constituency the same area. Others take one side of the geographic/cartogram
divide: the Times’ map is resolutely geographical; the Guardian’s rectangular-based
cartogram, which though unlovely is at least different from the rest. The exception was Sky
News where the main news website contained standard map projections but a separate
application created a Flash-driven cartographic animation of every general election since
1832.

4.5 Themes within the visualisation of Election Results
Visualisation of election results is very challenging because of the complexity of the data.
The data types need to be visualized include: candidate (name, party affiliation, and state or
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constituency), electorate (party affiliation and vote), geographical distribution, balance of
power, change in balance of power, margin of victory.
Maps are useful tools for making sense of compound data, though the choices of metrics,
colour schemes, analytical methods, scale, and symbols are critical in presenting results that
can be understood and evaluated. There are multiple ways of mapping the information in the
election results to visual properties. A good mapping is able to convey facts to the user.
However, an inadequately designed visualisation may bewilder the user, distort the data, or
even cause the user to draw false conclusions about the data. As Van Wijk (2005) points out,
visualisation is subjective and if can lead some users to the wrong conclusions about the data
being presented to them. Although most people are able to use the web to absorb information
that process is somewhat passive – the user navigates through a pre-set options rather than
being able to interrogate information independently. Lying behind such websites may be
complex data sets but their potential is not realized and users may become frustrated that the
questions that they want to ask, the relationships they want to see, have not been anticipated
by the web-page designers.
There are several problems in creating and interpreting election maps that should be
considered. To begin with - popular vote data is necessarily aggregated at several levels,
such as counties, region or countries/states, which are then coloured to show election results,
and the problem arises when these spatial units differ in size (area) and significance (as in the
United States where electoral college votes are determined by population size). These maps
give extra visual weight to larger areal units, whether by county or state.

Another problem relates to data classification and the trade-off between few or many
categories. Election maps often use a two or three main class colour scheme (red and blue, or
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red, blue and yellow in case of the UK), which results in a map that is easy to read but is
highly generalised. Some maps use more classes, such as shades of the main colours to
indicate the degree of election victory. These maps provide a more detailed picture, but have
various problems associated with classification of data. The designer must decide how many
classes to use and how to break the data into those classes; software programmes will often
do this automatically but the outcome is not necessarily aesthetically pleasant. The look of a
map can vary significantly depending on the classification choices. The choices of colour and
shading likewise affect the map's appearance. Moreover, colour underscores how we
interpret the world and can shift depending on context. Various cultures see colour differently.
An earlier study of Saito, in 1996, compared colour preferences in Japan, China, and
Indonesia. Saito asked 490 subjects (175 Japanese, 158 Chinese, and 157 Indonesian) to
choose the three colours from a chart that they liked most and a further three that they liked
the least (Saito 1996). He found differences between respondents according to their country
of origin. Although each country’s respondents significantly differed from each other in the
selection of colours of certain hues, a strong preference for white was ubiquitous. The
interpretation of colour, of course, can become culturally embedded and those cultural
associations may subsequently affect the use of these colours in a political setting. In the UK,
for example, the colours blue and red are strongly associated with the two main parties,
Conservative and Labour. By contrast, in the United States, the more right-wing Republican
party is depicted by the colour red while the centre-left party, Democrats, are denoted by a
blue colour. In other European countries black is synonymous with conservatism, red with
socialism, while brown is still sometimes associated with the Nazis (Gage 1999).

Finally, there are problems associated with human perception. Large areas of colour appear
more saturated than small areas of the same colour. A combination of incompatible colours
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and shades can result in contrast misperceptions. For example, an area shaded light red
surrounded by areas shaded dark red will appear even lighter. Differing shades of red and
blue compound this problem of perception.

Many graphical symbols are transient and tied to a local culture or application. On the other
hand, in some cases, arbitrary representations can be almost universal. We have many
standardized visualization techniques that work well and attempts to change them would be
imprudent. In many applications, good design is standardised design.

In respect of the design of animated maps, problems arise from the speed of change of
individual frames of an animated map on-screen, which limited the time to examine fine
details. In other words, there are obvious cognitive and perceptual limits that must be
understood and used in Web design. Stepping outside of these limits is likely to leave the user
frustrated or unsure of what they have seen. Basic map-reading tasks, such as comparing
colours on a map with those on a legend, become significantly more difficult when the map is
constantly changing and thus ‘the compression of time as well as space in dynamic
cartography poses new problems requiring the recasting, if not rethinking, or the principles of
map generalization’ (Monmonier 1996 p.96).
Viewers’ perception and cognition (discussed in Chapter 2) all need to be taken into
consideration with regard to how to present, contextualise and prioritise information. Matters
to be taken into account include data dimensions presented, spatial positioning and
relationships, colour and tone, and any dynamic changes taking place in these elements. For
the interface of human-computer interaction, the designer needs to analyse the tasks to be
supported, and address comprehensibility, navigability and the effectiveness of any solution,
including its usability (Macdonald 2003).
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4.6 Conclusions
This chapter has focussed almost exclusively on maps as powerful mechanisms for data
visualisation. In particular, we have shown how the use of maps and cartograms is
widespread in presenting election results both in the mass media and increasingly on the
Internet. Maps are intuitive and shape our basic understanding of the spatial distribution of
social phenomena. Cartographers are tasked with the job of ensuring these maps show a
complete and unbiased view (or as close as possible) of the represented social data. Visual
equalization using the cartogram, rather than traditional methods of map projection, has
proved to be an essential method for providing a more representative (in the sense of giving
equal coverage to equivalent electoral units) view of aggregated social data.
We have outlined various methods used to present political/electoral information on the
Internet; many people depend on the Internet for real –time updates of election results which
means that web design is critical in permitting both quick and easy access and clear and
simple explanations when people reach the site. Unlike most news stories, where readers
expect to read textual descriptions, view videos and images, for elections, users like to look
more at summaries of data in the form of tables, charts, maps and other visualisations. This
probably explains the ubiquity of dashboard designs which by using a configuration of
separate elements permit users to become familiar with the data in a very short space of time.
The clear trend in mapping data is away from standardised presentation of data in a ‘take it or
leave it’ style and towards a richer data experience (different levels and types of data lying
behind map elements) and eventually some kind of user-interactivity. The problem with
viewing the end-products as we have done in this chapter is that we are only partly aware of
the negotiation between data being totally accurate and complete and being usable. It is
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possible to populate general election applications, for example, with a huge amount of data
but if the consequence is information overload then implementing the system becomes
pointless – a confused and confusing website is one where only the most interested user will
stay for any length of time. In later chapters, therefore, we examine in closer detail some of
the mechanics in constructing these websites in order to understand more about the
interaction between data providers, web designers and web users.
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5 Data visualisation within the research process

5.1 Introduction
An important feature of data visualisation is to act as an aid to improve the research process.
It has been shown earlier (Chapter 2) that visualization applications can enhance the
capability to process and then communicate information that is either uni-dimensional or
multi-dimensional and can provide superior representations to written text. These visual
applications can provide insight into the similarities and differences within data utilised by
researchers. A critical component of the research process involves developing, sharing, and
comparing concepts and then applying those concepts to data to generate new knowledge. As
research develops that those people collaborating with one another need to see the effects on
data of what they are trying to do. This is very much like data-mining – progress is achieved
through a series of ‘trial and error’ exercises. By detecting and displaying similarity and
structure in the data, methods, perspectives, and analysis procedures used by researches, we
are able to produce visual depictions of the core concepts involved in a domain at several
levels of abstraction. Because this activity takes place among research collaborators the
results are not always intended for either other academics in the form of published papers or
the wider public in terms of presenting data that goes into the public domain; data
visualisation is simply assisting the identification of patterns in data and communicating those
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patterns within the research team. This is an aspect of data visualisation that is rarely reported
upon within the academic literature but one which we believe to be of great importance.
Subsequent chapters will report on cases where visualisation is used to communicate with the
broader academic and general public communities but it would be wrong to ignore the
research process itself.
The point of this chapter is to show from some actual examples how this process works and
the important role played in it by data visualisation methods. These methods reflect the
differing interests and approaches of two different groups: On the statistical side, researches
are interested in finding effective and precise ways of representing data, whether raw data,
statistics or model analyses. On the Infovis side, they are interested in grabbing the readers’
attention and telling them a story (see Chapter 6). Both approaches have their value and it
would probably be best if both could be combined.
The first section is a short description of the role played specifically by mapping in helping to
visualize election data. This is then followed by two cases studies where the focus is more
about the evolution of ideas and thinking and the ways in which data visualisation helped that.
In the first case study we report on the use of triangles (described earlier in Chapter 3) when
talking about three party competition. The second case study shows how we used simple line
graphs to display the consequences of missing data imputation and applying different versions
of moving averages for the vote share forecasting model. As data analysts, we see a large and
continuing role for traditional display tools such as line plots for example, however there is a
place for thinking seriously about using design to make the graphic more attractive and
interesting. As we shall see, the very features that make effective information visualization
can be disadvantageous to statistical presentation of data—and vice-versa. Thus, both
researches and designers can benefit from understanding each other’s perspective, with the
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aim not being a single display that makes everyone happy but a set of different data views that
serve different purposes (Gelman and Unwin 2011).
This section is the longest in the chapter because it attempts to show how the research process is
improved through trial and error approaches which is simple a way of visualizing a whole series
of ‘what-if’ experiments. It culminated with the paper by Rallings, Thrasher, Borisyuk and Long
that was published in Electoral Studies (Rallings, Thrasher et al. 2011 see Appendix A). My
contribution towards that paper was to conduct the trial and error experiments and to provide
graphics that showed the effects of controlling for missing data using different procedures.

5.2 Electoral research and mapping
Over the past two decades staff in the Centre have collaborated with human geographers and
in the process have seen the value of ‘seeing’ aggregate data patterns revealed through
mapping processes. The first example came with a paper published in Political Geography
and co-authored with Daniel Dorling, then of Bristol University (Dorling, Rallings et al.
1998). In fact, the idea began following a map that was published by the London Borough of
Kingston that showed the distribution of seats at local elections beginning in 1964. This
appeared to show a pattern in the growth of the Liberals (later the Alliance and more recently
the Liberal Democrats.). The pattern suggested that following an initial victory or two the
party would then expand its control of seats in a particular way with new seats being won that
touched the boundaries of wards that had already been won by the party. Rallings and
Thrasher supplied the voting data but Dorling took the analysis a stage further by displaying
national maps that sought to demonstrate that the spread of the Liberals was similar to that of
a disease – spreading through contact and association (Figure 5.1 and Figure 5.2). This is
why the title included the word ‘epidemiology’.
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Figure 5.1: Ward boundary maps and seats won by Liberal Democrats 1983-1994
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Figure 5.2: Ward boundary maps and seats won by Liberal Democrats by 1994
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During this research Dorling would prepare maps for separate parts of the country and then
share these with the Plymouth team. Being able to see the growth and pattern of the growth
was vital to aid the understanding of the dynamics of Liberal Democrat success. Maps
enabled the researchers to visualize the process more effectively than would have possible
using other types of methodology, for example that would include data in table formats.
Another Elections Centre collaboration, this time involving the geographer Scott Orford of
Cardiff University again used mapping to display patterns in the data (Orford, Rallings et al.
2008; Orford, Rallings et al. 2009; Orford, Rallings et al. 2011). This research focused on
election turnout but gathered at much lower levels of aggregation than normal. It is the case
for turnout to general elections that turnout is only provided at the constituency level. For
local elections the turnout is given at the ward level. But some local authority election
officers retain details for polling stations. Rallings and Thrasher discovered that some
election officers kept very good records, not only keeping turnout figures for different types
of election but also having an archive over time. As with the previous collaboration with
Dorling the research process began with Plymouth assembling the aggregate voting turnout
data for each polling station area, including post code identifiers for each station. Orford then
used GIS to map these stations (Figure 5.3) providing the researchers with the capacity to test
different hypotheses about the relationships between geography (distance to polling station,
nature of the terrain, proximity to road networks) and the level of turnout for three types of
election (parliamentary, European and local elections) (Figure 5.4 and Figure 5.5). Once
again, it is clear to see the advantages the maps bring to understanding where polling stations
were located (often for administrative convenience) and where they might be better located if
the aim was to improve turnout at low turnout elections for the European parliament and
some local elections.
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Figure 5.3: Wards, polling districts, and polling stations in the London Borough of
Brent, 2001

2.01 - 4.38
1.18 - 2.00

Polling station
Site of maximum voter density

0.54 - 1.17
0.17 - 0.53
0.00 - 0.16

Figure 5.4: Percentage differences in predicted turnout when re-siting polling stations
for European elections
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Polling station
Site of maximum voter density

Figure 5.5: Percentage differences in turnout when re-siting polling stations for local
elections

Following these collaboration the Elections Centre staff began to use GIS to examine some
characteristics of patterns of voting at elections for the Greater London Authority. Here, the
mapping process greatly assisted the visualisation of first, the geography of support for four
small parties (Green, BNP, UKIP and Respect – see Figure 5.6 - Figure 5.9) (Borisyuk,
Rallings et al. 2007) and second, whether small parties can use the knowledge gained from
one type of electoral experience to help it win votes and seats at another type of election
((Thrasher, Borisyuk et al. 2012), Figure 5.11).
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In the case of the first four maps relating to the 2004 elections the aim was to see whether
there were any spatial patterns in the data. Although the elections were for the Greater
London Authority the London Elects organisation that administered the elections using
electronic counting provided information about party votes at the ward level. The Centre
then used ward level GIS mapping coordinates to visualise the distribution of support for the
Green party, Respect, BNP and UKIP. This had not been possible to do before since these
are small parties and do not have candidates contesting local elections in every ward. But the
Greater London Authority elections uses List voting and therefore everyone in London could
now vote for these parties.
Mapping the data (Figure 5.6 - Figure 5.9) meant that the researchers could now see those
areas that gave relatively strong support (dark shaded areas) to each one of these parties and
where the support was weak (lighter shading). It was immediately clear that the anti-Iraq war
Respect party which drew support from non-white Muslim populations, was strong in a group
of wards slightly to the north east of central London while the anti-immigrant BNP (in wards
dominated by white working class populations) were strongest in the wards that were
immediately to the east of those wards.
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Figure 5.6: Distribution of percentage vote shares for Respect

Figure 5.7: Distribution of percentage vote shares for Green
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Figure 5.8: Distribution of percentage vote shares for UKIP

(a)

(b)

Figure 5.9: Distribution of percentage vote shares for BNP

Figure 5.9 is presented here in order to demonstrate how publishers, particularly the
publishers of academic journals are lagging behind developments in computer software.
Figure 5.9a and Figure 5.9b are identical apart from the obvious fact that the first map has
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picture and the other is presented in grey-scales. When the article was accepted for
publication the publisher asked for maps to be re-submitted in the version on the right. The
amount of information that is lost from this map by moving from a single colour to black and
white is enormous. Some journals in political science are moving towards colour printing but
there is still a great deal of limitation on the types of graphics that can be submitted which
reduces the power of the authors to make their case.
Following the 2008 Greater London Authority elections the Centre conducted further
research that took advantage of the fact the data for these elections was being provided at the
ward level by London Elects. It was decided to undertake a comparative analysis of voter
support for the Green party in local elections across the London boroughs and compare that
with how the party did at the GLA elections. The research focused on whether or not the
Green party could learn from GLA elections about the wards where it was attracting votes
and then use that information to fight those same wards in local elections.
Because the paper was being sent to the same journal for consideration there was
considerable discussion about the best method for overcoming the switch from colour to
black and white. On this occasion the objective was not only to scale vote share for the
Green party but also three configurations of whether or not a Green candidate had contested a
ward at a previous and a subsequent election to the GLA election.
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Figure 5.10 Pattern of Green Party competition and 2004 London Assembly list vote

Figure 5.10 and Figure 5.11, for example, use four shades for vote share categories which are
then overlaid by cross-hatching that describes Green party competition for seats. The dark
shading is noticeable in two parallel lines running west to east but the real purpose of the map
and the paper is the pattern of party competition. Some of the detail is lost simply because
the ward areas located in central London are smaller because of higher population densities.
With hindsight it might have been better to have used cartograms rather than physical maps.
This would have avoided the problem of seeing the detail in small areas but the compromise
of shading and cross-hatching did result in better mapping than was used in the earlier article.
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Figure 5.11 Pattern of Green Party competition and 2008 London Assembly list vote

5.3 Triangles and three-party competition
Although we strongly support maps when visualizing data there are still opportunities for
using different approaches. This first case study examines the use of triangles when
describing aspects of electoral and party competition. The approach adopts similar methods
developed by Upton (Upton 1991) and by Dorling (Dorling, Pattie et al. 1993) that were
discussed briefly in Chapter 3. The method that is particularly suitable for viewing the
dynamics of three-party competition and was used in research that developed a new method
for decomposing electoral bias (Borisyuk, Johnston et al. 2010).
Traditionally, a single straight line is used to describe some aspects of two-party competition
whether it is vote share or the simple left-right continuum. In his Economic Theory of
Democracy Anthony Downs (Downs 1957) used this method to show how two parties
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competed for the centre ground where the maximum number of voters were likely to be
located. There was also some description using the left-right dimension to show why third
parties do not do well in first past the post voting. This presentation is not as useful when
trying to display three-party competition, however. In Chapter 3 we showed how Upton
(Upton 1976) began to use triangles to describe three parties and this method was adopted by
others (Dorling, Pattie et al. 1993; Katz and King 1999). It was a method that the Elections
Centre adopted as it began to try and develop a method for decomposing electoral bias for the
three party case.
The method for decomposing electoral bias was formulated by Ralph Brookes in the late
1950s and then adopted for the UK by Ron Johnston and others (Johnston, Pattie et al. 2001).
The problem was that Brookes’ original formula was written for two parties and needed to be
adapted to fit the three-party case. In recent times the UK has moved away from a two-party
system where the combined vote and share of seats won by the Conservative and Labour
parties was very large to more of a three-party system where the share of the national vote
won by the third party, the Liberal Democrats since 1988, has been rising and also the party’s
share of seats.
In about 2007 Johnston began to collaborate with Plymouth University as they sought to
develop a revised method. Our particular interest in this research project lay in the methods
the team used to develop their ideas about the underlying nature of the voting data. Because
of the three-party competition it was decided that triangular graphs would be the best way to
show the distribution of the three-party vote.
If we imagine a hypothetical result in a constituency where the three main parties,
Conservative, Labour and Liberal Democrat, all tie in votes – i.e. the candidates all get
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exactly 33.3% of the vote share. This constituency would be located in the exact centre of
the triangle. Constituencies would move around inside the triangle depending on the relative
strengths of the three main parties. It was important to do this because the researchers needed
to understand the shape of the vote distribution between the main parties after each general
election. Figure 5.12 below shows the distribution after the 2005 general election. This
clearly shows a large number of Labour/Conservative marginal seats (at the intersection
marked with a dotted black line) but many fewer Labour/Liberal Democrat marginal seats. In
the bottom third of the pyramid is a group of seats where the Labour vote is very low and the
effective two-party competition is between Conservative and Liberal Democrat.

Figure 5.12: Distribution of three-party vote shares, 2005 general election

They also needed to see what happened to that distribution when they applied their new
method for estimating bias. This involved running a number of simulations of what the
election would have looked like if the original finishing order of the parties (e.g. ABC) had
been different (e.g. ACB). The method required comparing the actual result with all possible
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combinations of the parties’ finishing order – ABC, ACB, BCA, BAC, CAB, and CBA). The
resulting set of graphics is shown (Figure 5.13) below partly to demonstrate how the method
works but also to show the deterioration in visualisation that occurs when there is the switch
from colour to black and white – again the journal could not accept coloured graphics.

ABC

BAC

CAB

ACB

BCA

CBA

Figure 5.13: Distribution of three-party vote shares:
ABC (actual), ACB, BAC, BCA, CAB, and CBA (notional elections)

The final composite picture (the amalgamation of all six elections) is revealed in Figure 5.14.
It is by from this display of the data that the researchers were able to summarise the
distribution of overall bias between Conservative, Labour and Liberal Democrat parties for
the 2005 general election.
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The largest

The third

The second

Figure 5.14: The superposition ABC+ACB+BAC+BCA+CAB+CBA

At stated earlier (Chapter 1) the paper format stands in the way of reporting data
visualisations properly. The Elections Centre, for example, during this research decided that
a better way of watching the effects of running different election simulations was to use
Matlab software to create film-like animations that would show the changing dynamic of
actual party competition for a series of general elections. The two figures below are simple
screen-grabs of different parts of the evolution between the 2005 and 2010 general elections
in this case. Each constituency is a point beginning with the 2005 general election which
then ‘migrates’ into another area of the triangle dependent upon the direction of flow of vote.
If the change in share affected only two parties, e.g. Labour and Conservative then the line
would run along a certain vector but if there was also a change in vote share for the Liberal
Democrats then the vector would take that into account also.
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Figure 5.15: screen grab1 evolution of votes 2005-2010 general election

Figure 5.16: screen grab2 evolution of votes 2005-2010 general election
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The first (Figure 5.15) shows the distribution of constituencies at the time of the 2005 general
election (estimate seat shares because constituency boundaries changed during this period)
while the second (Figure 5.16) shows the movement of each constituency in the three-party
share space. The direction of each line is an indication of the flow of votes between parties
during that election. Watching these animations provided us with a much clearer
understanding about flow of votes that could be obtained from tabular data that would need to
split the data into categories and would be difficult to read. The animations were in fact
better than the static pyramids because with these the user had to move their eyes from one to
another. Unfortunately, while this method was useful for visualizing electoral change it
cannot be applied when submitting papers to academic journals unless those journals publish
online versions that contain hyperlinks to data, animations, graphics etc. The technology is
already available but the publishers appear unwilling or unable to use it.

5.4 Handling missing data and computing averages
For this second case study the focus is not about a relatively sophisticated method for
visualizing data but instead it shows how traditional methods, in this case simple line graphs,
are useful for trial and error experiments that seek to find the most appropriate method for
summarizing the effects of different ways of calculation. This section focuses particularly on
research undertaken by the Elections Centre in modifying its electoral forecasting model that
uses the results from local council by-elections to estimate national vote shares (Rallings and
Thrasher 1996; Rallings and Thrasher 1999; Rallings, Thrasher et al. 2011).
The basic by-election forecast model is:
Let CONsh, LABsh, and LDsh be the ward vote share at the by-election for Conservative,
Labour and Liberal Democrats respectively while the parties’ vote share at the previous ward
election held in May would be CONshMay, LABshMay, and LDshMay.
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The national equivalent vote at the date of the relevant previous May local election is designated
as NEV.CON, NEV.LAB, and NEV.LD.
The difference in share of vote between May and By-elections for enumerated parties might then
be represented as follows:
CONchange = CONsh - CONshMay
LABchange = LABsh - LABshMay
LDchange = LDsh

- LDshMay

Finally, to estimate the current national equivalent vote we add to the previous national
equivalent vote the difference between a party's by-election vote share and its vote share
recorded at the May election.
Estimates of current NEV are calculated as follows,
NEV.CON + CONchange, NEV.LAB + LABchange, NEV.LD + LDchange.

This process is repeated for as many by-elections as fit our specified criteria and each party's
current national equivalent vote is arrived at by averaging the results over a stated time period
(Rallings, Thrasher et al. 2011).
From 2001 the rather dramatic change to the pattern of party competition had implications for
modelling. In 2000 some 68% of by-elections featured candidates from all three main parties;
this dropped to 62% in 2001 with a further fall to 55% in 2002. Although the proportion of
three-party contests recovered from this low point it did not match the consistent levels seen
throughout the 1990s when the electoral forecasting model was first developed. This,
combined with fewer three-party contests in the main May elections led to model estimates
being sourced from a declining level of data points – fewer and fewer by-elections could be
included in the modelling because there were fewer cases where all three parties contested
both the main May election and the subsequent by-election (

Figure 5.17,

Figure 5.18). As a result, the model estimates become less stable and oversensitive to
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random variations (see, for example, model estimates for Conservative share of vote Figure 5.19).

Figure 5.17: Decline in eligible by-elections for forecast model

Figure 5.18: Declining percentage of by-elections used in forecast model

Figure 5.19: Old model estimates for Conservative share
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The initial step was to investigate the changing structure of party competition and second to
devise methods that might then compensate for missing values, permitting more cases to be
used to estimate national support. A third aim was to determine the optimal time frame for
averaging – it should be a trade-off between averages being responsive to new information
and yet not over- sensitive to random variations.
A starting point was to examine for every case the structure of party competition at both the
by-election and the previous May election. In more than 7,000 by-elections there was threeparty competition at both the May and by-election in just under half - 3,425 cases. In a
further 544 by-elections a Liberal Democrat candidate, present for the May contest was
missing from the subsequent by-election. In another 250 cases and 77 cases respectively it
was the Labour and Conservative candidate respectively that failed to contest the by-election.
Sometimes, the process worked in the opposite direction with by-election vacancies attracting
greater party competition than had the May equivalent. For example, in 648 cases where
three main parties contested a by-election the Liberal Democrats had not challenged when the
main May election was fought. In a further 255 and 155 cases it was Labour and the
Conservative candidates respectively that are missing from the May election but are present
at the by-election contest. In other examples the structure of party competition was partial
but stable in the sense that perhaps only two of the three parties competed at both elections.
In 457 cases, for example, only Conservative and Labour challenge one another with the
Liberal Democrats absent on both occasions. In a further 331 examples the two protagonists
are Conservative and Liberal Democrats while 104 cases are Labour versus Liberal
Democrats only. The structure of party competition meant different responses in devising
new procedures designed to include more of the cases that were available for devising model
estimates.
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The first examples consider cases where the pattern of party competition is more extensive at
the main elections in May than it is for the subsequent by-election. Local voters in May
could select from Conservative, Labour and Liberal Democrat candidates but the Liberal
Democrats (in the example shown) decide to stand aside from the by-election contest .

Let all three main parties have candidates in May election but Liberal Democrats provide no
candidate in the by-election:

May election By-election
con+lab+ld  con+lab

The imputation procedure implies the following notional by-election result:
LDshnew = MINIMUMacross district in May(LDsh)
CONshnew = CONsh – CONsh/(CONsh+LABsh) * LDshnew
LABshnew = LABsh – LABsh/(CONsh+LABsh) * LDshnew

In order to preserve the actual direction of changes for all parties some restrictions are imposed:
If CONsh > CONshMay but CONshnew < CONshMay then we set CONchange = 0
If LABsh > LABshMay but LABshnew < LABshMay then LABchange = 0

Note: In above formulae superscript ‘new’ reflects notional by- or May election when any
procedure of imputation is applied. Following the imputation procedure, notional election
result (i.e. ‘new’) is then treated in the usual way for the purposes of estimating NEV.

Previously, the model ignored such cases but the new method estimates a notional by-election
share for the Liberal Democrats which is equal to the minimum share value the party
achieved across the relevant local authority at the May election. So, if the ward is in
Plymouth then the model finds the ward with the lowest Liberal Democrat share and applies
that share to the example ward. The theoretical basis for this assumption is that the likely
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explanation for the Liberal Democrats to withdraw from the by-election is the expectation of
receiving a low level of votes. The votes for the parties that did contest the by-election are
then adjusted to take account of the estimated vote for the absent party. It is important that
the process of normalising votes in this way does not distort the actual result, for example,
transforming a positive change in vote share for one of the parties that did contest into a
negative one. In order to prevent this from happening the share change for a party that both
contests and increases its share is never allowed to fall below zero. Following these
adjustments the by-election result is then treated in the usual way for the purposes of
estimating national vote shares.
There are other occasions when the extent of party competition is even more fragmented;
three main parties contest the May election but now two fail to contest the by-election. For
example, both Labour and Liberal Democrats do not present by-election candidates to
challenge the Conservatives.
Example 2: Imputation for missing vote share for both Labour and Liberal Democrats absent
from by-election contest (con+lab+ld  con).
Notional By-election result:
LDshnew = MINIMUMacross district in May(LDsh)
LABshnew = MINIMUMacross district in May(LABsh)
CONshnew = CONsh – LABshnew – LDshnew
If CONsh > CONshMay but CONshnew < CONshMay then we set CONchange = 0.
If CONsh <= CONshMay, then
LABchange = MISSING, LDchange = MISSING; CONchange = CONsh - CONshMay

The problem here is that the change in Conservative vote share from May is likely to be
inflated because of the absence of two of its competitors. In such cases we proceed with the
method described above, now estimating by-election shares for both Labour and Liberal
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Democrats based on the minimum values across the local authority at the previous May
election. Following this procedure the Conservative by-election share is recalculated by
subtracting from its actual share the estimated shares for both Labour and Liberal Democrats.
Again, if the actual Conservative by-election share is an increase from its share in May but
the process of estimating shares for the two missing parties transforms that to a decrease then
change is limited to zero. Where the Conservative by-election share does actually decrease,
despite the two missing parties but presumably because of the support for independents or
other smaller parties, then no estimates are made for change in share for Labour and Liberal
Democrats while the Conservatives are given the actual May to by-election change.
These two examples are sufficient to show the approach that was made to missing data either
from the May election or the later by-election. The result of making such compensations is
that a greater proportion of by-election cases may be included in modelling national
equivalent vote estimates. The extent of that increase is shown in

Figure 5.20.

The two lines show the proportion of by-elections used in estimating national vote shares.
The broken line is the proportion that were usable under the strict criteria of three-party
competition in both the May and by-elections and a large fraction of total votes cast for the
main parties. The solid line is the proportion after compensating for incomplete three-party
competition and allowing for missing values when one or other of the three main parties fails
to compete at either election. The most dramatic difference occurs in the period after 2001
when there was the significant move away from three-party competition.
Of course, we needed to be careful that estimating missing vote shares did not ruin the model.
We did this using line graphs where we could compare the consequences for the model at a
given point in time when missing data was imputed using the method outlined above.
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Figure 5.20: Consequence of new data selection criteria
proportion of by-elections used by original and revised models

.

Conservative

Figure 5.21: Estimating missing vote shares and model stability

Plotting each party’s forecast vote share over a long period reveals that the effect of
estimating votes for missing parties is to reduce the amount of volatility in the monthly
estimates due to the increased number of cases used (

Figure 5.21). In the period

from 2006, for example, the Conservative three-month average varies between 23 and 55%
(range 23 points) using the original method while the range is just 16 percentage points (3046%) for the revised method. Similarly, Labour varies between 10 and 32% and between 20
and 30% for the old and new methods respectively while the Liberal Democrats were ranging
between 15 to 43% and now lie between 21 to 42% (not shown here).
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Another measure of volatility is the level of change of support from one month to the next.
Fluctuations that are very pronounced are more likely to be of a random nature rather than
reflecting real changes in the public mood. Compared with the original method the revised
model estimates demonstrate greater stability in short-term support31. Visually speaking, this
is apparent in the relative smoothness in the solid blue line compared with the dotted line but
it also shows the old and new model estimates are more or less in agreement with one another
and therefore the procedure for calculating missing data and increasing the number of cases
in the modelling does not adversely affect the model’s predictive power.
The final element in the revision process was to consider how best to create estimates for a
given point in time. The graphs that are shown in the final part of this case study refer only
to the Conservative party although identical graphs were also constructed for both Labour
and the Liberal Democrats.
Providing estimates of national support based on by-elections from a single week would be ill
advised since these can vary considerably, influenced by a range of local and national factors
and also being affected by relatively small numbers of cases. A more robust approach is to
use a broader time period (Figure 5.22). This has the effect of smoothing large fluctuations
that may occur using weekly data.

31

In terms of Conservative support during the 2005 parliament the original method suggested a maximum
increase of 12 percentage points and a maximal decline of minus 24 points (standard deviation = 4.5) while
using the revised method the Conservative figures do not change by more than 5.6 points (std = 1.9) across a
two-month period. The equivalent figures for Labour are +5 to -6 (std = 2.0) now changing between +4 to -3.5
(std = 1.4) and Liberal Democrats +19 to -15 (std = 4.7) using the old method to change between +4 and -10 (std
= 2.2) on the revised model.
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Figure 5.22: Effect of using one month or three-month averages

Closer examination of results and trends over a twenty-five year period suggested that a more
reliable procedure is a weighted quarterly moving average32 . Thus, each forecast is based not
simply on the figures for a single month but also some information from the preceding two
months (Figure 5.23). The weighting procedure takes into consideration the time elapsed
from when each by-election occurs and the date of forecast, usually the last day of the month
of interest. Thus, a by-election that happens on the last day of June has a bigger impact on
June's averages compared to a by-election that held on April 1. There is a linear decrease in
weights that reflects the days elapsed from the forecast date. In turn, the above June byelection will also have an impact on July and August 'averages' but its impact on the model
estimate is reduced with time. In short, if the number of by-elections stays more or less the
same across all months then the influence of this June by-election decreases linearly (it is
highest for June, smaller for July, and smallest for August) before it is completely removed
from the quarterly calculation. This experiment clearly shows the advantage of using the
weighted three-month average calculation.

32

Our experience is that employing a three month average provides a better smoothing of the data than a two
month average.
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Figure 5.23: Effect of different weighting schemes

Note: blue line is monthly mean; light brown is three-month average with weights 3:2:1 (after
taking into account number of by-elections in each month); black line – similar to the
previous line but weights are 1:1:1; red line – average for 3 months with weights that account
for number of days from a by-election to the month of interest.
Having established the advantage of first replacing missing data and second the strength of a
three-month running average the research team tried to find other ways to improve the model
and once again visualizing the data provided crucial information about the effects of these
experiments.

Figure 5.24: Adjusting for size of total votes
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Figure 5.24, for example, showed the rather small effect that occurred when we tried to take
account of ward electorate size. The thinking that lay behind this experiment was that a ward
containing, say 10,000 voters would reveal more information about the state of electoral
opinion than a ward with just 1,000 voters. There is no consistent and large effect according
to the line graph and so this idea was abandoned.
Another line of thinking was that voters behave differently in by-elections if they believe the
election is going to be close or not. To test this we split by-election wards into two categories.
The first category could be described as marginal wards where the winning party’s majority
at the previous May election was below 20%. The second category is all other cases. The
results of this is shown in Figure 5.25. This appears to show a higher level of Conservative
support in the marginal wards than when the safer wards are examined.
20
20

Figure 5.25: Effect of controlling for ward marginality (cut point 20% majority)

It was decided to explore the potential of this procedure in two other experiments. The first
involved using a lower cut point of 15% (Figure 5.26) while the second approach created
three categories of marginality instead of just two (Figure 5.27).
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Figure 5.26: Effect of controlling for ward marginality (cut point 15% majority)

Majority < 5 pct
5pct < majority < 15 pct
Majority > 15 pct

Figure 5.27: Effect of using three cut points

Although these experiments were interesting the visual differences were not sufficiently
distinct to make the adjustment permanently. It was also felt that this might produce
problems later if the distribution of by-elections suddenly meant that there were many
more/fewer by-elections in particular categories.
Another line of thinking was to test for whether geography and the distribution of byelections had any effect on the levels of support modelled for each party. If the
Conservatives were doing well in the south but not in the north, for example, then a
disproportionate number of by-elections in one part of the country might skew the forecasts.
As a way of testing this we divided by-election wards into two categories – urban and rural.
Figure 5.28 does suggest that there are differences with Conservative support being forecast
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to be higher in rural areas compared with the pattern in urban wards. The most important
point to consider was that the long-term trends were roughly the same – it was not the case
that Conservative support would be rising in one type of ward at the same time that it was
declining in another type. Again, the researchers felt that it was more practical to keep all of
the by-elections together and not to sub-divide them into marginal/safe wards or urban/rural
wards.
Urban
Rural

Figure 5.28: Urban vs. Rural by-elections

Figure 5.29 shows the final comparison between the three-month weighted averages for the
original (dotted line) and revised (solid line) models after taking into account the best method
for averaging and weighting by-election data. It is clear just by eye-balling the two lines that
one is more consistent and smoother than the other and that the new procedures would create
a model forecast that was more stable than what had come before.

Figure 5.29: Comparison of forecasts for Conservative national vote share
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A final procedure for measuring the effects of different data transformations is to create
forecasts (using exactly the same weighting and average procedures) but based on random
sub-samples of the dataset and then comparing these forecasts with one another (Figure 5.30).
If the lines run parallel (or more or less parallel) that suggests the methodological changes are
robust. If they run off in different directions and do not follow the same trends then that
suggests there is something about the methodology that should be investigated further. As
the graph shows the randomization procedure did not result in any divergences in the
forecasts. Achieving the same level of confirmation using tabular data or some kind of
statistical techniques might have achieved the same aim but it would not have been as quick
and effectives as using line graphs was.

Figure 5.30: Comparing random Sub-samples of data
The first test of the revised model lay in its ability to forecast correctly the May elections
using the April model estimate. The first iteration of the model was a reliable method for
forecasting the national equivalent vote (NEV) for local elections and it would be a
retrograde step if the revised method performed less well. Figure 5.31 shows for each
election year since 1993 both the April by-election model vote share (comprising data from
the April, March and February results) and the eventual May NEV for the three main parties.
The solid line represents the by-election model share and the dotted line is NEV. Overall, the
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methods for estimating missing data do not appear to impact negatively on the model
forecasts.

(a) Conservative

(b) Labour

(c) Liberal Democrats

Figure 5.31: Revised model and National Equivalent Vote, 1993-2010

For the Conservatives the two curves are close together but there is no consistent pattern in
terms of the forecast accuracy. A close examination of the pattern of support for Labour
again shows that the two curves are close together with two clear exceptions, both of which
are general election years (2001 and 2005). For the Liberal Democrats the pattern is the
reverse of Labour’s performance. The tendency is for the by-election model to give a higher
estimate than Liberal Democrats’ actual NEV. This feature is particularly noticeable in both
2003 and four years later in 2007, the peak of the local electoral cycle in terms of council
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seats up for election. What these graphs were able to demonstrate, however, is that adjusting
for missing data and therefore increasing the number of cases that could be included in the
modelling had been successful.

5.5 Conclusions
In the first of our case studies the intention was to show how information visualisation is used
and developed by researchers in different fields of political science and electoral geography.
When preparing different research projects the Elections Centre staff cooperate with one
another and also people from other parts of the University and other Universities. The
collaborations also include not just political scientists but also geographers, computer
scientists, mathematicians etc. Researchers that collaborate in the natural sciences (physics,
chemistry, biology) would normally use graphical representations of their data but for most
political scientists this is probably the exception. In fact, by not doing this more political
scientists are ignoring a very valuable tool that could help them formulate new methods of
working and then to trial those methods on actual data. We believe that such practices might
be adopted by other political scientists that would not normally regard themselves as
‘quantitative’ but whose research interests might nevertheless be quantifiable, for example, in
graphically identifying patterns in text or speech.
This chapter has shown that maps are very powerful tools for making the point in a very clear
and precise way. Using GIS in research speeds up the process of understanding when there is
a lot of information stored in the spatial data. Well-designed visual representations can
replace cognitive calculations with simple presentation and improve understanding, memory,
and decision making. By making data more accessible and appealing, visual representations
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may also help engage more diverse audiences in exploration and analysis. The challenge is to
create effective and engaging visualisations that are appropriate to the data statistical display.
The collaborations with Dorling and Orford, both geographers, that was described in the first
part of the Chapter, used GIS to preview research findings and to measure progress in
formulating the argument. Later the Elections Centre developed its own skills base in
geographic mapping software so that it was able to incorporate this into its publications
relating to voting for the Greater London Authority elections in both 2004 and 2008.
The two case studies independently show the power of graphical representations of data
during the process of constructing a new method for measuring electoral bias and making
adjustments in an election forecasting model. Graphical representations visualize the data
and any changes to the data more easily than any other method. Visualisation helps people to
understand what may be subtle differences in the data from adopting one way of measuring
something to another. Triangles are an extremely powerful way of seeing the dynamics of
three-party competition because it is immediately apparent what is the relative distribution of
seats either for an actual election or in our case simulated elections. When the topic being
investigated is a time series of by-election data the best and easiest way to view these data are
with line graphs. Making adjustments in those data and then visualizing the effects of
making those changes is again much simpler when line graphs are used.
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6 Explaining voting systems to the general public

6.1 Introduction
The previous chapter demonstrated clearly how data visualisation in the form of graphical
displays and mapping facilitates the research process and is a more efficient and effective
means of communicating ideas within a research community than simple text-based methods.
But while this has been largely ignored by researchers when finally reporting research
findings the topic of this chapter is attracting considerably more attention as scientists and
social scientists alike realise the importance of sharing their research with a general public
that now has a greatly enhanced ability to access information in many different formats. This
requires a separate range of skills because the target audience is now rather general, rather
than specialised. Where some aspects of the data could be taken for granted when the
visualisation is designed for internal use that is certainly not the case when the intended
audience becomes the general public. In fact, the process becomes much more difficult
because of that as this chapter highlights.
In this chapter, therefore, we examine two attempts that have been made to introduce some
complex aspect of voting systems to the general public using PowerPoint visualisations. In
the previous chapter we examined how using visualisation can assist the research process but
when the objective is to bring information to a wider audience then that places different kinds
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of difficulties. This chapter considers how the Elections Centre prepared videos from
powerpoint presentations that were then placed on YouTube. The first subject was the
decomposition of electoral bias while the second video gave a short introduction and
explanation of the Supplementary Vote (SV) system that was used for the election of Police
and Crime Commissioners in November 2012.
Compiling these videos presented a range of different challenges. The most important
challenge was how to explain to a public audience how these complex procedures work. It
was decided that in tackling the subject of electoral bias first we could learn from this how to
make the second video work better. It was decided that we would invite viewers to undertake
a short survey after the viewing of this video. Analysis of the survey responses might
provide important information about what viewers had found easy to understand and what
parts of the video had not worked very well.
The subject of the second talk, SV, was likely to be read by a much larger audience since we
felt that people that were going to vote in the PCC elections might search on the internet for
an explanation of how the voting system worked. It was important, therefore, to learn from
the mistakes of the first video and compile a video that people would find interesting and
informative.
Second, these videos were not intended to be interactive (see chapters 7-9) and therefore the
viewer was assumed to be inactive. This meant that we had to take into account the amount
of time that each video took to view. When it was recorded the Electoral Bias video was
timed at almost forty minutes. The average time for most videos posted on YouTube is about
a quarter of that and probably reflects most people’s attention span. Another view was that
only people with a particular interest in elections would bother to watch a video on such a
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topic and therefore the video length was not really a problem. Although we discussed cutting
the original video into four equal parts (see section 2 below) it was decided to retain it as a
single video and then wait for the reactions from those people that had watched it.
The third element of this challenge was to provide something different to the videos on
YouTube and iTunes U which mostly consist of specialists delivering lectures to students in a
lecture theatre. With the proposed expansion of iTunes U and universities such as Harvard,
Berkley and the London School of Economics moving towards the online curriculum one of
the difficulties they will face is the nature of the subject delivery. Being physically inside the
lecture theatre is a completely different experience to sitting in front of a computer screen
viewing a lecture, even if the streaming is live. In creating these videos, therefore, we felt
that it was important to think about how the public/students might engage with the subject
better if they were not presented with the usual format of lecturer/audience. There are some
good examples on YouTube of, for example, presentations of statistics and mathematics that
have graphic presentations that are voiced over by the presenter but very few that deal with
political science topics. These were used as models when creating our own presentations.
The chapter is divided into two main sections. The first considers the design and content of
the PowerPoint presentation on electoral bias and the subsequent analysis of the survey
responses provided by its viewers. The second section deals with the design and content of
the video created to explain how SV works. There is a brief analysis of the survey data
collected from people who watched that video. In the concluding section we consider what
are the strengths and weaknesses of using this method of visualising data to explain what are
complex voting systems to in-expert users.
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The rationale for conducting surveys was to establish the utility of visualisation techniques
and the PowerPoint presentation applications for political scientists that were interested in
explaining the complex information to the general public. A growing trend in the field of
public participation is to incorporate computers to enable participants to view and explore
interactive maps (see chapter 4) and other multimedia information resources. These kinds of
resources can be particularly useful in deliberations about complex political issues, where
they are used to help explaining the morass of election data and the voting process.
The surveys described there were designed to be carried out by means of online
questionnaires. They were designed to collect views and responses directly from people who
watched the YouTube and iTunes U presentations. Face to face interviews were felt to be
unnecessary (and perhaps even inappropriate) as the answers might be influenced by the
interaction between interviewer and interviewee; another reason for choosing to conduct the
questionnaire online was to avoid this potential for bias. With hindsight, given the rather poor
response to the survey questions that were asked, a better tactic would have been to convene
a focus group comprising members of the general public. Interviewing this group before and
after they were shown the video might have better demonstrated whether any knowledge had
been acquired after watching the video and, moreover, would have identified the strengths
and weaknesses of the data visualisation process.
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6.2 Electoral bias
6.2.1 Background
One of the most important research topics within the Elections Centre over the past five years
has been to develop a new method for the decomposition of electoral bias. This was
mentioned in the previous chapter where we considered how triangles had been used for
visualising competition in a three-party system. It was decided at an early stage that
explaining the use of these triangles to the general public would take too much time and
might be the topic of a video in its own right. Instead, we approached this presentation in
terms of why would the public want to view such a topic in the first place.
The answer to that question was the context of the 2010 general election and the subsequent
decision to changed the parliamentary constituency boundaries. In the run-up to the 2010
general election many people were confused about the reasons why the Conservatives needed
a large lead over Labour in the popular vote in order to win an overall majority but the
reverse situation (Labour lead over Conservatives) was asymmetrical. During discussions
about the state of the opinion polls it was pointed out that the Conservatives needed a ten
percentage point over Labour for Cameron to become Prime Minister but that Gordon Brown
could remain in power if Labour’s lead was just a few percentage points.
The conclusion that a number of people reached was that while it had been in government
Labour had manipulated the parliamentary constituency boundaries to improve its own
position. In fact, the result of the boundaries review before the 2010 general election showed
the overall impact was that Labour would be defending a notional majority over all other
parties of 48 at the next general election, compared with the 66 seat majority achieved in
2005. The Conservatives made a net gain of 12 seats from the new boundaries and Labour
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had a net loss of seven seats. Despite this advantage for the Conservatives they were
convinced that the re-drawing of boundaries had been hijacked by Labour (Borisyuk,
Johnston et al. 2010). The subject of parliamentary reviews became an important part of the
coalition agreement following the 2010 general election. As well as a national referendum on
the Alternative Vote there would be a reduction in the rise of the House of Commons from
650 to 600 seats and the procedures for re-drawing boundaries would also change (Johnston,
Pattie et al. 2012).
The problem was that too many of the people involved in bringing about these changes did
not understand precisely why there was an electoral bias towards Labour. They believed that
the bias could only be produced by the inequalities between electorates. This is known as
malapportionment. Since the boundary commissions were responsible for equalising
electorates then they must have failed to do what was being asked of them. This view is
mistaken and fails to take into account the different features of the electoral system that
contribute towards bias. Correcting this misunderstanding became the goal of the Electoral
Bias presentation.
6.2.2 Structuring the presentation
Given that the presentation was intended for the general public to view and not specialists on
voting systems it was first decided to simplify it by removing some of the elements that
contribute towards the manufacture of electoral bias. In the context of the UK there are six
factors that may contribute towards the creation of bias. These are:


National differences resulting from differences in the respective electoral quotas.



Differences in electorate size between constituencies additional to those reflecting the varying
national quotas.



Differences between constituencies in their number of abstentions.
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Differences between constituencies in the number of votes obtained by ‘third parties’ (i.e.,
other than the Conservatives and Labour).



The pattern of constituency victories for those ‘third parties’.



Differences between the parties in the efficiency with which their votes are distributed across
the constituencies (Rallings et al. 2008).

In recent general elections the most important of these elements (in terms of the size bias)
have been electoral equality, voter turnout and vote distribution and so it was these three
features that were included in the presentation.
The other important aspects of the presentation had to be the question of first, whether or not
the boundary commissions had failed to carry out their reviews properly and second, what
would be the likely impact of the next boundary review on bias. The view from within the
Elections Centre was that because electoral equalisation was only a small part of the overall
bias then the likely impact of the boundary review scheduled before the 2015 general election
was always going to be small.
Having decided that the structure would be a short discussion about the meaning of electoral
bias, three sections describing factors that contribute towards bias and the context of recent
boundary reviews we wrote a short description that could be written quickly and easily by
anyone accessing the video. This read as follows:
‘This presentation considers electoral bias, the factors that contribute towards that bias and
examines in detail the 2010 UK general election.
Bias can be decomposed into different elements, three of which are examined in detail in this
presentation. First, there is bias caused by unequal electorates or "malapportionment". Second,
bias caused by differences in turnout or abstention. Third, bias caused by differences in vote
distributions or "geography”. Of course, in a real election all of these bias factors operate at the
same time and so the 2010 UK general election is used to show this.’
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6.2.3 Electoral Bias and its components
Explaining electoral bias
The first challenge was to explain the meaning of bias. Figure 6.1 shows a screen grab from
this segment of the presentation. The screen began by showing the two bars on the left hand
side of the screen. This graph shows the extent of the lead in the national vote that the
Conservatives would require if they were to win a majority of 20 seats in the House of
Commons. The vote shares are shown as Conservative, 39.7% and Labour 27.0% Following
the presentation of the two columns the percentage point gap (in this case 12.7) was added to
emphasise how big that gap needed to be. The second stage of the animation then introduced
another histogram featuring Conservatives (in blue) and Labour (in red) but this time the
example was about a Labour majority in the House of Commons of 20 seats. This showed a
scenario for the next general election where Labour would get 35.4% and the Conservatives
would win 31.4% - a gap of 4% was then added for emphasis. This slide animation sets up
the situation for the non-expert user and says that for an identically sized majority the
Conservatives need a much bigger lead over Labour than Labour’s lead over the
Conservatives for the same kind of majority.

Figure 6.1: Introducing electoral bias in the UK context33

33

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=cLLgLDkBDo0
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Having established what was the scale of electoral bias towards Labour and against the
Conservatives it was time to introduce the hypothetical situation that would be used
throughout most of the video. This needed to be extremely simple and easy to understand.
Figure 6.2 sets up the basic story.

Figure 6.2: Introducing the hypothetical election
In this situation there is a country where there are only two parties, party A and party B. We
discussed using three parties by adding party C into the list. This would assist people who
knew that the UK now had three relatively large parties and not two parties. On the other
hand all of the examples that could show how electoral bias works would work best using just
two parties. We agreed that the two party explanation would be the simplest to use. The
assumption, therefore, was that the two parties (A and B) fought an election where the result
was a dead-heat in terms of the national vote with both parties winning 50%. However, party
A would win 58% of the seats while party B would win 42% of the seats. Although both
parties had equal vote shares they had unequal seat shares – the system was biased towards
party A and biased against party B. To help with people’s understanding of the situation
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even more we decided that in this hypothetical country there would be exactly 100
constituencies. In this way each constituency was worth exactly 1% of the total seats.

Bias and unequally sized constituencies.
The first example of decomposition of bias referred to malapportionment or the effect that is
caused by having constituencies of unequal size. As Figure 6.3 shows the assumptions that
lay behind this example was that half of the 100 constituencies had larger than average
electorates while the remaining half were smaller than average electorates. The other two
features were kept constant and it was assumed that turnout was 100% everywhere and that
the vote split between winners (60%) and losers (40%) was exactly the same everywhere. It
was important to do this because this is the only way to show the bias effect caused by
malapportionment. When we composed this slide it was important to keep the text to a
minimum in order to try and keep the presentation as short as possible.

Figure 6.3: The contribution of electoral inequalities to electoral bias
The grid of 100 constituencies shows differences in the size of each according to the size of
the electorate (Figure 6.4). The fifty rectangles shaded with a grey background are those with
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below average electorates. The fifty rectangles shaded in yellow are the larger electorates
and are slightly larger in size than the grey ones. This was intended to provide a visual clue
of the differences between the two types of constituency.

Figure 6.4: Differences in electorate size and the pattern of party wins
The first part of this animation showed a simple grid (grey and yellow shaded) and then the
distribution of the party vote shares was then shown. The red party A wins all of the seats in
the grey shaded/small electorate constituencies (the height of the red/blue histograms are all
60:40) while in the yellow shaded seats it is the blue party that wins 42 of these leaving the
red party to win 8 seats. This is emphasised by a red border and a blue border that contains
all the seats won by parties A and B respectively. The size of the circles is meant to give a
visual cue that the two seats with background yellow are going to contribute a larger number
of votes to the national share (because turnout is 100%) than the smaller grey shaded circle.
The narrative then asks the viewer to imagine that the remaining 97 seats declare their results
(Figure 6.5). The animation then shows separate red and blue seats move across the screen
and we are left with a review of the national picture (Figure 6.6).
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Figure 6.5: Declaring the national result

Figure 6.6: A summary of the election outcome

Figure 6.6 is a very important graphic because it presents a summary of the election outcome.
The small histogram on the left shows the position in terms of seats with party A winning 58
(or 58%) and party B winning just 42 (42%) despite each party winning 50% share of the
national vote. The explanation for this outcome appears on the right hand side histogram.
This shows that in the constituencies where the electorate was just 80,000 the red party won
all 50 of those seats but in the larger constituencies with electorates of 120,000 both the
parties won seats there. The blue party won 42 of the 50 with the red party winning eight of
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them. Simple arithmetic shows that the national vote for the red party would be 50*80,000 +
8*120,000 giving a total of 496,000 votes. The national vote for the blue party is 42*120000
which gives 504,000 votes. When percentages are rounded this gives 50% to each and yet
the red party, because it won in the smaller seats, managed to win a greater share of seats than
votes – the system is biased towards the red party and the bias is caused by
malapportionment.

Bias caused by differences in turnout
As stated earlier there are three factors that lead to electoral bias, the first of which, electoral
inequalities, was discussed above. When the presentation was being planned it was felt that
each of the three segments should follow a similar structure to one another. In this way the
viewer would be better able to follow the logic of the second and third sequences. In the
second section, therefore, the slides have a similar appearance and format to those included in
the opening section.
The sequence on electoral turnout, therefore, presents an image similar to that described in
Figure 6.3 except that now electorates are all equal, the proportion of vote share won by the
winning party is the same everywhere but turnout varies from 53% in half the constituencies
and 80% in the other seats (Figure 6.7). This difference is visualised by have equally sized
rectangles in the 10 by 10 grid but using grey and yellow shading to describe the differences
in the numbers of people turning out to vote.
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Figure 6.7: Variations in electoral turnout
In the same way as previously the election is then ‘run’ and results in the outcome shown in
Figure 6.8. Again, the seats won by the red party A are bordered in red while those won by
party B are surrounded by a blue border. Even the outcome is constructed to be the same –
party A is winning 58% of the seats with party B winning the remaining 42% - despite
winning an equivalent share of the national vote as party A.

Figure 6.8: Differences in turnout and winning party
This sequence of slides follows the same format as earlier and finishes with a slide that
provides the whole election (Figure 6.9). The two small histograms show that the two parties
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have equal national votes share but unequal shares of seats. The largest histogram shows the
frequencies of seats captured after dividing constituencies into low (53%) and high (80%)
turnout areas. It is clear that the red party has concentrated most of its victories in low
turnout areas (as does the Labour party) with only a small number of victories in high turnout
areas. It is the blue party (and the Conservative party) that has won in the high turnout areas.
Because of this there is electoral bias towards the red party that is contributed by the higher
level of abstention in the seats that it won – it needs fewer votes to gain its victories than does
the blue party.

Figure 6.9: Electoral bias produced by differences in turnout
Although the original intention was to follow the same format for all three explanations of
electoral bias it was felt that explaining the bias caused by vote distribution was more
complicated than either electorate size or turnout. For this reason, Figure 6.10 was included
as the explanation. During this part of the presentation there is a lot of narration that the
listener has to follow but in order to minimise the text the lines read “surplus votes are…”
and so on. There were other slides in the main powerpoint presentation that illustrated this
better but it was felt that explaining these graphics would take too long for the YouTube
version. This raises the problem of the trade-off between complexity and shortening the
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explanation. Political scientists may not be the best people to make that judgement about
what the general public can understand or what it cannot.

Figure 6.10: Problems of explaining the impact of vote distribution
Once this slide animation had finished the presentation could return to the style adopted for
the previous explanations. Figure 6.11 follows the description of the assumptions that lie
behind this element of the electoral bias – electorates are identical, turnout is assumed to be
the same also but the size of the margin between the first and second placed parties is allowed
to vary – the red party will win small but lose big (see Figure 6.10) but the blue party will
have an inferior vote distribution – it will win big and lose small. For this part of the exercise
in half the constituencies the vote shares will be 60/40 but in the other half it will be 64/36.
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Figure 6.11: Variations in vote shares across constituencies
Almost half way through the presentation the expectation was that the viewer would be
familiar with the graphical presentation – the red party winning in the top segment of seats
with the blue party winning most of the remaining seats. Red and blue border lines denote
the extent of red and blue party victories.

Figure 6.12: Different patterns of votes
With all three explanations the closing slide was virtually identical also. Figure 6.12 shows
why, despite the fact that the two parties win equal vote share in terms of national support.
The two histograms to the left show the distributions of votes and then seats while the largest
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graph shows the red party winning the closer seats (majorities of 20%) and a handful of the
other seats, most of which are won by the blue party with bigger majorities of 28 percentage
points. Electoral bias favours the red party because it is following the advice of “win small
and lose big” that produces a very efficient vote distribution compared to its competitor, the
blue party.
With hindsight this would have been a good point to break the presentation. As the timer
shows this slide is timed at 21 minutes and 30 seconds of a total time of 39 minutes and 49
seconds. This part one could have been viewed as a stand-alone presentation that explained
electoral bias, how it occurs and why some parties are favoured by it while others are
disadvantaged. The remaining part of the presentation is more concerned about the realities
of UK electoral politics. So, a viewer could easily watch part one and not bother with the
second part but of course the second part would not be understood if the first part had not
been viewed at all. This raises problems in terms of long presentations and where breaks can
be made that will not interrupt the flow too much. One solution that is used is to number
sequences within the presentation, part one, part two etc. but then viewers might become
discouraged if they see that the sequence contains many parts and will require a considerable
time investment in order to reach the end of the presentation.
Applying electoral bias to the 2010 general election
Although the Conservative party has become famous for its complaints about the electoral
bias that favours the Labour party it is in fact the Liberal Democrats that are most
disadvantaged by the voting system. Figure 6.13 is intended to describe quickly that should
be the case. The slide’s title is intended to give the clue while the Table provides the
evidence. When a party comes second in a first past the post system all it in fact is doing is
adding votes but not converting those votes into seats. This may look good in terms of the
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national vote share (24% at the 2010 general election for the Liberal Democrats) but it is no
good in terms of gaining representation. The problem with this tabular presentation,
however, is that it is not immediately obvious how the viewer should be interpreting the
relationship between rows and columns. Of course the vocalised narrative is helpful but here
it is also being assisted by the facility of lighting up part of the screen (near the figure 167 in
the Liberal Democrat column). Reviewing this part of the presentation we later felt that a
series of histograms might have proved more effective but this approach was originally
rejected because it was felt that previous slides had used histograms extensively and that
viewers would grow tired of seeing information always presented in the same manner – it is a
good idea to keep graphical representation clean and simple but they should also be diverse
where possible.

Figure 6.13: Frequency of second placed parties at the 2010 general election
A well known method for disguising relationships between data is to manipulate vertical axes
that describe quantities. Sometimes, however, this potential weakness can be turned into a
strength. Figure 6.14 and Figure 6.15 show ineffective votes per seat won – for Conservative
and Labour the data are contained and repeated in both graphics but in the second Figure the
original scaling has been altered to allow the inclusion of the data for the Liberal Democrats.
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In the original presentation this is a single slide containing animation. The image described
in Figure 6.14 is the starting point for the slide and makes the case that in terms of ineffective
votes there is not much difference between the Conservative and Labour parties. The slide
then animates by simultaneously shrinking the red and blue columns and re-scaling the
vertical axis which then allows us to bring in the much larger number of ineffective votes
(surplus votes plus wasted votes) cast for the Liberal Democrats (Figure 6.15).

Figure 6.14: Ineffective votes cast for Conservative and Labour at the 2010 general
election

Figure 6.15: Comparing ineffective votes at the 2010 general election
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The effect of re-scaling the vertical axis really does emphasise the huge differences between
the two main parties and the third party. The numbers contained inside each histogram are
not really required but it is a simple way of reinforcing the point.

Figure 6.16: Converting votes into seats: the Conservative party in 2010
This efficiency of vote distribution is very important for the full explanation of electoral bias
in the UK because it is currently the largest single cause of bias. It was decided, therefore,
that it deserved a more extended treatment. We developed a method of visualising the ability
of parties to convert votes into seats within the critical vote share range of 30-40%.
Figure 6.16 demonstrates this for the Conservative party at the 2010 general election. It
works by rank ordering constituencies according to the Conservative vote share in every
constituency – from smallest on the left hand of the horizontal scale to the highest on the
opposite end. Apart from the title this is the only graph to appear at this stage with the
narration describing the graph similar to the above description. Where the vertical line is
coloured grey (mainly on the left hand side) that indicates a Conservative candidate stood but
did not win. Where the vertical line is coloured in blue, however, that is an indication that
the Conservative candidate won the seat. The presenter then begins to animate the
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presentation, first by drawing horizontal lines that intercept the vertical axis at the 30% and
40% marks. This becomes the ‘area of interest’ and the vertical lines (constituencies)
contained within this segment are highlighted. Next, two dotted lines emerge from this area
and end with an exploded segment of the whole graph that features every result where the
Conservative candidate obtained between 30-40% of the constituency vote. In this way the
viewer can quickly observe that only a minority of these particular seats were won (denoted
by a blue rather than grey line). Again, the narrator assists with this interpretation by using
the Control key on the computer keyboard to highlight a particular section of the segment.

Figure 6.17: Converting votes into seats: the Liberal Democrat party in 2010
The point of showing the data in this format for both the Conservative and Labour (not shown
here) is that it sets up Figure 6.17 which is the equivalent graph for the Liberal Democrats.
As noted earlier the Liberal Democrats took second place in a large number of parliamentary
seats at the 2010 general election and that built up unhealthy votes to seats ration.
Figure 6.17 reinforces that point nicely. Once again the segment showing the seats where the
party won between 30-40% of the vote is magnified and the viewer immediately notes the
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very few yellow bars contained within that segment. The data on the actual number is then
added for additional emphasis.

Figure 6.18: Comparing conversion of votes into seats, 2010 general election
Finally, Figure 6.18 summarises the previous slides by arranging all three segments together
making comparison of the significant success rates achieved by the main parties in terms of
converting votes into seats. This is a simple but highly effective graphic because it contains
very few words, the viewer can absorb the differences easily and the images are easy to
interpret.

Figure 6.19: Summary of bias position after 2010 general election
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After about 33 minutes the video switches to a detailed examination of the distribution of bias
following the 2010 general election and also digresses into a discussion about the post 2005
constituency boundary changes. With hindsight we think that this part of the presentation is
too long, too detailed and does not convey information as well as the previous sections.
Some of the reasoning behind this view is visible in Figure 6.19. Although most political
scientists would have little trouble in reading this Table for the general viewer there is a lot of
information to absorb and then to appreciate the importance of the differences between the
different numbers. For example, a seasoned reader of tabulated data would be able to read
the top line and then realise that the line containing information about geography (vote
distribution discussed earlier) accounts for most of the bias. Someone unused to reading data
in this way would struggle to make this connection. The voice narration points this out of
course but graphics would have worked far better.
A crucial part of the story about reviewing constituency boundaries after the 2010 general
election is that the coalition government planned legislation that would speed up the process
and remove some of the opportunities for the public to be consulted on the proposals. It also
wanted to have a much stricter application of the electoral quota to be enforced – this
reflected the Conservative thinking that inequalities in electorate size was the major cause of
electoral bias and that it had not been removed by the previous boundary review. Figure 6.20
is intended to demonstrate that this is a false picture.
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Figure 6.20: Boundary Commission impact
prior to 2005 general election
The main point of this slide is the line marked “Electorate”; in this screen shot the small
green highlighter can be seen and the voice narration is making the point. But as an exercise
in data visualisation and an information facilitator it does not work. The point being made is
the comparison between the distribution of bias both before and after the post 2005 boundary
review and the fact that the malapportionment element (Electorate) has altered (a positive
bias towards Labour reduces from 11 to 4 seats; a negative bias of 12 seats reduces to minus
6 seats for the Conservatives. In other words the Boundary Commissioners successfully
achieved what they set out to do. The other part of the argument is that although they
succeeded in reducing that part of the bias it did not have a major effect on the overall
picture. The animation shown helps the explanation but there is no disguising the fact that
for the general public there are too many numbers on this slide.
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Figure 6.21: The effects of boundary changes on future electoral bias
Figure 6.21 repeats the previous slide but up-dates the information for the likely impact of the
post 2010 general election boundary changes. It is making the case that the level of
electorate bias is small and even if it is removed there remain a net positive bias towards
Labour of 57 seats, a smaller positive bias of 20 seats for the Conservatives and that the
Liberal Democrats are massively disadvantaged.

Figure 6.22: Summarising the presentation on electoral bias
Figure 6.22 is the final slide in the electoral bias presentation. It is clearly an attempt to
summarise the argument not in terms of the overall presentation but simply the part that deals
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with the 2010 general election and the next boundary review. It probably works as a piece of
text although there are rather a lot of words and could have been edited to be shorter than it
is. But it is not visual – it might have been better to have told the story with animated graphs
based on the contents of Figure 6.21.
6.2.4 Examining the survey evidence: electoral bias
An essential part of this experiment was to obtain feedback from viewers about whether they
had enjoyed the experience, learnt anything useful and how easily they had understood the
content.
Although the number of views reached 1,500 by November 2012 the numbers participating in
the online survey have proved rather disappointing. Only 86 people participated in our
survey between July 7 and November 8, 2012 with only 70 of these (81.4%) completing the
survey. A total of 70 usable surveys from 1,500 views represents a 5% response rate!
Superficially, this looks unimpressive but it should be stated that the Elections Centre now
conducts its annual survey of local election candidates online and in both 2011 and 2012 the
response rate has struggled to reach 15% of those sent letters inviting them to participate. It
is well known that online response rates are rather poor and if the number of views had been
considerably greater then a greater number of survey respondents would have resulted. It
should also be mentioned that we attempted to prevent users from undertaking the survey
multiple times by rejecting any data that revealed repeat ip addresses in the dataset. Although
it is difficult to imagine why anyone would actually want to undertake a survey more than
once!
The data show that among respondents the youngest is 15years old while the oldest
respondent was 82years (Figure 6.23). The mean age is 39years (median age = 34)
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Figure 6.23: Age profile of electoral bias survey respondents
A total of 54 respondents gave information on about which party they voted for at the 2010
general election: 24% Conservative, 37% Labour, 26% Liberal Democrat, 13% Other).
Unsurprisingly, given that they have just watched a video presentation of about 40 minutes
most of the respondents said that they are interested in elections: on a scale of 0-100 (most
interested) the median value is 94.
It was interesting to discover that 44% (35 of 80) said that they had none or little knowledge
about electoral bias before watching the presentation. It is encouraging to vote that after
watching the presentation only 8% (4 of 77) still had no or little; 25% (19 of 77) reported the
same level of knowledge; 75% had improved their knowledge (Figure 6.24).
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Figure 6.24: Knowledge of electoral bias before and after viewing presentation
For each of the three categories of bias there was a question that presented the respondent
with two examples of slides in this particular sequence and a question attached. The question
format was: “How satisfied are you that this series of slides informs you about [bias
associated with Electorate size/Turnout/Vote distribution]?”

Table 1: Satisfaction with slides relating to bias caused by electorate size:
How satisfied are you ... slides about ...-Electorate size
Frequency
Valid

Missing
Total

Very satisfied
Satisfied
Neutral
Dissatisfied
Very Dissatisfied
Total
System

29
42
3
0
1
75
11
86

%
33.7
48.8
3.5
0.0
1.2
87.2
12.8
100.0
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Valid %

Cumulative %

38.7
56.0
4.0
0.0
1.3
100.0

38.7
94.7
98.7
98.7
100.0

The results for the slides on electorate size bias are very encouraging and show that 95% of
our respondents were either satisfied or very satisfied with the level of explanation of bias
provided by these slides (Table 1).
There is only a slightly lower level of satisfaction with the slides on turnout (Table 2) but that
level does not carry over into viewers’ assessment about the slides that were concerned with
geography (Table 3).
Table 2: Satisfaction with slides relating to bias caused by turnout differences
How satisfied are you ... slides about ... Turnout
Frequency
Valid

Missing

%

Valid %

Cumulative %

Very satisfied

27

31.4

37.0

37.0

Satisfied

38

44.2

52.1

89.0

Neutral

6

7.0

8.2

97.3

Dissatisfied

1

1.2

1.4

98.6

Very Dissatisfied

1

1.2

1.4

100.0

Total

73

84.9

100.0

13

15.1

86

100.0

System

Total

Table 3: Satisfaction with slides relating to bias caused by vote distribution
How satisfied are you ... slides about ... Geography
Frequency
Valid

%

Valid %

Cumulative %

Very satisfied

28

32.6

43.1

100.0

Satisfied

34

39.5

52.3

56.9

Neutral

1

1.2

1.5

4.6

Dissatisfied

1

1.2

1.5

3.1

Very Dissatisfied

1

1.2

1.5

1.5

Total

65

75.6

100.0

Missing System

21

24.4

Total

86

100.0
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We had anticipated that since this element was the most complex bias component to explain
it would require more imagination and graphics to get the point across. That was the reason
why there was an additional slide – the explainer – that tried to summarise the argument in a
short phrase – “win small, lose big”.
In order to test respondents’ appreciation of electoral bias and their ‘reading’ of the tables we
inserted some quiz-type questions.
Table 4 shows the result from one of these questions which asked them to identify the party
which was most disadvantaged by electoral bias. A comforting 81% gave the correct answer
of Liberal Democrat but there were 12 respondents that felt the Conservatives alone were the
most disadvantaged.
Table 4: Summarising the bias position after the 2010 general election:
Which party is the most disadvantaged by electoral bias after 2010 general election?
Frequency
Valid

%

Valid %

Cumulative %

Con

12

14.0

17.1

17.1

LD

57

66.3

81.4

98.6

Con & LD

1

1.2

1.4

100.0

Total

70

81.4

100.0

Missing System

16

18.6

Total

86

100.0

.

There was no such disagreement about the correct answer for the party that benefitted the
most from the abstention or turnout bias – all but two people that answered this question
provided the correct answer (Table 5).
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Table 5: Summarising abstention bias after the 2010 general election
Which party benefits from abstention/turnout bias?
Frequency
Valid

Missing

%

Valid %

Cumulative %

Con

1

1.2

1.4

1.4

Lab

68

79.1

97.1

98.6

LD

1

1.2

1.4

100.0

Total

70

81.4

100.0

System

16

18.6

86

100.0

Total

.
Table 6 and Table 7 show the responses to similar questions asked in Table 5 but this time
relating to electorate size and vote distribution bias respectively. The question on electorate
size bias (Table 6) was challenging with the answer being that both Labour and the Liberal
Democrats were advantaged although the latter’s advantage was only a single seat. Despite
this some 70% got the answer right
Table 6: Summarising electorate size bias after the 2010 general election
Which two parties benefit from a positive bias relating to variation in electorate size?
Frequency
Valid

Missing
Total

%

Valid %

Cumulative %

Con

2

2.3

2.9

2.9

Lab

2

2.3

2.9

5.7

Con & Lab

17

19.8

24.3

30.0

Lab & LD

49

57.0

70.0

100.0

Total

70

81.4

100.0

System

16

18.6

86

100.0

.
Table 7 shows that seven in ten of the respondents answered correctly that the Conservatives
benefitted the most from vote distribution bias after the last election. A quarter, however, did
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answer that it was Labour – in fact Labour had been the main beneficiary of geography bias
before the 2010 election but the Conservatives overtook them on this measure at the most
recent election.
Table 7: Summarising vote distribution bias after the 2010 general election
Which party benefits most from the bias relating to vote distribution?
Frequency
Valid

Missing

%

Valid %

Cumulative %

Con

49

57.0

71.0

71.0

Lab

18

20.9

26.1

97.1

LD

1

1.2

1.4

98.6

Lab & LD

1

1.2

1.4

100.0

Total

69

80.2

100.0

System

17

19.8

86

100.0

Total

.
Overall, relating to the quiz-type questions between 70% and 97% of respondents answered
correctly while 50% (35 of 70) answered all four questions correctly (Table 8). There were
four people, however, who got three of four questions wrong.
Table 8: Number of correct responses to quiz
Frequency
Valid

Missing
Total

%

Valid %

Cumulative %

1

4

4.7

5.7

5.7

2

14

16.3

20.0

25.7

3

17

19.8

24.3

50.0

4

35

40.7

50.0

100.0

Total

70

81.4

100.0

System

16

18.6

86

100.0
.
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We are reluctant to do much cross-tabulation of these data because the number of respondents
is too small but we were interested to know whether there were any noticeable differences
between the people who performed well on the quiz questions and those that performed less
well (Table 9). Age does not appear to be a factor – the mean age of those answering all
questions correctly was 38 years but those identifying two answers was 45 years but any
linear relationship is upset by the fact that for three questions answered correctly the mean
age falls to the youngest age. There is no difference either when it comes to the respondent’s
overall interest in elections, although as we noted earlier there is a very high mean value for
this variable with very little variance in the measurement.

Table 9: Quiz answers controlling for age and interest in elections
What was your age last birthday?

On a scale running from zero to 100 how
interested are you in elections?

No.
correct

Median

Mean

Std Error of

answers

Median

Mean

Mean

Std Error of Valid N
Mean

1

47.5

44.8

10.7

35.0

42.5

25.3

4

2

37.5

44.6

5.8

95.5

92.6

2.5

14

3

27.0

36.2

4.8

95.0

92.3

2.5

17

4

35.0

38.2

2.5

92.0

92.3

1.3

35

.
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6.3 Supplementary Vote
6.3.1 Background
After posting the Electoral Bias video on You Tube and iTunes U we decided that the next
opportunity to continue the experiment with visualising data for the general public would be
the Police and Crime Commissioner (PCC) elections. These new officials would be elected
by the Supplementary Vote (SV) which was first introduced for the London mayoral election
in 2000, then used for other mayoral elections. There are explanations of how it works and
its perceived weaknesses in the academic research literature (see Rallings and Thrasher 1999;
Rallings et al. 2002) but before 2012 it was not really seen as necessary to explain it to the
wider public. Because the PCC elections were national (except for Scotland, Northern
Ireland and London) the Electoral Commission became responsible for supervising the
conduct of these elections and it produced its own guide
(http://www.youtube.com/user/ElectoralCommission1) which consisted of a 43 second
cartoon animation. Although this provided an explanation of how a voter should complete a
ballot paper it gave no assistance in terms of how the voting system came up with the winner.
The Elections Centre believed that it could do better.
Based on the experience with the Bias video the aim was to produce a much shorter guide to
SV – the guide timing was between 10-12 minutes. The style would be similar – a short
introduction explaining the purpose of the video, a PowerPoint presentation of the main
principles behind SV and then a final observation on film together with a request that viewers
complete a short questionnaire (similar to the questionnaire attached to the bias video.
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6.3.2 The presentation
The first slide (Figure 6.25) offers the viewer a one minute summary of SV; it was hoped that
viewers would watch the whole presentation but experience tells us that some people get
bored very quickly. This part of the presentation, lasting two minutes, would at least tell the
viewer how voting in an SV election takes place.

Figure 6.25: Supplementary Vote explained in one minute34
Figure 6.26 presents a mock ballot paper. This lists four candidates with surname initials A,
B, C, and D which correspond to the candidate’s party names also. We also used four
surnames that ‘represent’ England, Wales, Scotland and Ireland but we are not sure how
many people noticed this attention to detail. We could not obtain a copy of an actual ballot
paper before building the presentation but later we were able to compare our version with the
official ballot paper and the two were quite similar.

34

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6_giyU4tv7E
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Figure 6.26: Completing a Supplementary Vote ballot paper
The screen shot shows a ballot where a voter has cast a first vote for Campbell and the second
vote has gone to Bowen. This sequence includes a set of ballot papers, recording votes for
different candidates. It includes also examples of ballots where a person has only used the
first vote or cast two votes for the same candidate. This is perceived as one of the weak
features of SV and later examples return to show what happens to second votes that are cast
in this way.
At a point that is almost half- way through the presentation the viewer is ready to learn about
what happens when the second votes are taken into account. Figure 6.27 reveals that Abbey
leads after the first count with 35 first votes. Duffy narrowly wins the second place, pushing
Bowen into third place by just one vote. The example is deliberately constructed that the sum
of votes (35+24+16+25) equals 100 and therefore are also percentages. This is because in
SV if a candidate win more than 50% of first votes then he or she is automatically elected.
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Figure 6.27: First vote counts in a Supplementary Vote election
The rules of SV state that in the event of no candidate winning more than half the first votes
then the top two candidates remain in competition but all the other candidates are eliminated.
Figure 6.28 then highlights Bowen and Campbell to show that these are the two that will be
eliminated when only the top two candidates are allowed to go into the second round.

Figure 6.28: Process of eliminating all except the top two candidates after first count
The next Figure 6.29 copies the image that we used to demonstrate the different examples of
completed ballot papers and then takes the viewer through the list Because all of these
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ballots contain ‘first’ votes for Campbell every first choice is cast for “C”. But there are
different kinds of configurations shown to try and capture how varied are the actual ballots.
A number of people have managed to cast a second vote that can be transferred (i.e. votes
that are C/A or C/D. Others have not cast a second vote, some people have used both votes
for Campbell, and a third group of people have cast a vote for (B)owen. None of these
second votes will count and this is emphasised also in the voice over.

Figure 6.29: Allocating second vote preferences from ballots cast for bottom-placed
candidate
Figure 6.30 below gives the visualisation of second votes and what happens at the second
count stage. Sets of ballots are discussed; 1, 2, 3 are eliminated first because there is no
second vote, then 4 and 5 because first and second votes are cast for Campbell, then 6, 7, and
8 because they contain second votes for candidate B who has also been eliminated at the
same time as Campbell. Those votes that can be transferred are highlighted in sequence –
yellow shading at votes for candidate A and darker shading for candidate D. An additional 3
votes have gone to A and 5 votes have gone to D.
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Figure 6.30: Successful and Unsuccessful vote transfers

The idea behind Figure 6.31 is to show that all of the second votes for eliminated candidate C
have been taken into account. A number have been discarded but the dotted line indicates
that some have been successfully transferred to either candidate A or D.

Figure 6.31: Recalculation of votes for top two candidates

By using four candidates for our example we are able to take the viewer through exactly the
same process when considering what happens to the second votes cast in favour of the other
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eliminated candidate, Bryn Bowen. Figure 6.32 reminds the viewer that two candidates
remained and that candidate B will be treated in the same way as candidate C. Because more
votes were cast for B and to save time the layout of second votes (Figure 6.33) is more
condensed and the elimination/transfer sequence is done in reverse – votes to be transferred
are highlighted first, totals to be transferred (five votes for D and 9 votes for A) are provided
and finally, all remaining 10 votes are struck out because they cannot be transferred. This
sequence of examining the second votes for the second eliminated candidate takes only one
minute of the presentation but it is perhaps the most crucial part of the exercise. The viewer
is now clear that the process of examining second ballots happens for all eliminated
candidates no matter how many votes are being transferred.

Figure 6.32: Review of second votes on ballots cast for third-placed candidate
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Figure 6.33: Successful and unsuccessful vote transfers from third-placed candidate
In the same way that the column of second votes cast for candidate C was emptied and votes
transferred to either A or D then the same thing happens to the second votes cast for
candidate B (see Figure 6.34). As the votes are transferred the blue and red bars rise – dotted
lines across the bars show the high-water marks achieved when votes from C were transferred
and then subsequently from candidate B. The same data is actually revealed three times on
this slide – the bars rise, the numbers appear at the bottom and then finally the words above
the winning candidate A appear. This example is designed also to show that because the total
for candidate A is 47 she therefore falls short of the 50% mark. This was done because many
people mistakenly believe that in order to win an SV election the winner requires an absolute
majority of votes.
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Figure 6.34: Declaring the winner in the Supplementary Vote election

Figure 6.35: Summarising the second vote strategy
The final Figure 6.35 tries to repeat what the first slide does – provide a very quick review of
SV. One of the main reasons for preparing this video was that SV is a peculiar voting system
which requires voters to guess which two candidates are likely to remain in the race if no one
candidate is able to win more than half the first votes cast. That is the final sentence on this
slide. It was also the case that in our worked example that following the first count only a
single vote separated candidate B and candidate D but this meant that Bowen rather than
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Duffy was eliminated. A number of people who voted for candidate C gave second votes to
B because they may have guessed (incorrectly) that B would be left to fight out the contest
with A. We wonder how many viewers will have noticed such subtlety.

6.4 Examining the survey evidence: supplementary vote
In the same way that we conducted a survey of viewers that had watched the presentation on
electoral bias we also invited those who visited the supplementary vote visualisation to report
any comments they might have. At this point we should admit that we received a rather
disappointing response – only 48 usable replies were received, an approximate response rate
of 10% of all viewers. Nevertheless, we feel that the data do reveal some findings of interest.
Respondents were asked for their age and as Figure 6.36 shows the presentation attracted a
rather large proportion of younger viewers with the largest group in the 20-30 years age
category. By contrast, there were few respondents aged over 40 but this almost certainly is
some function of YouTube’s viewing demographic.

Figure 6.36: Age profile of respondents to SV survey
The survey asked people about their knowledge of Supplementary Vote both before and after
watching the presentation. The categories ranged from having no knowledge at all to expert
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viewer. Table 10 shows a cross tabulation of these two questions. Two thirds of those that
had no prior knowledge of SV felt themselves to be ‘fairly knowledgeable’ after watching it
while a further third claimed to be ‘very knowledgeable’. The effect of the presentation
appeared to be linear in terms of its teaching capacity. Among those with a ‘little knowledge’
prior to viewing some 43% later thought that they were now ‘experts’. Reassuringly, no-one
who completed the survey later thought that they had none or little knowledge of SV – at
least we did not confuse anyone, therefore.

Table 10: Viewer assessments of knowledge both prior and after watching presentation
Current understanding of the SV (after watching)
(Row %)

Understanding
of SV before
watching
presentation

No knowledge at all
Little knowledge
Fairly knowledgeable
Very knowledgeable
Expert
Total

No or Little
Fairly
Very
knowledge knowledgeable knowledgeable
0
67
33
0
29
29
0
0
90
0
0
88
0
0
0
0
13
61

Expert
0
43
10
13
100
26

Conscious of the fact that the presentation on electoral bias lasted for almost forty minutes we
took the precaution with the SV presentation of including a single slide (Figure 6.25) close to
the beginning where the narration said that the explanation would take only a minute if the
viewer was already feeling bored. We assume, however, that everyone who took the survey
would have viewed the presentation to the end. Nevertheless, it is interesting to see reactions
to this very short executive summary of SV. Figure 6.37 shows the set of responses to a
question that asked about satisfaction with this quick snapshot of SV after controlling for a
respondent’s prior knowledge of SV. It appears that those people that felt they had no
knowledge at all about SV were not particularly satisfied with the ‘one slide’ approach – in
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fact as many were very dissatisfied with it as were satisfied. This is certainly something that
needs to be given full consideration when designing future presentations of this kind.

Figure 6.37: Levels of satisfaction with executive summary of SV

A considerable amount of discussion was taking place prior to the Police and Crime
Commissioner elections about how the winning candidates would be determined under SV
rules. Figure 6.34 showed a slide that explained how that would be done for our hypothetical
example and was careful to demonstrate that it was not the case that each winning candidate
had to obtain more than half the votes cast. The survey asked respondents about their
satisfaction with this crucial slide and Figure 6.38 shows responses to that question by prior
knowledge about SV. We can clearly see that no-one felt dissatisfaction at any level and only
a small percentage of very knowledgeable respondents felt neutral about their level of
satisfaction. Once again, these are encouraging findings and certainly convince us that visual
presentations, even for complex subjects such as explaining the intricacies of SV, are an
improvement over simple text.
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Figure 6.38: Satisfaction with explanations of how SV determines a winner

6.5 Conclusions
There is growing pressure on academics to share research findings with the general public;
indeed there is pressure upon them to publish in journals that are online and free to view
rather than maintaining the tradition of publishing papers in peer-reviewed journals owned
and controlled by professional publishers. As part of this democratising process research
scientists must adjust some of the criteria they use when publishing findings. Currently, very
few journal articles receive a very wide readership and are almost intended as a form of
communication between specialists. As more online journals are established and academics
are encouraged to publish in them (in fact, compelled to publish in them if their research was
funded from public funds) they will need to understand that the pool of readers may be much
larger than before. However, online journals offer opportunities that text-based journals
cannot, including embedding video, coloured charts and graphics that using programs such as
Flash can animate, and attachments containing powerpoint or even the original data sets.
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Accordingly, the aim of this chapter was to describe the process of compiling video
presentations on some technical aspects of voting systems that could be viewed and
understood by the general public. Two cases were examined in detail. The first study was a
video of almost forty minutes duration that described electoral bias and three factors that
contribute towards that bias. The second study was based on a video presentation of about 12
minutes that looked at the Supplementary Vote. Both videos are based on research being
undertaken by research staff within the Elections Centre and both were made because it was
felt that these were important topics that interested people that engaged with politics but
might be puzzled by bias and/or the Supplementary Vote.
There was neither the time or expertise to make these presentations interactive such that users
could manipulate any aspect of the talk – the viewer is passive. That places a considerable
burden on the presentation makers – we can ask students to sit and watch/listen to a
PowerPoint presentation but demanding that of the public is more difficult. The challenge,
therefore, was to create something that informed without being boring.
Of course, we have only imperfect ways of measuring reaction. There are many more people
that watch videos of cats and dogs on YouTube than visited our talks. We remain surprised
that the much more technical and longer video on bias has received relatively more ‘hits’ than
the one on SV (although only 15% voted in the PCC elections so perhaps it was always going
to have less interest). But, what would be an acceptable number of views before we could
say something was success or failure.
Apart from the problems of measuring reaction there is also the content to take into account
although the two are going to be related. Videos on either YouTube or iTunes that feature a
person looking at a camera and talking or worse, reading, are poor content. PowerPoint
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slides that contain too much text and do not animate may be okay for specialist audiences but
they will not keep most people’s attention for very long. These videos avoided those kinds of
mistakes and the animations do help the ‘flow’.
Would this type of approach be helpful for political scientists that were interested in
visualising their data? The short answer to that is yes but other factors are important. The
software is not yet designed to a level where the non-expert can develop presentations of this
level of content and animation. Few political scientists possess the skills to do this and those
skills are not taught as part of doctoral programmes. Second, there is the problem of time.
At forty minutes the bias video is extremely long. One solution might have been to divide it
into separate parts but we risk losing part of the audience. Another solution would simply to
make it shorter. With hindsight this presentation could have been shorter but not much
shorter. The problem/concept is too complex to explain in ten minutes and so there has to be
times when videos are longer and designed not the general public but for people with a
particular interest in politics.
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7 Accessing election data by mobile telephone

7.1 Introduction
Connecting potential users to election data poses some interesting problems. This chapter
and the next report on some of the difficulties encountered when attempts are made to build
an interactive system whereby inexperienced users can access complex databases. This
chapter focuses upon an experiment that was conducted prior to the 2009 European
parliament elections. The following chapter reports on the construction and development of a
web-based search engine that was designed to answer people’s queries in relation to
information on the 2010 general election. Initial findings from these experiments were
presented earlier (Long, Lovitskii et al. 2009; Long, Lovitskii et al. 2010; Long, Lovitskii et
al. 2011).
Both chapters address issues about the user’s search activity and how intelligent software is
structured that can ‘learn’ from the syntax employed in searches for election data. Political
scientists are familiar with such terms as ‘percentage vote share’, ‘share change’ and
‘turnout’ but the language which researchers use to describe these phenomena is not
necessarily understood and shared by members of the public. What appears to be a
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straightforward process of meeting requests for information expressed in terms of natural
language – what was the result in the South West region – is not a simple process at all.
These two chapters build upon work that was conducted within the Elections Centre over a
number of years. The collaboration between Vladimir Lovistkii and Michael Thrasher began
with the attempt to develop intelligent software that could process requests to access election
databases (Coles and Lovitskii 2000; Braithwaite, Lishman et al. 2007; Francis, Lishman et
al. 2007; Johnston, Lovitskii et al. 2008; Lovitskii, Thrasher et al. 2008) using simple textbased applications on mobile telephones. Later approaches adopted a different approach
using web-based applications that would process simple text commands inputted by the user
to produce answers to those requests in the forms of text, maps and graphical displays (Long,
Lovitskii et al. 2009; Long, Lovitskii et al. 2010; Long, Lovitskii et al. 2011)
The structure of this chapter is as follows. The opening section sets the context by providing
a short description of the growth in the volume and sophistication of mobile phone
technology. This is followed by a description of how the 2009 mobile phone text data mining
access to European election data was created and implemented. Following the experiment we
conducted a lengthy review of the lessons learnt from what was always intended to be a pilot
project that would be rolled out a year before the expected general election in 2010. Because
of the results that were gathered from this pilot it was decided to abandon the textbased/mobile phone approach and instead focus our new developments on a query search
engine via a web-browser (this is discussed in the next chapter)
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7.2 Growth and development of mobile phone communications
Wireless communication technology is spreading around the planet faster than any other
communication technology. The mobile phone has been able to connect millions of the
previously unconnected and ITU (International Telecommunication Union)35 estimates that
worldwide the number of mobile phone subscriptions per 100 inhabitants has reached over 80
per cent of the global population by end 2011. No other information and communication
technology and service has been able to have the same impact in terms of subscribers,
particularly in the developing world, in so little time. In the UK, nearly half of internet users
accessed the internet on their mobile phone (46 per cent) and the mobile internet advertising
market in the UK grew by 118 per cent between 2009 and 2010 (

Figure 7.1).
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Figure 7.1: World Mobile Phone subscriptions per 100
inhabitants and mobile phone trend in the UK
Source: ITU, 2011 ( http://www.itu.int/ITU-D/ict/statistics/ )
Mobile phones offer possibilities the Internet cannot provide. Mobile phones add mobility
and a spontaneity factor to potential political and social mobilisation, because users can react

35

http://www.itu.int/ITU-D/ict/facts/2011/index.html
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instantly and emotionally to events. Furthermore, personalisation is given through the
typically person-to-person and social type of contact. Finally, the mobile phone is multimodal
because it can transmit voice, images, and sounds, making it a tool for live transmission of
events to be shared on the network (Castells 2007). In recent years there has been a gradual
extension of the mobile phone into the political domain. Some examples include:


Election pilots that allowed people to vote in the UK by text message May 2002



The Italian government in 2004 sent a reminder message about upcoming European elections
to all mobile phone subscribers.



In 2004 Tony Blair became the first UK Prime Minister to use text message technology to
answer questions submitted in advance by text message from members of the public as well
as in real-time in a mobile phone chat-room, transmitted live from No.10 Downing Street.



The Estonian Government allowed its citizens to vote using their mobile phones in the March
2011 general election.

Experts are predicting that in future elections, the use of mobile technology will become the
standard and play an even larger role than in 2008 and 2012 US election where Barack
Obama’s use of text messaging was regarded as a successful way to reach out to the
constituents. Like the Internet, mobile phones facilitate communication and rapid access to
information. Compared to the Internet, however, mobile phone diffusion has reached a larger
proportion of the population in most countries, and thus the impact of this new medium is
possibly greater. In terms of accessibility, mobile phones can reach a public that other more
traditional news channels cannot. For many people the mobile phone is never far from their
side and using it to follow daily events can offer a greater sense of involvement than, for
example, reading a newspaper. As more people use their mobile phones to access content,
information and entertainment, a search function becomes a vital tool for finding what they
are looking for quickly and easily.
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7.3

Mobile search versus Internet search

Regarding the search process the computer desktop and mobile phone share some common
issues, but also have some conspicuous differences. On a desktop website, it takes most
visitors (70 percent) one week to act on a search in comparison to one hour to act on mobile
phone, as people who are searching via mobile are ready to act and highly motivated to do
so36. Mobile searches are more precise than desktop searches, using up to twice as many
keywords. However, as Nielsen’s 200937 study on mobile usability pointed out, users’ success
rates when using mobile devices to access mobile sites averaged only 64 percent, in
comparison to the 80 percent average success rate for users who access Web sites on a
computer.
Mobile sites can take advantage of technology that automatically detects where users are to
present local search results. When users set up their preferences or profile, personalized
search results become even more relevant and valuable to them. Another fundamental
difference is the type of information sought. Internet users often seek comprehensive, lengthy
information whereas mobile users typically seek concise information, such as news headlines,
sports scores, weather etc. all of which must be organized in a way that makes it fast and
convenient to find exactly what they want.
These limitations describe the problems that need to be taken into account to provide an
acceptable mobile search. In order for mobile search to reach its full potential, it has to be
fast and convenient to use, regardless of whether the user has a smart phone with a QWERTY

36

http://torsionmobile.com/
Nielsen Norman Group Report: Usability of Mobile Websites & Applications:
237 Design Guidelines for Improving the User Experience of Mobile Sites and Apps.
37
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keyboard or a feature phone. The ideal mobile search should provide users with immediate,
relevant answers, with no distractions.

7.4 Election Day 2009 European Parliament
An experiment using mobile phone technologies was conducted for the 2009 European
elections with a view to introducing a more extended version in time for the 2010 general
election. The aim was to create intelligent systems that learn from the ways in which mobile
phone users try to interrogate electoral data. The data covered the 2004 and 2009 European
election results and 2009 nominations.
For this purpose it was decided that we would use the Question-Answering Mobile ENgine
(QAMEN) (Burns, Fallon et al. 2005). QAMEN converts web pages to a simplified format
compatible with handheld devices and it is based on the industry-standard SMS messaging
technology and thus works with any mobile in any GSM network. The idea was that
QAMEN would sit in front of a database containing details of electoral data relating to the
2004 and 2009 European elections and that users would send texts that would be passed
through the question-answering engine with the answer being returned back to the user.
The experiment was tested after launching a working system a few days before EU 2009. It
was decided that the specialist group of the Political Studies Association in the UK that
focuses on elections would be the most suitable way to advertise the experiment. The group,
Elections, Public Opinion and Parties (EPOP) agreed through its national convenor to
facilitate the experiment. A notification was sent to all EPOP members via email list with a
request for their participation:
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“One of the Election Centre’s doctoral students, Elena Long, as part of her research is
piloting an experiment using mobile phone technologies prior to this year’s European
elections with a view to introducing a more extended version in time for next year’s general
election. The aim is to create intelligent systems that learn from the ways in which mobile
phone users try to interrogate electoral data. A parallel system running over the internet may
be used to compare syntax structures between the different technologies – what we type into
a search engine is different to what we may txt. The data only cover the 2004 and 2009
European election results and the 2009 nominations. We need willing participants for this
experiment to function properly. Where better to start than with EPOP members who realise
the value of participation and who may find European election results interesting. The
maximum charge for a text message query is 10p but for most people with phone contracts
and few friends the charge is effectively zero per text. The more people that participate the
better, so please forward the web address and text number to others that may find the
experiment interesting and potentially informative.
QAMEN (Question-Answering Mobile ENgine) is an SMS oriented engine which frees users
to have an expensive mobile phone with a web browser. EPE- 2009 data are used by default;
therefore “2004” is needed to be added to the SMS for the request about 2004 European
Election. No commas or full stop are required in the texts.
Send SMS Request to +4477 8620 1900 “

A database containing information about the parties’ votes share, an electorate, the total vote
cast and the turnout by a region was created. It also includes number of seats and the names
of the elected Members of the European Parliament 2004 and candidates nominated for the
2009 elections.
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By default any request is considered by QAMEN as a request for searching in the local
knowledge base (effectively a hard drive located in the company’s office, and/or the Internet.
For the purpose of the experiment only the local knowledge base was used. QAMEN is based
on industry-standard SMS messaging technology and works with the mobile phones in any
GSM network therefore it is useful for people on the move and who are unable to access a
personal computer.
A mobile web consists of web pages that are designed specifically for display on mobile
devices. Due to their limited capabilities (relative to standard computers) mobile devices
access and render web content using the specialized Wireless Application Protocol (WAP).
WAP is the current global standard for mobile internet applications and browsing. It offers
functionality similar to HTML web browsers, but is designed to accommodate small
browsers with limited memory, as well as low bandwidth connections to the internet.
However, most do not work well due to the volatile nature of the current mobile web—there
are many outdated and dead links.
By contrast, QAMEN is an HTML compatible search engine. It works almost the same as
computer browsers and can access HTML search pages from vast internet webpage databases
in the same way that computer browsers do. Mobile question-answering differs from standard
information retrieval methods. First, it needs to retrieve specific fact information rather than
whole documents. Second, it should select from among the found facts the shortest and
appropriate fact to meet the 160 characters requirement of an SMS text message. QAMEN
appeared ideal for this purpose because what a user really wants is a precise answer to a
question.
Furthermore, QAMEN does not return full search-engine-type listings with links to websites,
as the regular Google or other search engine services on the web do. The interaction model is
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simpler and makes it possible to enter a query without bringing up a page and navigating to
the query form. The results come back in a very compact form - more suited for a small
screen (Lovitskii, Thrasher et al. 2008).

7.5 The problems faced
In terms of our initial expectation, some of results provide a rather disappointing outcome.
Some of these outcomes are now discussed.
First and foremost, the total number of mobile requests was 226, which was far from
satisfactory considering that the target audience was election specialists. It shows the
necessity of a longer better advertising campaign if we wanted to attain a greater response. Of
course one possibility is that we used the wrong audience for the research, as EPOP members
most likely already had all the information that they are interested in unlike the general public
that probably knew very little about European elections – but then these people might not
have wanted to learn anymore about the candidates that were standing.
A much more serious problem to arise within the experiment is that end users are generally
unable to describe completely and unambiguously what it is they are looking for at the start
of a search. Natural language is often ambiguous and is dependent on a great deal of world
knowledge. However, most problems are shown not to be due to ambiguity but to excessive
expectation of the capability of the system on the part of the user or the use of world
knowledge that is not reflected in the system’s knowledge base.
Before a request for information can be answered, it must be known what knowledge sources
are available. If the answer to a question is not present in the data sources (for example,
information about other elections that a candidate might have contested), no matter how well
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we perform question processing, retrieval and extraction of the answer, we will not be able to
provide a correct result.
In order to implement a working natural language system we restricted the European election
experiment to cover only a limited subset of the vocabulary and syntax of a full natural
language. This allows ambiguity to be reduced and processing time to be kept within
reasonable bounds but it also meant that some types of queries would fail simply because the
natural language system was restricted in its scope – it could process some but not all of the
vocabulary that users might employ to describe ‘vote share’ for example.
As a rule, QAMEN does not require the use of upper case or punctuation. Even more, the
system allowed users to omit certain search terms such as those associated with questions:
‘what’, ‘which’, ‘who’ and ‘how many’. This greatly helps to simplify a user-system dialog.
The fact is that the search queries in majority cases was not spelt, punctuated, and capitalised
correctly, but the main requirement for the system is to handle non-standard or poorly
formed/structured (but, nevertheless, meaningful) user’s inquiries (Francis, Lishman et al.
2007). Sometimes, users mobile requests were ungrammatical. A long request such as “How
many votes did the Conservative party win in the South East in 2004 European Elections?”
could be replaced by “con share se 2009” and the system was able to respond to that.
Answer extraction depends on the complexity of the question, on the answer type provided
by question processing, on the actual data where the answer is searched and on the question
focus and context. The answers should be presented in as natural as possible way. In some
cases, simple extraction is sufficient. For example, when the question classification indicates
that the answer type is a name (of a member of parliament), a quantity (turnout, electorate or
a vote share) an extraction of information is simple. For other cases, the presentation of the
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answer may require the use of fusion techniques that combine the partial answers from
multiple documents.
In theory the experiment allowed users to compare candidate nominations for 2004 and 2009.
However, rather than typing a long text request such as: ’List of people who have been
nominated second time’, a user simply texted: “who again”. This shows that the natural
language interfaces led users to attribute more intelligence to the system than was warranted.
This leads to unrealistic expectations of the capabilities of the system on the part of the user.
Such expectations will make it difficult to learn the restrictions of the system if they attribute
too much capability to it, and will lead to disappointment when the system fails to perform as
expected.
What people usually do not realise is that every database driven application starts by knowing
nothing. Building a knowledge service thus involves creating and populating database tables,
and writing software to manipulate and present those tables. Such systems need to be taught
everything from scratch, and at the end they know only the knowledge put in by the
developers.
In the general case, under the knowledge base structure one should understand the regularity
of data distribution in memory assuring the storage of various links between separate
elements of stored information. At every moment knowledge base deals only with relatively
small fragments of the external world. So, the corresponding structures are needed to
integrate these fragments separated in time into the integral picture. The structures obtained
as a result of integration should contain more information than had been used for its creation.
The organisation of knowledge storage should make allowance for such features of the
human memory as: associability; ability to reflect similar features for different objects and
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different features for similar objects; independence of the knowledge extraction time from the
volume of knowledge being stored in this memory; associative relations weight variable;
representation of the environment statistical properties (Lovitskii, Thrasher et al. 2008). More
importantly, the knowledge cannot realistically be regarded as a static resource, to be
accumulated and stored within a system. It is a formative, self-organising character, with the
ability to change the organisation within which it is held. The local database of any mobile
question-answering system, therefore, cannot be complete; we shall never be able to establish
information completeness of the knowledge base. Furthermore, the system should be self –
learning. When QAMEN could not find a suitable response in the local data base, it should
search using the Internet and then not only send the reply to the user but also automatically
extend the existing knowledge base.
The Screen Size Problem: The experiment highlighted the problems with the user interactions
with small display devices as it remains a challenge due to the limited display capabilities and
information overload. Search interfaces for small screen devices are associated with the
within-page vertical scrolling or paging requirements for viewing content. Vertical scrolling
describes the action of viewing the content outside the screen display area shown in a
progressive manner, successively. By contrast, paging permits access to the next full screen’s
worth of content without any further action by the user (Jones, Marsden et al. 1999).
To make content available for displaying on small screen devices, it is not uncommon for
long lists of search results to be divided into separate pages that contain a reduced number of
results. Breaking the content up into smaller, more manageable chunks may be necessary for
transmission requirements, as well as a means of aiding presentation. However, there is an
associated cost with this approach; page-to-page navigation increases the amount of user
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interaction and reading time. Both of these factors may have financial implications and as a
consequence may impact on the way users use such services.

7.6 Conclusions
This chapter present an investigation into the effectiveness of using Question-Answering
Mobile Engine (QAMEN) and a natural language search to obtain information about
European Elections in the UK on users mobile phones. In terms of our initial expectations,
some of the results from the experiment, such as complete lack of interest from EPOP
members, was just the beginning of what must be regarded as a failed experiment.
Nevertheless, even with a failed experiment there are opportunities to learn some important
lessons.
At the outset, it is important to consider how questions about the electoral process can be
adapted so that mobile phone technology becomes yet another tool of engagement. Wireless
communication technology is spreading around the planet faster than any other
communication technology to date. In order for mobile phone searches to become
commonplace two things must happen: users must try and then regularly use the services, and
companies in the mobile communication industries must generate profits from these searches.
People are apparently comfortable in using their phones to participate in online voting for
such programmes as The X Factor and Strictly Come Dancing but we suspect there is much
more reluctance to use mobile phone to access information about the candidates standing for
an election.
The experiment demonstrates that we need to understand a lot more about the differences
between how users access content on their mobile phones versus personal computers and of
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course tablets. When users tried to access information from their mobile phones they expect
the same depth and breadth of content that they would find on their computers. Furthermore,
as with all mobile applications, mobile search must contend with a variety of handset
displays, input capabilities memory levels and operating system. The ideal mobile search
solution should provide a consistently good user experience across all networks and devices.
From the experiment, it becomes clear that mobile search solves multiple end-user needs to
get relevant information. Nearly all providers of mobile search agree that providing an
appropriate result that immediately addresses the mobile subscribers’ needs is the most
effective approach. Yet, there are limits in the information available in many contexts, as well
as our own language limits.
Additionally, two main influential factors need to be kept in mind in this discussion: the
length limitation to 160 characters and the challenge of the interface (as long as mobile
telephone keyboards are far from being comfortable for writing).
Overall, the experiment proved to be a disappointment, especially when setting it up took a
lot of time and energy. With such a small response and users’ expectations that the system
would be able to understand all requests for information it proved impossible to execute the
experiment in a way that we had originally hoped. It was decided, after this experience, to
abandon plans to implement a similar system in time for the 2010 general election. Instead,
we launched a computer-based system designed to run over the internet but one which was
still based on an intelligent question-answering search engine.
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8 Natural Interface to Election Data

8.1 Introduction
This chapter examines the creation, development and implementation of a system that was
designed so that members of the public, with little or no experience of managing and
interrogating databases, could independently issue questions and receive answers from an
intelligent system. Having failed to implement a fully-functional scheme for phone text
query-based system we then tried a different approach which we termed, ‘Natural Interface to
Election Data’ or NITED.
The aim of this project was to bring the contents of a relational database, in this case one
containing results and data relating to the 2005 and 2010 UK general elections, to the public’s
use. The objective was to implement NITED in time for the 2010 general election and
provide a facility that would enable people to write inquiries using natural language and to
deliver data responses in the form of tables, graphical displays and crucially, a new mapping
visualisation for three-party vote share.
The structure of the chapter is as follows. Following this introduction the section 2 considers
some general points about the factors that need to be taken into account when designing a
web-based dialog system that is intended to allow users to issue queries that use a natural
language interface. This section highlights recurring problems with such systems – what kind
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of users are likely to want to use such a system, how will they interact with it and what kind
of responses would then want from such a website? When developing a web-based
application that interrogates a database of election results there are considerations that have to
be thought about in terms of field characteristics (how long are constituency names),
inconsistencies in the data (naming of constituencies, for example,) ambiguities in the data
(place names and surnames having text strings in common, for example, Wells is both a
constituency name and a candidate surname). Unfortunately, as section 4 shows many of
these problems are unforeseen and only surface during beta testing but solving them slows
down implementation of the system. In section 5 we describe the process for designing input
and output interfaces – the overall ‘look’ of the application. Given that one of our principal
concerns is data visualisation this is an important element of NITED that required close
attention. One of the objectives that we set ourselves when building NITED was how
inexperienced users could build quite sophisticated database queries. Some progress was
made in this respect, as section 6 shows, but this also shows that the complexity of electoral
data meant that implementation of this part of the system was far from ideal.
Section 7 describes how for this experiment the data was originally stored in an Access
database where SQL (standard query language) is normally used to extract data. One of the
challenges, therefore, was in designing a system that allowed natural language queries to be
translated into a SQL format and then to output the required data. We went to considerable
lengths to provide users with a good ‘help’ facility in NITED but as section 8 shows, the
more we tried to guess and answer some ‘frequently answered questions’ the bulkier the userinterface became with long and detailed instructions about how to use the system. Section 9
describes some of the difficulties that were encountered in trying to implement natural
language enquiries. With hindsight, introducing this facility simply made the system too
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cumbersome and difficult to use. The chapter finishes on an optimistic note, however!
While it is fair to say that the system we designed is deficient in many respects there is one
feature that we introduced that is innovative and an advance on methods for visualizing party
vote shares within each constituency (section 10). Although NITED in its existing form will
never be fully implemented it is hoped that our ‘drill-down maps’ may become commonplace
as examples of intuitive design.

8.2 Designing a Web-Based Dialog System
Dialog is the form of data processing involving an interaction between a computer system
and a user who uses a keyboard and/or mouse to enter requests which the computer responds
to. As users struggle to navigate on-line information there is need for automated questionanswering systems. We need systems that allow a user to ask a question in everyday language
and receive an answer. Current search engines, such as Google, Firefox etc, can return ranked
lists of documents, but they do not deliver answers to the user.
To answer a question, a system must analyse the question, perhaps in the context of some
ongoing interaction; it must find one or more answers by consulting on-line resources; and it
must present the answer to the user in some appropriate form, perhaps associated with
justification or supporting materials.
At first glance, the creation of Web-based Dialogue System (WDS) for NITED is a well
defined problem because the developing of dialogue systems has a long history, but from our
point of view there are several problems which need to be solved before developing this
dialogue system. Figure 8.1 depicts the architecture of WDS NITED
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Figure 8.1: The Architecture of Web-based Dialogue System
NITED

There is the general set of dialogue system components, namely: user, enquiry, input and
output interfaces, data, processor, and result. There are some dependencies between these
components; the diagram of these is shown in Figure 8.2.

The entire WDS consists of two main parts: one part is responsible for request handling; the
other provides the means for extracting the corresponding reply from the database and
structuring a reply. Reply is always represented by a single table. Not every reply table can be
visualized (if the requests asks for a list of names then table is the only response that can be
made) and therefore the reply table should undergo a preliminary analysis to discover an
appropriate form of response representation – table, graphical display or map or some
combination of these.
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Figure 8.2: Diagram of Web-based Dialogue System Components Dependencies
Two independent components have a strong influence on the rest of the system architecture
and that is why the characteristics of these independent components should be investigated
first of all.

8.3 Identifying Potential Users
A web dialogue system should be aware of the diversity of the potential users. Before we can
answer the question “How do we make our user interfaces better?” we must first address the
question: “Better for whom?” One of the primary mantras of user interface design is "Know
the user." From Card and his fellow researchers perspective (p.67), "Successful designers are
aware that other people learn, think, and solve problems in different ways.” (Card, Mackinlay
et al. 1999).
It is important to note that when systems are being designed for usability, the first step should
be to identify the target user population – in our case this was the general public. A computer
system might considered to be in working order in a sense that it works without falling over,
but it may not do what the users want to do in order to achieve their goals. Computer systems
should be designed for the needs and capabilities of the users for whom they are intended
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(Stone and Stone 2005). Consequently, the designer must understand the diversity of the
users and their tasks. A design that is better for a technically skilled user might not be better
for a non-technical politician, businessman or an artist. Because NITED is a web-based
system, any kind of users could in theory have access to it.
Over a number of years and across a series of research programmes (Francis, Lishman et al.
2007; Long, Lovitskii et al. 2009) users’ enquiries about electoral data were collected and
stored. Direct observation of these enquiries demonstrated that most users are naturally
inclined to achieve the desired result by using minimum effort. They do not want to type in a
long enquiry such as, “Who won the general election in the Middlesbrough South &
Cleveland East constituency?” but instead “winner in Middlesbrough?”
This generally means that the users want minimal input to achieve the desired output i.e.:


The user does not like to use the keyboard.



The user prefers select and click mouse instead of typing in an enquiry and then pressing
the ‘Enter’ key.



If the Dialog System (DS) requires Multilevel Input Interfaces then users prefer the
minimum number of levels, and the minimum number of Input Interfaces in each level.
User fatigue sets in quickly.

In addition we need to take into account that many users may not be visually oriented. They
may prefer textual or numerical data formats in scrolling lists rather than visual presentations.
This matches user-preferences for textual instructions rather than a map.

8.4 Designing for the analysis of Election Data
Any election provides information which constitute some of the important variables in the
description of results – the number of eligible electors who vote (turnout) and the distribution
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of votes among the competing candidates/parties (vote and vote share). Other information
such as the sex of candidates and the finishing position of candidates on the ballot is also
requested. In a general election there are results for many constituencies to be considered.
Voting figures can be aggregated, averaged, graphed and used to construct maps.
To design effective visualisations, the designer must first understand the data that will be
used in visualisation. In general elections, for instance, we have the percentage turnout and
the percentage share of the vote for each party in every constituency, which constitute the
most obvious variables to begin with when designing a query-based system.
The designer must identify the sources of the data, the level of completeness of the data, and
the type of the data. Good data visualisations are not only task dependent, but they also
become election dependent – the data apply to one and only one election. In our case the
Access database contained the separate results for the 2005 and 2010 general elections.
Let us consider some important characteristics of GE2005 and GE2010 databases and the
challenges they provide:


Length. The length of the text value for some fields is rather long (e.g. “Knowsley North and
Sefton East”) and might cause problem for users having to type in such long string.



Meaning. For one meaning different words (symbols) are used within the database e.g.
“Blackpool North and Fleetwood” and “Hackney North & Stoke Newington”.



Ambiguity. Many ambiguities exist within an elections database that pose problems for a
natural language interface. For example, the words Angus, Bath, Corby, …, Wells are values
both in the fields Constituency and Surname in the database. In effect, the parsing of even a
simple enquiry is quite complicated and requires a powerful knowledge base to interpret these
requests correctly (Lovitskii and Wittamore 1997).



Similarity. Sometimes a user simply makes a mistake and instead of typing in the intended
constituency Hereford in the enquiry: “Who won the election in Hereford” the user instead
enters Hertford (it is wrong but at the same time it is right from the NITED point of view
because the text query consists of part of an existing constituency Hertford & Stortford).
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Naturally, NITED cannot know the user has misspelt Hereford and will return an answer for the
constituency Hertford & Stortford.

8.5 Input and Output Interfaces
The user interface (UI) is a very important consideration in the development of any webbased dialog system. Studies have been done on the feasibility of natural language interfacing
(Hendrix 1978; Walts 1978; Copestake and K. 1989; Androutsopoulos, Ritchie et al. 1995;
Androutsopoulos and Ritchie 2000) that has resulted in an abundance of systems being
developed and implemented. These include, PRECISE (Popescu, Etzioni et al. 2003), STEP
(Minock 2005), ORAKEL (Cimiano, Haase et al. 2007), Aqualog (Lopez, Pasin et al. 2005),
GINSENG (Bernstein, Kaufmann et al. 2006). Because of these systems, natural language
processing has significantly contributed to the field of human-computer interaction in terms
of theoretical advances and practical applications.
The starting position is that the user interface for applications should be simple, intuitive, and
user-friendly. This generally means that the application minimizes undesired outputs for the
user. We tried to create a natural user interface to improve the efficiency, effectiveness, and
naturalness of user-NITED interaction by representing, reasoning, and acting on models of
the user, domain and tasks.
For NITED the main part of the NUI is a graphical interface, which accepts input via
computer keyboard and mouse. The actions are usually performed through direct
manipulation of the graphical control elements rather than by extensive text entry.
NITED’s user interface has to be election domain specific i.e. contents and features of the
election should shape and define the structures of Input and Output interfaces. The interface
should be natural for any user, meaning that navigating around the site is intuitive.
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Natural language, understood here to mean a tool that people use to communicate with each
other, however, has characteristics that reduce the efficiency of textual information retrieval
systems. These properties include linguistic variation and ambiguity. By linguistic variation
we mean the possibility of using different words or expressions to communicate the same
idea – is “turnout” the total number of people that voted or the percentage of the electorate
that participated. Linguistic ambiguity is when a word or phrase allows for more than one
interpretation – does ‘change’ mean change in vote share, difference in votes or when the seat
changes hands (Vallez and Pedraza-Jimenez 2007). In general, the design of natural language
interfaces to databases is regarded as a difficult problem since human interaction is often
vague, ambiguous or highly contextualized (Androutsopoulos and Ritchie 2000).
The central question to be addressed is how to improve access to information for would-be
users. Such users may not understand the structure of the database, may not know exactly
what is in it and how data is stored there. The purpose the User Interface (UI) is to provide a
means of:


Input UI, allowing the user to manipulate an application, and



Output UI, allowing the application to indicate the effects of users’ manipulation.

8.5.1 Input interface
We designed three different types of Input UI:
Command-Line User Interface allowed users to choose form “GE2005”– “GE2010” to
activate the corresponding database. Only text field, keyboard and mouse are required for
CLUI.
The next two Input UIs are Graphical User Interfaces (GUI). The convenience of the GUI
made it the standard in human-computer interaction. The GUI generally provides users with
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immediate, visual feedback about the effect of each action. There are several general
requirements to designing a good GUI:
- Provide meaningful contrast between screen elements.
- Create groupings.
- Align screen elements and groups.
- Provide three dimensional representation.
- Use colours and graphics effectively and simply.
In respect of NITED there were two GUI’s.
1. Graphical Query Input User Interface (GQIUI) is a user interface based on graphics
(checkboxes, clickable images and list boxes of Regions, Constituencies, Parties and
Candidates) instead of text; it uses a mouse as well as a keyboard as an input device.
GQUI provides three different types of user’s request:
• Frequently Asked Questions (FAQ).
• Natural Language Enquiry Template (NLET) combines FAQ and a slot represented by
each variable within square brackets, the value of which should be selected by the user from
the corresponding list of values. For example, “In which constituency did [party] achieve its
highest vote?” where the user supplies the party category.
2. Graphical Charts Input User Interface (GCIUI) provides the direct way to accomplish
chart creation as a response to user’s request restricted to three party (Conservative, Labour
and Liberal Democrat) groups to see how they are oriented in the UK map of regional spaces.
For example, a user may want to compare party performances in the South West of England,
in Scotland or in Wales.
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GCUI is a useful method for the analysis of election data. For example, NITED displays the
results using interactive maps. Initially the user is shown the UK map with selectable regional
areas. When a region is selected, NITED will direct the user to an analysis of that region’s
election results.
8.5.2 Output Interface
NITED constructed three different types of Output UI:
Table Output Interface (TOUI) is the general way to represent results to each user’s
enquiry. The default for a query that seeks election result is represented by a single table
(Figure 8.3), in this case the response to a query that places elected women M.P.s in rank
order of vote.

Figure 8.3: Table Output Interface
Charts Output Interface (COUI) allows the user to see election data represented by
Histograms and Maps (Figure 8.4). COUI should meet some basic requirements:
•

Charts should be designed to encourage the user to make comparisons between different
pieces of data.
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•

COUI should provide views of the data at many levels of detail – spatial separations is an
obvious example. This principle relates to the "Drill down" and "Level-Of-Detail" capabilities
of visualisations. With these capabilities, NITED can allow a broad overview of the data to be
given and, at the same time, allow the user to have access to the detailed data that underlies
the overview.

Figure 8.4: Chart Output Interface
Drill Down Maps (DD-maps) - Maps are an obvious form of representation for spatiallybased data. For example, if a user would like to see how some region is performing in
comparison to other regions in terms of party votes, the user could look at a map
visualisation. A map-based representation can become a true multivariate representation
(Figure 8.5). A more detailed description of this innovative mapping procedure is featured
in 8.11
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Figure 8.5: Mapping output interface
When the user has to move through various levels of data, a drill down style of navigation is
commonly offered –national, country, region, constituency. The drill-down clearly groups
information of magnitudes ranging anywhere from the entire country down to an individual
constituency.
Input and Output UIs interactions are shown in Figure 8.6.

GQIUI

TOUI

GCIUI

COUI

Figure 8.6: Input and Output UI Interaction
GQIUI always first of all produces the TOUI as its default operation. Additionally, NITED,
as an intelligent system, analyses the result to discover whether it is logically appropriate to
represent the output as a chart as well using COUI. If the answer is “YES” TOUI displays
button “Chart” (see Figure 8.7) As a result of clicking this button, NITED substitutes TOUI
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for COUI (see Figure 8.4). COUI represents the dynamic part of GCIUI and a user can click
any histogram to see the result for the selected party. Within NITED charts were always
preferred to Tables because users more easily recognize patterns in data.

Figure 8.7: Example of result of the 2010 general election
The user interface should satisfy some general requirements:
 It should be consistent.
 Every action taken by a user should have an explicit response from NITED, i.e., the UI should
provide meaningful feedback. Very often a user’s natural language enquiry cannot be interpreted
because the language lies outside the application domain. Therefore, the database access system
has to be able to decide whether the enquiry is meaningful or not.
 The UI should provide an easy way for the user to undo their actions. This allows the user to
correct their errors by stepping back.
 Usability is mainly a characteristic of the UI, but is also associated with the functionalities of the
WDS and the process to design it. It describes how well a WDS can be used for its intended
purpose by its target users. To improve usability of the WDS input interface the two levels of input
interfaces are used (see Figure 8.6).
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8.6 Users’ Requests
In general, the design of natural language interfaces to databases is regarded as a difficult
problem since language is often vague, ambiguous or highly contextualised
(Androutsopoulos and Ritchie 2000). However, formal query languages are difficult to learn
and utilise by non-computer-specialists. Graphical interfaces and form-based interfaces are
easier to use but still require some learning by the end-user. In contrast, an ideal NULI would
allow queries to be formulated in the user’s native language. This means that an ideal NULI
would be more suitable for casual users, since there would be no need for the user to spend
time learning the system’s communication language.
It is important to distinguish two different forms of request regarding the NITED: command
and enquiry. Command is used by the user to change an input interface and/or create an
enquiry. To extract a reply the natural language enquiry has to be converted to the
corresponding SQL query (hereafter word query will have just one meaning SQL Query).
We distinguish two different types of commands:


Hidden Command (HC) is used to change the input interface and/or create the user’ enquiry.
HC is generated by clicking the corresponding check box, radio button, clickable image or
some item from list box.



Text Command is represented by single words and is seldom used. Just two pairs of text
commands are used: “GE2005”–“GE2010” to activate the corresponding database.

Enquiry can be represented by:
Natural Language Enquiry Template combines a list of values to be selected when
required and were constructed as generalisations of what type of query users would require.
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Examples of some Frequently Asked Questions (FAQ) that users could select from a menutype list are shown below:
•

What was the result in [constituency]?

•

How many votes did [party] win in [constituency]?

•

Which party won the election in [constituency]?

•

Who won the election in [constituency]?

We constructed the initial set of FAQ but when users began to use the system new natural
language enquiries were collected and stored by NITED and then added to FAQ. When the
user selects an appropriate query with some descriptor in square brackets, then selects the
corresponding values from the list and clicks “Go” - the result is displayed instantly (see
Figure 8.8 which shows the response to the query, what was the largest number of
constituency votes acquired by the Conservative party?).

Figure 8.8: Screenshot of the Natural Language Enquiry Template
Created Enquiry (CE). The user can build his/her own enquiries using any combination of
the descriptors; each of these descriptors represents a field within the database, e.g. [region,
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constituency, party, etc.]. In the screenshot described in Figure 8.9 the enquiry has asked for
women MPs in the south west of England.

Figure 8.9: Screenshot of the Interface for Enquiry Creation
Every query set by a user in the process of creating an enquiry is then returned as explicit
feedback from NITED as a form of confirmation so that the user can see that the data
correspond with the terms of a specific query (see Figure 8.10). The aim here was to
demonstrate to the user that the system is responding to the particular parameters set by the
user – party and candidate name for women candidates that were elected in the south west.

Figure 8.10: Example of feedback generated for user enquiry
Personalized Enquiry (PE). Personalization of an enquiry reflects the system’s capacity
to store particular enquiries issued by certain users. For example, suppose the user saved
the enquiry: “FIND: Party, Candidate FOR: Region=’South West’, Sits=’Y’,
Gender=’F’” as a personalized enquiry. The next time when that user calls NITED and
identifies himself/herself a personalized list of FAQ appears and the user will be able to
select from the list. Before including the enquiry in the list of FAQ NITED translates it
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into natural language: “Show a list of parties and all the women elected in the South West
region who now sit in Parliament”.

8.7 From enquiry to SQL Query translation
Structured Query Language, or SQL, is the standard query language for accessing data held
within a relational database. Despite the processes of enquiry to query conversion becoming
well defined (Lovitskii and Wittamore 1997) the process remains quite complicated and
depends on database complexity. For a complex database there would be a necessity to access
data from many different tables within and join those tables together in a report in order for a
response to happen. It is extremely important that an intelligent system can do this because
non-technical users do not know how to join tables to get a more comprehensive view of the
data. Sometimes a very simple question written as English is in fact a very complicated query
for the database to output.
For example, a quite simple query: “Who won the election in [constituency]?” or “How did
[party] perform in [region]?” is difficult to respond to unless the system understands “who
is who”, the meaning of “won” and “perform” NITED cannot answer such questions
without a certain level of prior understanding. To “explain” it to NITED the Production
Rules (PR) need to be specified.
An example of the pre-condition production rules is described below:
<Precondition>  <Antecedent>  <Consequent>
1. AD:Election2010
 who  candidate;
2.

AD:Election2010

 [candidate]:<winwonhighest > 
[SQL]:<MAX(votes)>;

3.

AD:Election2010 &
database:MS Access

 votes  [Field]:<gcr_post_election_votes>;
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4.

AD:Election2010 &
database:MS Access

 candidate  [Field]:<can_first_name, can_last_name>;

5.

AD:Election2010 &
database:Oracle

 [party]:<winwonhighest> 
[SQL]:<MAX(SUM(votes))>;

6.

AD:Election2010 &
database:MS Access

 [party]:<winwonhighest >  [SQL]:<TOP1,
SUM(votes),DESC>;

7.

AD:Election2010 &
database:MS Access

 perform  candidate,votes;

where  - denotes “exclusive OR”. Precondition consist of class1:value1 [& classi:valuei].
Antecedent might be represented by: (i) single word (e.g. who, won, perform, etc.), (ii)
sequence of words (e.g. highest vote, etc.), or (iii) pair - [context]:<value>. Context means
avoiding word ambiguity and thereby distinguishing the difference in meaning between
“Candidate winning an election” and “Party winning the election”.
Like any web-application NITED is closed to everyone except the developer. But in reality
the person who knows and understands the database – in this case the elections expert has to
check FAQ, delete unused queries and add new ones in response to user requests. Of course,
the expert developer writes the SQL syntax for the new FAQ. Because the FAQ and
production rules files lie outside the database with respect to NITED the external tool is used
to create and amend/up-date where necessary, the production rules (see Figure 8.11 where
new production rules are being assembled).
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Figure 8.11: Screenshot of Production Rules creation

8.8 Help Instructions
Help Instructions in a web application are needed to assist users who may be inexperienced
about electoral matters. Clear instruction has to take account of the type of users that would
be interacting with NITED. As a minimum these instructions should be short enough but
provide sufficient information about the screen function, the available options, how to get
started and frequently used features. Step-by-step worked examples were shown in our help
instructions.
The problem was the NITED is a complex database and we were trying to develop a natural
language interface for it. Inevitably the set of instructions grew and became unmanageable
(see Figure 8.12).
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Figure 8.12: Help Instructions for NITED

8.9 Difficulties with Natural Language Enquiries
In theory a natural language enquiry provides end users with the ability to retrieve data from
a complex database by asking questions using plain English rather than SQL. It attempts to
use natural language processing to understand the nature of the question and then to search
and return a subset of the data that contains the answer. But there are problems when using
this approach.
Ambiguity management poses a significant problem in natural language systems, because
processing all possible natural language meanings leads to exponential, time-consuming
computations. The other fundamental problem is that understanding language often means
being able to reason as a human being would reason, knowing what concepts a word or
phrase stands for and how to link those concepts in a meaningful way, and this problem has
proven to be intractable.
Fundamentally, the system’s linguistic capabilities are not obvious to the user (Hendrix 1982;
Tennant, Ross et al. 1983; Cohen 1991). Existing natural language interfaces can only cope
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with limited subsets of natural language. Understandably, users find it difficult to understand
(and remember) what kinds of questions the interface can and cannot answer.
Another problem is that the system misunderstands a user request, without the user becoming
aware of the misinterpretation. In these cases, it may be hard for the user to understand that
the system has actually answered a different question. To avoid such misunderstandings,
NITED converted the SQL query back into natural language. The reconstructed natural
language request is re-presented to the user but it is debatable how many NITED users
actually read these converted SQL requests.

8.10 Interacting with electoral data
The output interface supports users’ data exploration by means of three separate types of
reporting - tradition tabular layout, bar charts and maps. Different media like maps, graphs
and text show different aspects of electoral information and sometimes one type is an
inappropriate method of reporting – for example, details about candidates are not easily or
intuitively mapped. But where there are opportunities important information should be
presented not only by one medium but by a suitable combination of different media.
Tables work well when we wish to look up particular values or we need precise values
(Figure 8.13).
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Figure 8.13: Table Output generated from User enquiry

Graphs, by comparison, make meaningful relationships between values visible by giving
them size, shape, and colour and draw attention to an important trends, patterns, and
exceptions in quantitative data (Figure 8.14). Moreover, graphs encourage interaction
between the user and the data, because they highlight interesting features which lead to closer
inspection and new insights. Graphics should provide views of the data at many levels of
detail. When the user has to move through various levels of specificity of data, a drill down
style of navigation is commonly offered. Visualisation should ensure that information is
presented with as strong a contextual foundation as possible and offer the user an option to
choose what information is displayed in order to satisfy his/her needs. The drill-down clearly
groups information of magnitudes ranging anywhere from the “big picture” down to an
individual constituency.
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Figure 8.14: Histogram and Mapping Output
generated from User enquiry
This project was concerned with not only the creation of new algorithms for the visualisation
of election data, but also with an analysis that considers the relationship between the type of
inquiry and the corresponding spatial layout of data on the user’s screen. When visualisation
was used, what users noticed first is the visual part not the interactive. Colours, shapes,
regular patterns are strong influences on people’s perception of it – the look and feel of the
website. However, it is only with interaction that one can really reason about a data domain,
explore it under different points of view, and manipulate the medium to accommodate that
particular type of question.
Any visualisation requires a minimal set of criteria. Based on Kosara’s work (Kosara 2007)
the following criteria are a minimal set of requirements for any visualisation:


It is based on (non-visual) data. The data to be visualised must come from outside the
program, and the program must be able (at least in principle) to work on different data sets; in
our case two Access relational databases with multiple tables.
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It produces an image. Obviously, visualisation has the goal of producing images from the
data, and the visual must be the primary means of communicating the data. Other media can
be part of a visualisation, but the visualisation must be able to stand on its own.



The result is readable and recognizable. A visualisation must produce images that are
readable by a viewer. Visualisation images must also be recognizable as such, and not appear
to be something else.

Visualisations also have other properties like interaction but while these are certainly
important, the above criteria appear to be sufficient to define the requirements of good
information visualisation.
NITED, therefore, was able to assess the type of response to each query and then consider the
optimum type of user output, whether that be a table, graph or map or some combinations of
the three types. Despite the problems that were faced with the natural language interface and
the system’s ability to ‘learn’ users’ language/syntax structures, it is in the area of
visualisation that we think some real progress was made. Graphing some output provided a
visually simple but information-rich method for conveying information but it is in the area of
mapping data that NITED was innovative and we turn now to explain this particular feature
of the experiment.

8.11 Drill Down Mapping
After the 2010 election was over, the country’s voting patterns were mapped and broken
down by constituency/region. Each result was directly linked to a particular geography,
therefore. The interactive mapping enables the user to focus NITED on the level of required
information in terms of level of aggregation.
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A new visual encoding to represent election results on a choropleth map was developed for
this purpose. As mentioned previously (Chapter 4), the mass media in the UK and United
States have used three different ways of mapping election results: conventional maps
(showing land area), the increasingly used constituency maps (showing one shape per
constituency) and the gridded population cartogram - maps which resize the results related to
electorate/population distribution.
The new visualisation used within NITED encodes uses conventional maps as a basemap.
However, compared to a traditional visualisation of election results (Figure 8.15, a), it
attempts to show all three parties’ vote share in every areal unit Figure 8.15, b). In this new
map (which only displays shares for the three main parties although all parties in theory could
be visualized) the areas are drawn inside the boundaries of each constituency, mirroring those
boundaries and ensuring that each area reflects the shares of the vote inside each
constituency. This technique helps to prevent the addition of visual weight to large area units,
and gives non-expert users a chance quickly to identify the high and low values in the data, as
well as acquire an idea of trends and patterns in the data.

(a)

(b)

Figure 8.15: Two views of UK General Election 2010 results
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The algorithm, which is activated when the user makes a request for constituency-level data,
for the creation of a DD-Map is explained using the general election 2010 data for Harrow
East, London:
GE 2010: Region: London, Constituency: Harrow East
Results:

CON: 21,435

LAB: 18,032 LD: 6,850

Step 1. Calculate the percentage of votes relative to maximum vote:
CON: 21,435 – 100%
LAB: 18,032 – 84% = 18032 / 21435 * 100
LD:

6,850 – 32% = 6850 / 21435 * 100 (38% = 6850 / 18032 * 100)

Step 2. Extract the constituency of Harrow East from the London region map using Paint
tool. The square of image corresponds to 21,435 (or 100%). We call this the main image
(Figure 8.16).

Figure 8.16: Step 2 of the DD map algorithm

Step 3. Using Paint (see the screenshot of Paint on the next page) stretch image to 84% and
change the colour to red (Figure 8.17). Now the square of image corresponds to 18,032 (or
84%).

Figure 8.17: Step 3 of the DD map algorithm
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Step 4. Using Paint copy and paste the stretched image in the centre of the main image
(Figure 8.18).

Figure 8.18: Merging Steps 2 & 3

Step 5. Using Paint stretch “blue” image to 32% (or “red” image to 38%) and change colour
to yellow. Now the square of image corresponds to 6,850 (or 32% (38%)) - see Figure 8.19.

Figure 8.19: Step 5 of the DD map algorithm

Step 6. Using Paint copy and paste the stretched image in the centre of previous main image
(Figure 8.20).

Figure 8.20: The completed DD map for Harrow East

Studying this image the user would immediately realise that Harrow East was won by the
Conservative party (outer boundary) with Labour in second-place with the Liberal Democrats
placed a long way behind the two main parties challenging in this particular constituency.
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Figure 8.21 Examples of DD-Mapping
General Election 2005
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We feel that DD-Map offers a richer method of visualizing constituency/regional vote shares.
The outer boundary is always coloured to reflect the dominant party and so at a glance it is
clear which party captured the constituency. Furthermore, by installing the colour of the
second-placed party adjacent to the boundary colour it becomes clear which party is the main
challenger. Finally, the third colour and the space it occupies at the centre of the map gives a
quick indication of whether the seat is a two or three-party battle.
Of course, a conventional set of web GIS tools might be used to produce DD-Map but these
tools were unavailable to us for this experiment – it is the visualisation not the software that
is most important. Buffering is one of the standard spatial analysis techniques in GIS, it
works in Euclidean space and uses a two-dimensional algorithm. The width of the buffer can
be specified in one of two ways:


Fixed distance: Specify a constant distance to apply to the Input Features.



From field: Choose the name of a numeric distance field from the specified feature class.
Each feature will be buffered according to its associated value in the chosen field.

For our purpose, buffering polygon features with the negative buffer distances seemingly
might be used, however, is it not clear how the buffer zone could be specified, as it should
reflect the share of the vote inside each constituency.

8.12 Conclusions
This chapter has reported an experiment that aimed to create and deliver a Natural Interface
to an Election Database (NITED). The objective was to create a web-based application
whereby users could interrogate election results stored in a relational database using a
combination of point and click mouse actions and critically, a natural language interface. In
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theory the latter would allow users to specify their own queries using natural language which
the system would then read, interpret and respond with a desired output. To augment this
natural language interface we also installed a short menu of frequent queries that would work
as a kind of menu from which users could select the menu item and then add some details of
their own from drop-down boxes or click boxes.
For a number of reasons NITED was never fully implemented in terms of reaching a public
audience although it did go through a form of Beta-testing. It is fair to say that the system
encountered a number of problems which are outlined in this chapter. Here, we provide a
short summary of those weaknesses.
When users encountered the graphical interface they required a long period of acclimatization
in order to understand the basic layout and what the system might be capable of producing.
In practical terms, many users would have not stepped past first base and would have clicked
away from the application.
The system attempted to fuse different outputs (tables, graphs and maps) but the result was
possibly too detailed for what most users would have required. The problem, of course, is
that elections data is rather detailed and guessing beforehand what kinds of output any given
users preferred would be impossible.
Perhaps the most serious problem affected the natural language interface and its ability to
populate new production rules following user-driven queries. Compiling a list of synonyms
for words like ‘constituency’, ‘candidate’ might appear to be straightforward but there is the
additional problem of how words are structured as sentences or even sentence fragments. It
was an ambitious plan to develop a system that would allow non-specialists to interact with it
but it was a plan that failed to an important degree.
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There were also general issues of design. Although there was considerable expertise within
the Elections Centre to plan, design and implement NITED it lacked, with hindsight, some
essential qualities of web design. When NITED, developed wholly by Elections Centre staff,
is compared with some of the applications described in Chapter 10, it should become clear
that great design is not simply about function but it is also about appearance. There are some
important lessons to be learnt by election specialists from this experiment and maybe the
most important is that web users require a simple and attractive interface where it is almost
immediately obvious how an application functions and that within a short time the user
should be able to interact with that system.
However, the experiment was not entirely a failure. In addition to acquiring new knowledge
about what works and what does not in an election-centred application we also developed
what we find to be an intuitively strong method for visualizing three-party shares using drilldown mapping. User responses to these map visualisations were positive and this is
something that could be developed more fully using GIS software in the future.
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9 Political Science meets Broadcasters

9.1 Introduction
This chapter examines collaborations between the Elections Centre, Plymouth University and
Sky News broadcasting. Michael Thrasher has been the Sky News ‘on-air’ elections
commentator since May 1989. Over the past ten years the Elections Centre has been active in
helping to expand and improve the broadcaster’s web-based applications, some of which
have subsequently been used in live broadcasting. The people working at Sky on these
developments has changed over the years but for most of the developments described here it
was Hugh Westbrook, whose job description of multi-platform digital producer helps to
describe the increasing convergence between internet and broadcast activities. The Elections
Centre input into this process has centred on supplying data but also in developing ideas
about how interactivity can be introduced to the data query process.
The aim of this chapter is to show how for broadcasters such as Sky and the BBC there is a
growing link between what is made available to viewers on their television screens and what
is available for them to use interactively on the web. Data on audience viewing suggest that
for younger age groups there is relatively less television viewing and more active engagement
with web-based applications. This trend is likely to increase in the future therefore and
broadcasters are likely to spend more resources in addressing this kind of viewing audience.
A second aim of this chapter, however, is to demonstrate that sometimes there is a trade-off
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between interactivity and usability. This is particularly the case in respect of some of the
applications that have been developed as collaborations between Plymouth and Sky News.
We show that for some applications the level of difficulty in understanding the nature of the
interactive element was rather straightforward but for others of a more complex nature it
proved too difficult to build an application.
This chapter is divided into five main sections. These sections follow specific applications
and are as follows:


Poll tracker – a system designed to allow web users to view the trends in party political
support and to highlight individual polls. This was first implemented in 2008 but used data
from 1983 onwards.



Parliamentary history – a visualisation of the historical development of parliamentary
elections from 1832 onwards using cartograms.



An interactive guide that allowed users to indicate policy preferences which were compared
with party manifestos. It was entitled “How do I Vote?”



A ‘ready reckoner’ that converted either the user’s own estimation or poll ratings of likely
2010 general election national vote shares and then converted these to parliamentary seats
applying the principle of uniform swing.



An interactive application that permitted users to estimate the likely impact of the adoption of
the Alternative Vote at the May 2011 referendum.

These sections are ordered in more or less chronological order but it happens to be the case
that they are also ordered in terms of degree of difficulty and complexity. The first
application, poll tracker, was a rather simple but effective way of visualising national polling
data in the months leading up to the 2010 general election. The second and third examples
were again provided before the 2010 general election and can be placed more towards the end
of the visualisation scale and away from the interaction end of the continuum. The final two
applications, however, were much more ‘hands-on’ and were intended so that users could do
some election analysis of their own. However, the cost of fully engaging with the application
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meant the user had to learn a great deal about how to operate the application and would need
quite an extensive understanding of how the voting system worked before they could use it.
We conclude that the introduction of Poll Tracker was regarded as a success while
parliamentary maps, ‘Who do I Vote’ and the ‘ready reckoner’ were believed to have made a
good contribution to broadcast coverage as far as Sky News was concerned. However the
Alternative Vote application, which had been the most difficult and complex to implemented
as viewed as a failure.

9.2 Poll tracker
The aim of the poll tracker was to give a snapshot of how opinion polls were rating the main
political parties since 1983. This starting figure was chosen simply because that is when the
Election Centre’s data holdings began. Once it was implemented I became responsible for
obtaining each day’s polling data and sending reports to developers at Sky News who would
up-date the application. Because of security issues and firewalls it was impractical to
automate up-date procedures although this would have been quicker.
The web application contained various help menus designed to explain how the process
worked in practice. The general guidance read as follows:
‘Our monthly chart shows you the monthly performance of all the parties at a glance, with the
figure specially calculated by Sky's election expert Michael Thrasher. He looks at every poll,
every month, and calculates the average for an overall result. Choose beginning and end dates
over any period to see how trends have changed, and click on the buttons to see key events
which have influenced public sentiment. If you want more detail, the recent polls button will
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show you details of every single poll taken since 1993. You can get there by clicking the
button or simply clicking on the poll tracker timeline.’
For any broadcaster or newspaper it is important that they have some kind of ‘branding’ that
distinguishes their particular version apart from all the others. For the poll tracker this
‘exclusivity’ came from the method for calculating the weighted monthly average. Again this
was explained to users who were interested in discovering how the numbers were being
calculated:
‘Sky News calculates a monthly weighted average of voting intention from polls conducted
by the country’s leading opinion survey companies. Pollsters’ methods vary, some continue
to do face-to-face interviews while others conduct all their polls by telephone. In recent years
there has been a growth in internet polling. Even among those that use the same method of
surveying there are also differences in how the final voting intention figures are compiled. At
least one pollster’s headline voting figures are based only on respondents that are certain to
vote at a future general election. Some pollsters weight their answers according to past voting
or some other variable. Because of these differences in conducting and compiling voting
intention figures Sky News decided its monthly average should be weighted’.
In practice we had arrived at this method of performing the weighted monthly averages after
running a whole series of experiments to assess the effect of using different methodologies.
A number of these methods would have worked but one of the reasons for selecting this
particular method was that it provided some ‘value added’ aspect – the procedure was too
complex for users to do it themselves and was therefore different to any method that simply
took averages.
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Figure 9.1 shows the final screen version of the web application. Pressing the “info” button
took users to the set of pages explaining how the figures were calculated. The logo located
on the top left was part of the original design but this was subsequently altered to reflect Sky
News’ branding for the 2010 general election.

Figure 9.1: Poll Tracker for Sky News38
Users could select between the line graph as shown above or histograms show later
Figure 9.2. The timeline screen shown here covers the period between 2007-2008 but users
could view the overall trend back to the mid 1980s. The timeline could be adjusted either by
completing the drop-down boxes for start and finish times (the greater the time difference the
more concentrated the time period) or simply by dragging the line graph either left or right
according to whether the user wanted to move backwards or forwards in time. This method
retained the scaling but would not allow the user to see the big picture in a single glance.
The line colours represented the three main parties (with Liberal Democrats in yellow and
other parties combined into one single grey line). Since these were national polling figures
38

http://news.sky.com/skynews/Interactive-Graphics/Poll-Tracker
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all data excluded Northern Ireland because the polling companies do not survey there. At
some critical time points there were also brief summaries that related to politics generally or,
as is the case in the example chosen here, to a specific party (Conservative leader David
Cameron suspended the whip from one of his own MPs). These short descriptions could be
switched on or off by selecting the ‘Switch Tags Off’ button.
As well as the line graph feature the user could instead opt to choose to view specific polls
that had been conducted by a particular polling company or those conducted on a particular
date. By pressing the button next to the line graph button this facility was switched on or off
as desired.

Figure 9.2: Poll Tracker using histograms to show single poll results
Figure 9.2 illustrates how this worked. Here, the user has selected a particular date during the
election campaign where a number of pollsters have published polls. If a date with only a
single poll appeared then that would tell the user there were no other polls on that date. If no
date appear at all then that would indicate no published polls were available. For each poll
chosen the histogram would show the percentage share for each of the four party categories.
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When this application was being developed there was a great deal of discussion about the
different polling methodologies that were being used by the separate polling companies.
While the previous Figure shows the result for YouGov, for example, the following picture
Figure 9.3 presents the data for ICM which was still publishing polls for The Guardian
newspaper and using telephone polling rather than online surveys.

Figure 9.3: Poll Tracker and polls produced by separate polling companies

Poll tracker was a very simple and yet highly effective method for viewing polling results. It
allowed users to view single polls, to compare separate polls published at about the same time
and permitted users to select the time period for doing so. In its line graph form it presented a
quick and easy visualisation of any trend that was (or was not) developing and also what the
long-term trend had been over several decades. It was very simple to use and internally the
broadcaster was pleased with the outcome, reporting that audience feedback was generally
good. Unfortunately, despite this success it was discontinued immediately after the 2010
general election.
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9.3 Broadening the Sky News Elections Data Coverage
As part of its broad approach to the forthcoming general election that Sky News began in
early 2009 to plan its web-based presence and how this might be successfully incorporated
into its broadcast output. Hugh Westbrook and Michael Thrasher held a number of meetings
that would establish what could be planned and implemented within a two-year period.
Following this, the website should develop a comprehensive approach to general election
statistics. This can be usefully divided into data that are historical and those that relate
specifically to the next general election. As one of the co-authors of British Electoral Facts
Thrasher (Rallings and Thrasher 2007) was keen to persuade Sky to host much of these data.
From its point of view Sky’s Hugh Westbrook was more interested in visual rather than
tabular displays of data. It was a natural development therefore for Sky to push for some
kind of historical mapping of UK general elections.
9.3.1 Historical data
It was proposed that following the success of Sky’s coverage of the 2008 US Presidential
election that something similar should be done for UK general elections. These data would
be made available to Sky in electronic format but would need compiling into a database that
could be used by both the website and broadcast computing.
During the planning phase it was proposed that there would be comprehensive coverage of
each general election since modern elections began in 1832. Users would be offered the
selection from UK (incorporating results from Ireland and Northern Ireland) or Great Britain
(opinion polls cover only GB so this comparison became relevant to integration with Poll
tracker).
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These pages would show for the main parties, votes, vote share, seats, seats share and
winning party. It could also show a portrait/photograph of eventual Prime Minister, e.g. Blair
after 1997. Summary data could also be shown for each country – England, Scotland, Wales,
Ireland, Northern Ireland. Potentially, summary data could also be shown at the regional
level using Government Office Regions. However, these data exist only from 1992 because
of changes in the definition of regions.
In addition to the overall voting figures the website might offer other kinds of information
that users of all types would find interesting. These include, numbers of registered voters,
numbers turning out to vote, post-war swings, the number of seats that changed hands at each
election, the weather on polling day.
One of the key aspects of this proposed development from the broadcaster’s point of view
was that the data would be visual. Although Plymouth had not developed the required level
of expertise in GIS to achieve this there were connections with geographers based at the
University of Sheffield. Following an agreement with the research team led by Professor
Daniel Dorling it was decided that Sheffield would produce a series of cartograms for each
separate election since 1832 and that this would be animated to cycle through the elections.
Maps – a team from the University of Sheffield will grant permission for Sky to use an
animated cartogram. Each map would portray individual constituencies and the winning
party at each election since 1832.
9.3.2 Historical Cartograms
The original planning for each separate election was ambitious. Some indication of the
proposed scale of the development can be assessed by the following description of how the
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data sets would be built. Data would be divided into “zones” that reflected different levels of
aggregation.
Zone 1:
Year
Majority_Party
Overall_Majority
Total_Electorate
Turnout_percent
Total_Votes
Total_MPs
Total_Female_Members
Electorate_Uncontested_Seats
Percent_of_Total

Zone 2:
Con_MPs
Con_Members_Percent
Con_Votes
Con_Percent
Con_Female_Members
Con_Ethnic_Members

Zone 3:
Lab_MPs
Lab_Members_Percent
Lab_Votes
Lab_Percent
Lab_Female_Members
Lab_Ethnic_Members
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Zone 4:
Lib_MPs
Lib_Members_Percent
Lib_Votes
Lib_Percent
Lib_Female_Members
Lib_Ethnic_Members

Zone 5:
Oth_MPs
Oth_Members_Percent
Oth_Votes
Oth_Percent
Oth_Female_Members
Oth_Ethnic_Members

Zone 6:
PrimeMinister_Name
PrimeMinister_Biography (maybe a button to bring up a small pop-up window)
Con_party_leader
Whig_liberal_party_leader
Labour_party_leader

Zone 7:
Constituency (headed first to declare)
Declaration time
Weather
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As with Poll tracker it was determined that the main screen would also benefit from a button
called ‘About Cartograms’ which would bring up a separate window explaining how this
mapping procedure works (each constituency is scaled to be the same size and the standard
physical outline of the UK is replaced by one that closely resembles it but is more concerned
with more accurately representing the relative number of seats gained by each party) and
other information about how the data were compiled and managed within the application.

After the initial planning it was decided that users might want to have the facility for
comparing the outcome of two separate general elections. It was not felt that many users
would want to compare maps showing other than the overall distribution of seats.
Accordingly it was decided to use the following data:
Year
Majority Party
Overall Majority
Con_MPs
Lab_MPs
Lib_MPs
Oth_MPs

Gradually, during 2009 it became clear that the ambitious scale of the historical data
development would mean problems in meeting deadlines. It was decided to abandon some of
the “zones” outlined earlier, leaving the core data intact. This would mean that the only data
that would sit behind the historical cartograms would be the seats won by the different parties
and the outcome of the general election itself which would include the name of the new
Prime Minister and the governing party’s majority in the House of Commons.
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Figure 9.4 shows the structure of the data that was sent from Plymouth to the University of
Sheffield and then on to Sky Broadcasting. Each data row records information for a single
general election. These data would be used to build individual cartograms which would be
stitched together using Flash Player software.

Figure 9.4: Raw Data for Historical Cartograms

The completed application appeared in the first months of 2010. Figure 9.5 shows the
outcome of the 1832 election won by the Liberals with a landslide majority. It is a classic
presentation of map and tabular data that many people will be familiar with. The map retains
a shaded outline of the physical boundaries of the UK and overlaid with circles, one for each
House of Commons constituency. In this version of the map it was not possible to hover the
mouse over a particular circle and then drill down into the data for that constituency. The
tabulated data on the left hand side shows the frequencies for seats won by the main parties
and ‘other parties’. An early decision was taken in terms of how the names of parties would
be managed. Strictly speaking, these were seats won by the Liberal Party, for example, but
the table records them as having been won by the Liberal Democrats, a party that would not
come into existence until 1988. It was felt that it was more important to be consistent than to
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be strictly accurate. Additionally, for those users that might be annoyed by this method of
coping with name changes, there was information that lay behind the screen which would
explain how the data were being managed.

Figure 9.5: Cartogram of the 1832 General Election39

One of the visual strengths of mapping electoral data is that users can very easily gauge
patterns in the data. For example, Figure 9.6 shows how the map had changed by the end of
the nineteenth century as the country began to divide into a Conservative south of England
and Liberals dominant in other parts of the country. But this map also demonstrates a
weakness in this method of viewing data. It is clear that the number of seats won by others at
the 1880 election is 63 seats – but these others do not appear anywhere on the cartogram.
Once again, this can be explained by the need to sacrifice historical accuracy in order to make
a web-based application that works relatively seamlessly. At the time of the 1880 election
there were still 101 constituencies that were allocated to Ireland, 63 of which were won by
Home Rule candidates in 1880. But because Ireland was no longer part of UK general

39

http://interactive.news.sky.com/2010/election/History/
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elections after Ireland gained independent in the early 1920s the decision had been taken to
ignore it for the whole series of historical maps going back to 1832.

Figure 9.6: Cartogram of the 1880 General Election

It was felt, however, that while decisions like that regarding whether or not to include data
from Ireland would upset the purists most users of the web application would use it to
examine in more detail the distribution of seats at recent general elections. Figure 9.7, for
example, shows the outcome of the 2005 general election. One of the interesting features of
this map and table is that it shows very simply and clearly how Tony Blair’s Labour
government won many more seats than the Conservatives won even though the two parties
were very close together in terms of vote shares. The map also clearly shows where Labour’s
support was becoming concentrated as it retreated from constituencies captured at the 1997
general election.
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Figure 9.7: Cartogram of the 2005 General Election

It was always felt that the real strength of cartographic mapping is that because each
constituency is equally scaled (as opposed to taking its physical boundaries which gave too
much emphasis to rural seats and under-estimated the number of densely packed urban seats)
that users would be able to visualise change in party fortunes quite easily. The Flash version
of the cartograms cycled through the elections from 1832 in a way that showed the movement
between blue and yellow and then later the emergence of Labour (red) in the 1920s as it
began to replace the Liberals. It was decided to give users an even greater control by
permitting them to compare the outcome of two election maps alongside one another.
Figure 9.8 proves a very good example of this. The application has grey-scaled bars at the
bottom of the screen and when the mouse hovered over these a general election year (e.g.
1979) would appear. The left hand side (to the left of the button marked “Back” would select
the election to be shown on the left hand part of the screen and vice versa for the right hand
side. This screen grab shows the user has compared the 1992 and 1997 general elections.
The two maps occupy the extreme left and right hand sides of the screen while the tabular
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data, located in the middle of the screen, is left and right indented. The colour coding
indicates the 1992 election was won by the Conservatives with a majority of 21 while the
following election was won by Labour, led by Tony Blair who won a majority of 178 seats.
Although it is possible to study the numbers closely (the Conservatives fell from 336 seats to
just 165 seats and lost almost five million votes) the most immediate impression of change is
given by the cartograms where a short flick of the eyes will see the map change from mostly
blue to overwhelmingly red. A slightly longer viewing is required to spot the increase in
Liberal Democrat seats, however. While their seats more than doubled, from 20 to 46 the
yellow colour does not make that immediately obvious.

Figure 9.8: Comparing the 1992 and 1997 General Elections
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9.4 Interpreting general election manifestos at the 2010 general election
It is well known that very few people read the manifestos produced by each political party
prior to a general election. In fact, it has been shown that many people vote for parties
despite them being in disagreement with the party’s policy position – many Liberal Democrat
voters, for example, are unaware that the party is very pro-European despite much of the
electorate being Euro-sceptic. As part of the pre-election planning leading up to the 2010
general election it was decided to develop a web application that would allow the user to
answer a series of questions about different aspects of policy and then dependent upon the
answers the application would suggest which party was closest to the user’s own view and
perhaps which party to vote for. It was intended to be informative but fun at the same time.
It was agreed that only the three main party manifestos would be covered and that there
would not be a separate application that would cover Scotland, Wales and Northern Ireland.
Because the rules that apply in relation to broadcasting do not apply in the same way to
internet-based material this was felt to be okay.
When the manifestos were published the original decision was about the number of
categories that would be covered. After reading the three documents a total of ten separate
categories were constructed. For each of these categories the user would see a policy
summary taken from each manifesto although obviously these quotes were anonymised so the
user could not identify which manifesto it had come from.
The overall look of the application is shown in Figure 9.9 with the application going under
the title “who should I vote for”. This was not an original formulation with similar kinds of
exercise being conducted at previous elections and other websites were developing similar
applications for the 2010 general election. The user was asked simply to identify the party he
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or she would normally support at election time. After doing that the application would walk
them through the procedures with on-screen instructions available.

Figure 9.9:Openingscreenofthe‘WhoShouldIVoteFor?’application40

The initial procedure was to establish for each voter the policy hierarchy – what policies were
important and which ones were less important (Figure 9.10). The algorithm that sat behind
the application would weight each person’s response according to whether the policy was
critical or not at all important etc. So, for example, a user that felt tax and spending to be
critical would drag those into the box marked “critical” while if education was not at all
important it could be dragged to that box. There was no forcing users to restrict the number
of policies that could be placed in each box, so all policies might be ‘critical’, for example.

40

http://interactive.news.sky.com/2010/election/Manifesto/
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Figure 9.10: Policy Choices and Level of Importance

Once the allocation of importance had been given to each policy area the application would
then cycle through the policy choices in the order as they appeared on the original screen
shown in Figure 9.10. The example shown here in Figure 9.11 relates to the three party
manifestos and a key statement relating to tax policy. When the user had chosen the
statement that was closest to their own thinking on tax then they would vote for that choice
by clicking the box to the right of the statement.

Figure 9.11: Manifesto Options on Tax Policies
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This process would be repeated for the remaining policy options. At all times the user was
offered the choice of “none of the above” in addition to summaries of the policy positions
being preferred in the party manifestos. If the user changed their minds and wanted to go
backwards then that option was given and equally they could move forward in the application
without answering any of the remaining policy questions. One of the weaknesses of some
online polling questionnaires, for example, is that users are forced into completing a screen of
questions before being allowed to progress onto the next screen. Since this was meant to be
informative and entertaining it was decided not to implement any restrictions on how much
interaction was required on the user’s part.
The final screen shot in this sequence (Figure 9.12) delivers the verdict on how to vote. This
particular user has selected mostly policies that were contained in the Labour manifesto but
also some that were taken from the other parties’ manifestos. The user could identify at this
point which of their selections agreed with Labour and which with the Conservatives or the
Liberal Democrats. The size of each bar reflected the importance that the user had originally
attached to the policy. A long bar would rank as ‘critical’ with the shortest bar allocated to
the category ‘not at all important’. Since all of the parties made their manifestos as free to
view pdf files a button was added to the application that would take them directly to the party
manifesto website.
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Figure 9.12: Outcome of User choices

Although this application worked well and its implementation was successful it was
subsequently felt that some users might become bored by having to think about so many
policy categories and to read summaries of the manifestos relating to each. But measured in
terms of ‘ease of use’ the application was well designed and intuitive.

9.5 House of Commons projections
When the television viewing public first encountered election analysts there was a fascination
with how it was possible to take a handful of results from early declaring parliamentary
constituencies and use those data to make projections of the likely composition of the next
House of Commons. Of course, there is nothing mysterious about applying change in vote
share to each constituency and then re-calculating how many seats are won by the various
parties but the myth about projecting seats has survived.
Prior to the 2010 general election it was decided that it was time for the ability to make
House of Commons forecasts to be given to the general public (see a general discussion of
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this in Chapter 4). The Elections Centre supplied a simple spreadsheet containing the
estimated results for the 2005 general election. Estimated results were required because the
2010 general election was being fought on new parliamentary constituency boundaries. The
spreadsheet contained vote shares for each constituency. The idea was that users would
select a particular configuration of national vote shares and then information about what that
meant for change in vote share would be calculated from that. For example, if it was
projected that Labour would get 30% of the vote that would assume a six percentage-point
drop in Labour share. In the projection calculation Labour’s vote share would then be
reduced in every single constituency (apart from those in Northern Ireland which Labour
does not contest). The same process would be applied to the Conservative, Liberal Democrat
and Nationalist (Plaid Cymru and Scottish National Party) shares. Following these
calculations the new vote shares would be used to calculate winners in each constituency and
then total seats would be provided. The process is reasonably straightforward, therefore, but
the challenge lay in building an application that non-expert users could learn quickly and
apply without too much trouble.

Figure 9.13: State of the Parties showing Labour Majority
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Various prototypes were developed and rejected because the user would be required to enter
data and for those numbers to sum to 100%. The original design was based on a Table that
showed percentage national vote gained by each party and users were invited to plug in either
their own estimate of 2010 vote share or the results from a recent public opinion poll. When
we tested this it was immediately obvious that many people cannot count to 100. We then
added a box to the screen that would progressively total the numbers as they were added.
When the total passed 100 then the colour would change to try and alert the user that they had
tried to add numbers that were too high. It was decided to abandon any method that involved
users inputting their own numbers and expecting them to know what the total was and either
add or subtract numbers until the total was 100.
Figure 9.13 clearly shows at the centre the solution that was finally made. Instead of
allowing users to add/subtract numbers and expect this process to be zero-sum (for every
increase there has to be an equal and opposite decrease) the pie chart principle does that
automatically. The percentages are constrained within the circle. If someone adjusts the
Labour vote downwards by six points then the Conservative vote would increase by the same
amount.
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Figure 9.14: State of the Parties showing Hung Parliament

Figure 9.14 shows a slightly different configuration of vote share has been selected producing
a hung parliament as the result. Note that the colour of the benches reflects the different
outcomes. In Figure 9.13 the benches on the left, the government benches, are shaded red to
denote a Labour majority of 50. In Figure 9.14 the left hand side benches are blue simply
because the Conservatives would be the largest party in the hung parliament.

Figure 9.15: State of the Parties showing Conservative Majority
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During the 2010 general election campaign there were many discussions about not only the
possibility of a hung parliament but also why and how the electoral system appeared biased
towards the Labour party. This was partly examined in Chapter 6 but with this graphic users
were able to manipulate the vote shares to the point where they could see precisely what kind
of lead the Conservatives would require in order to win a narrow majority in the House of
Commons. Figure 9.15 shows the Conservatives have been assumed to win 41.2% of the
national vote with Labour on just 32.4 – a Conservative lead of nine percentage points.
Assuming uniform swing across every constituency this would have delivered an additional
117 seats for the Conservatives with 94 losses for Labour leaving the Conservatives with an
overall majority of just four seats.
Various aspects of this web application borrowed from previous applications built by the
collaboration of Plymouth and Sky News broadcasting. There were explanations and help
buttons. Background shading was used to suggest that this was the House of Commons
chamber. The party colours were those used in previous applications. Some graphical
interfaces use “people” but the Sky designers preferred clean lines and edges to their graphics
– the user understood implicitly that the length of the rectangle indicated the number of MPs.
The major flaw in the design lay with the user’s ability to manipulate the vote shares. A
simple example illustrates the problem. The small handles (white dots on the outer edge of
the circle) were to be moved in one direction to increase/decrease party vote shares. But
suppose the user wanted only to vary the vote shares of just Labour and the Liberal
Democrats. Because these segments have no common boundary the user had first to adjust
the Labour boundary (let’s assume it is a decrease) by grabbing the handle between
Conservative and Labour or Others and Labour so that the Labour vote decrease by six
points. But this would increase the Conservative/Other vote by six points also. The user
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would then need to adjust another handle, this time giving the Liberal Democrats a six point
increase (either from the conservatives or from other parties. A considerable amount of time
and re-design went into trying to solve this rather small problem but no solution was found
for this particular web application. But this example does show that very minor design issues
(which most people would never notice) do pre-occupy those people responsible for
delivering the final version.

9.6 The Alternative Vote Referendum
Shortly after the general election in 2010 and the formation of a Conservative/Liberal
Democrat coalition it became clear that there was planned a number of constitutional reforms
including changes in the House of Lords and a national referendum on a new voting system
for the House of Commons, the Alternative Vote. Preliminary planning meetings relating to
the possibilities of building an interactive graphic to explain the Alternative Vote (AV)
method began in the autumn 2010. With the referendum being scheduled for the following
May this did not leave much time to develop and test a prototype. We wrote a description of
how AV works for the Sky design team (the slides were never intended for outside
consumption and there was no need for good design!). Figure 9.16 - Figure 9.18 featured as
part of a PowerPoint presentation that demonstrated the differences between a conventional
election using first past the post (FPTP), simple plurality voting and an AV system.
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Figure 9.16: Comparing winners/non-winners under FPTP and AV

Figure 9.16 shows the 2010 election result in Exeter where the Labour candidate is elected
under FPTP rules but not yet under AV. Figure 9.17 shows that the bottom-placed candidate,
in this case the BNP candidate, would drop out of the contest following the first count. In
this example, it is assumed that of the 673 BNP votes a total of 273 votes would have no
other party indicated on the ballot papers and these would therefore be non-transferable. The
remaining 400 votes would be divided between the remaining parties. One hundred votes
would transfer to Labour with a further 100 going to the Conservatives and UKIP each. The
Liberal Democrats would gain 50 votes, Liberal 30 votes and finally the Green party would
gain 20 votes.
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Figure 9.17: Elimination of Bottom Candidate in AV

This process would continue if no candidate passed 50% of the overall vote. Figure 9.18,
therefore, shows the results following the successive elimination of the Green, Liberal, UKIP
and finally Liberal Democrat candidates. Second and lower preferences have been
transferred to candidates left in the race until finally the Conservative candidate passes the
50% mark – unsurprising since only two candidates are left.

Figure 9.18: Elimination of Other Candidates and Vote Transfers under AV
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Following this short presentation of how AV works it was immediately clear that although
the voting system was relatively simple to explain it would be challenging for Sky’s graphic
design team to produce an application capable of offering the right permutations and to carry
out the necessary calculations.
One solution would be to have a grid containing a list of parties (Con, Lab, LD, SNP, PC (or
Nats), Green, BNP, UKIP) then the user would be allowed to make their own judgements
about how, say Conservatives, would cast second preferences. In the case of Conservatives
there would be a procedure where they can build the second preferences so that they sum to
100. A pie chart would do that – I might presume 60% of Conservatives would not cast a
second preference vote; 20% would vote UKIP, 10% Lib Dem and 10% Labour. The
completed pie chart would announce it was complete and then move the user on to Labour
and repeat this process for all other parties.
As it is described here that is expecting a great deal from users, most of whom might want to
know about the effects of AV on the bigger picture – would there be a different winner than
under FPTP.
The design difficulty therefore was how to slim down the procedure for estimating how
second preferences would be cast. One approach was to set the default so that the assumption
was that 100% of each party’s voters would not cast a second preference. In this way users
could ignore some parties in favour of one or two parties only.
The other major problem lay with how AV determines the winner. From the software
programming point of view this took several months to resolve. The AV method works
according to a quota. This quota is equal to exactly half the total first preference votes cast
plus one vote. When a candidate reaches the quota he or she is elected. Of course, a
candidate can win after the opening round of voting by winning 50% +1 of all valid votes
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cast. Otherwise, a transfer or successive transfers of votes from ballots cast for eliminated
candidates is undertaken. The AV procedure needs to find for each constituency the named
party (Conservative, Labour, Lib Dem, Nats. Green, BNP, UKIP etc) that is at the bottom of
the pile.
Let’s assume that in constituency X it is a Green candidate with 2000 votes. The user has
previously indicated that 50% of Greens (effectively 1000 voters in this example) would not
cast a second preference, 30% (600 votes) would go to Labour and the remaining 20% (400
votes) are transferred to the Lib Dems.
The votes in Constituency X are now re-calculated – if the leading party candidate receives
50%+1 or more of the votes (the original first preference vote quota) then he or she is now
elected.
If no majority winner emerges then the programme loops, finds the next candidate on the list,
let’s say it is UKIP, and transfers these votes in the proportions already selected at the outset.
Assume UKIP got 3000 votes and the pre-stated pattern was 30% no transfers, 50%
Conservative, 10% Green and 10% Labour. This means for Constituency X that 30% + 10%
(for the Greens) are not transferred (i.e. 1,200 votes), another 1500 votes move to the Tory
column and the remaining 300 votes go to Labour. Re-calculate the constituency vote and see
if there is a winner. (50% +1 > of first preference votes). If yes, stop. If no, carry on redistributing votes.
Also, because of the way AV was going to be implemented if the referendum passed (it was
compulsory to select all candidates with a preference vote) it does not follow that the winning
candidate in order to be elected had to win an overall majority of the first preference vote. In
a constituency where the leading party wins 40% of the votes but also voters from the
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remaining parties in the contest do not cast any preference votes at all the winner would
remain with the same 40% vote share.
Following a number of discussions it was decided that if the application was going to be
ready and useful then more elections needed to be added (so that people could measure the
effects of AV for recent elections) but that the number of lower order preference votes need
to be restricted and the number of party categories (the Nationalists and UKIP were retain but
the Greens and BNP now fell into ‘others’. The application was eventually designed to
permit up to three preferences but strongly suggested that people only concern themselves
with two preference votes (i.e. a first choice and a second choice.) Accordingly, a
spreadsheet contain results from the last five general election was prepared – Figure 9.19
displays some data relating to the 2005 general election. These data would show the
finishing position for each party in every constituency and therefore the order of elimination
for non-winning candidates beginning from the bottom upwards.

Figure 9.19: Example of data for AV application
It is clear from Figure 9.20 that some of the design features of the seat calculator were
imported into the AV design. Because the graphic spoke about some of the smaller parties,
however, it was important to separate them out of the “others” category. The fact that more
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than one election was being examined it was important that for each election that the opening
screen describe the outcome at that election. For example, Figure 9.21 shows the outcome of
the 1992 general election in terms of national (Great Britain) vote share and the number of
seats won in the House of Commons.

Figure 9.20: Opening screen of the Alternative Vote Application41

Figure 9.21: Selection of the 1992 General Election to test effects of AV

41

http://news.sky.com/skynews/Interactive-Graphics/avcalculator
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At the bottom of each screen below the green bar marked “Calculate” was a list of parties.
By clicking on one of these another screen would open (see Figure 9.22). This screen relates
to the second choices of people whose first vote choice was for the Conservatives. In this
example the user has opted for 43% of Conservative voters giving their second choice to the
Labour candidate, 39% for the Liberal Democrats and 32% for UKIP. This is clearly more
than 100% however as the number “114%” indicates. It was possible for this to be less than
100% however as the brief explanation makes clear. There is also the option to “Enable
Third Choices” which would result in another screen relating to Conservative voters to open
where the process of allocating third choice preferences among the other parties would
continue. It was felt that only expert users would have the patience to go past the second
preferences stage.

Figure 9.22:AllocationofConservativeVoters’2nd preference votes

The AV application was a very powerful tool for imagining different scenarios. Figure 9.23,
for example, illustrates this by showing Conservative voters disproportionality favouring
Liberal Democrats (their new coalition partners) with 90% of second preferences.
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Figure 9.24 returns the compliment with Liberal Democrat voters using second preference
votes to favour the Conservatives.

Figure 9.23: Experiment showing Conservative 2nd votes transferring to Liberal
Democrats

Figure 9.24: Experiment showing Liberal Democrat 2nd votes transferring to
Conservatives

Of course, these are absurd examples but from the viewpoint of user interactivity this was a
very powerful application. However, users required patience to step through the parties and
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to make decisions about the casting of lower order preference votes. Of course, it was
possible for users to ignore some of the categories. In Figure 9.25, for example, the user has
merely adjusted second votes of Conservative and Liberal Democrat voters in the ways
described in Figure 9.23 and Figure 9.24.
Pressing the calculate button would present the user with Figure 9.25 which displays two
maps of the Britain (Northern Ireland is missing and is always assumed to give 18 seats into
the ‘others column). The result on the left is the actual 2010 result under first past the post.
It was decided to use physical maps rather than cartograms because it was more important for
people to be able to identify which constituencies would have changed hands if AV had been
used and Conservative voters had switched to Liberal Democrats with their second
preferences and vice versa. The right-hand map, therefore, simply shows those seats with
difference winners under AV than under FPTP. According to this particular configuration,
therefore, the AV system would have given the Conservatives an additional 84 seats, 32 extra
seats for the Liberal Democrats but 114 fewer seats for Labour.

Figure 9.25: Effect on 2010 House of Commons composition of vote transfers
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The AV application was the most complex of the web applications considered in this chapter
and while it was a technical success in terms of programming it arguably failed as an example
of web interactivity. Many of the designers that had worked on previous projects were
involved in this one – the overall impression is similar to the general election applications but
it was the effort required by the user to engage with the application that was the problem.
Unless the user knows something about the AV system it is difficult to explain that quickly.
There was an explanation that lay behind the button marked “How AV works” but this was
quite a lengthy explanation using a video animation lasting about three minutes (of course
some users might have accessed this application simply to gain an understanding of how
voting under AV worked).
The most insurmountable problem, however, came with trying to understand the many
configurations between parties and distribution of second choice, let alone third choices.
Potentially, with six parties to choose from and a further five parties in each case to give
second preference votes to a user would be involved in more than 30 decisions about how to
cast second votes and in what proportion. Practically speaking, not many users would be
prepared to do that.

9.7 Conclusions
This chapter has discussed the results of some collaboration between the Elections Centre,
Plymouth University and Sky News Broadcasting. The aim of that collaboration was to build
multi-platform interactive applications that would engage users interested in different aspect
of British politics, particularly the electoral process. This is not a complete list of the
activities but the applications examined here represent a comprehensive range of the type of
applications that were developed.
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Two main principles were involved. The data behind the applications was of a factual nature
– opinion polls, historical election results, results of recent general elections, party manifestos
and the Alternative Vote. This meant that the data could normally be supplied in Excel
spreadsheet format or as text files in terms of instructions for using the application,
explanations about the methodologies and in the case of the manifestos extracts or summaries
of these. Second, although the Elections Centre was involved in the initial planning and was
consulted about design mechanics it was not involved in the overall ‘look’. The appearance
was left to the software and graphic designers at Sky Broadcasting to determine. In other
words Plymouth supplied data and had input into the mechanics of operation which it shared
with Sky but design, appearance and interactivity was left with Sky.
In fact, at the moment it could not have worked in any other way. There is insufficient
programming and graphic design available within the Elections Centre to be able to create
stand-alone applications that could match the sophistication of the final product. There is
insufficient familiarity within Sky broadcasting of election data and electoral systems
generally to be able to do the work completely in-house.
One of two events would need to happen before the Plymouth/Sky model would change.
First, electoral data becomes freely available on the internet although it is difficult to see who
would produce this on a regular and consistent basis. Second, software and graphic design
becomes intelligent, allowing even novice users to programme interactive graphics. Of these
two possibilities we think the first would happen before the second.
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10 Conclusions

10.1 Overview
Our goal was to provide an overview of the state of information visualisation of political and
especially electoral data and then to explore how visualisation might be used to improve
engagement and understanding with those data. Accordingly, we made some attempts to
develop a variety of methods that would, in theory, offer users additional way of obtaining,
interpreting and understanding political information.

Information visualisation will continue to play a major role in the way we communicate data
in a society that is becoming increasingly digital. There is now so much information available,
in different forms and with varying levels of quality, from a wide range of sources. Some of
these sources are officially sanctioned (government statistics), others are obtained from the
media and to this list we should now add information supplied by ordinary members of the
public as they interact with new forms of social media.

As information becomes more ubiquitous in its various forms (though primarily as digital
content delivered via the internet), we, as a general public, are becoming more comfortable
with our ability to navigate these information spaces as part of our everyday lives: we use
Google to search the web; we look for audiovisual content on sites like YouTube and Flickr;
we exchange information and ideas across complex networks of blogs and news aggregators.
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These activities point to the development of a generalised information literacy deployed
against the information deluge. The so-called Information Age is not simply about the
imposing presence of information at the internet scale, but also about the ways that we
respond to it socially and culturally.

Accordingly, people are becoming more willing to engage with information visualisation as a
means to mediate some of this information exchange, not necessarily as academic specialists
but as members of the interested public. Unfortunately, as parts of this dissertation
demonstrate information visualisation design is not yet ready to engage with us on these
terms. There is a big gap between imagining how the public might engage with electoral data
and actually designing software and systems that can implement that vision.

10.2 Chapter summaries
Following the introductory chapter we provided a basic introduction to information
visualisation in Chapter 2. Information visualisation, as a work activity, is interdisciplinary,
requiring both technical expertise and creative ability. Some of the most celebrated examples
of graphical display were shown in order to demonstrate how this information visualisation
has evolved, each era building on the best examples produced by the previous one. Its
development in the modern era is informed by work in a variety of domains, from
neuroscience and understanding of how the brain functions to interpret images, from
cognitive psychology the processes of perception and understanding, from art and design the
sense of what constitutes an image that is both aesthetically pleasing and functional.
Undoubtedly, one of the biggest contributions to this activity has been the growth of
computers, in terms of hardware processing power and storage capacity, growth in new
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telecommunication technologies and the associated growth in software engineering. This
growth leads to ever more sophisticated ways of creating displays of complex data.

Chapter 3 looked at different methods and applications of political data visualisation. It
began with a criticism of research that is published in the field of political science. Despite
widespread changes in ways of displaying data that appear in scientific journals, and in the
published and broadcast media, most journals in political science continue to report empirical
findings in tabulated data formats. Despite criticisms from some leading political scientists
that more effort should be paid to the presentation of research findings very little has been to
address their concerns. The gap between how political scientists report research and how the
general public has become accustomed to view political and electoral data is growing.

The emergence of the internet and the arrival of handheld devices capable of recording video
and images have contributed to many changes in modern politics. In advanced post-industrial
societies like Britain and the United States, growing numbers of citizens are turning to the
internet for news, especially younger people. Election news is likely to be viewed on a larger
variety of platforms than before. Increasing numbers of people in the UK also got election
news via mobile phones and through interactive digital TV (the red button). However, these
audiences are quite distinct. As long as the web continues to supplement rather than substitute
for traditional media like television, the audience for richer audio and video content online
appears to correlate with the more politically engaged.

The demand for interactivity might include the use of interactive issues guides which allow
people to see how closely their stance on the issues matches those of the political parties. The
audience is also likely to want more types of interactivity, such as links to external blogs as
well as increased blogging by journalists; online forums where politicians can be questioned
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directly; and perhaps the increased use of citizen journalists to report on local campaigns or
local issues.

Chapter4 focussed on the visualizing power of mapping, especially election maps and
cartograms in order to explore both their strengths as data describers and sometimes their
practical disadvantages. Electoral data is an ideal subject for mapping processes because this
is an excellent way of uncovering spatial characteristics of voting patterns, for example. But
comparisons between conventional mapping procedures, choropleth maps and cartograms
have revealed that map patterns are not always communicated clearly to users. Visual
deceptions occur commonly in choropleth map reading, especially when there is an inverse
correlation in an electoral area’s physical size and its voting population and weight in the
legislature. Meanwhile, the distortion of geographical information on cartograms usually
leads to misunderstanding of adjacency relationships between areas. Cartographers have
spent considerable effort in designing methods to avoid these problems but not entirely
successfully. It is not possible to achieve a completely correct map, only a suitable map. In
an ideal world we should present cartograms and conventional maps together in order to
avoid misleading the reader.

Advances in GIS have provided better opportunities for map construction to become an
activity engaged in by the many rather than the few. The new technologies of Web-based
GIS have helped to strengthen the analytical power of maps and to disseminate them across
large numbers of users more quickly than ever before. This study has not been able to give
any definitive answers on which maps are better than others for presenting election results.
The modern trend is towards ‘dashboard’ technologies where web-based information contains
a mix of mapping and other forms of data display. Media coverage of elections in the United
States began this trend and as Chapter 4 demonstrated it has now migrated into the UK. It
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appears that most newspapers and news broadcast channels have the capacity to generate
map-based election content for their websites and broadcast output. Our analysis shows these
organisations approached the map-building process in different ways during the 2010 general
election campaign in Britain. All of these applications were interactive, however, further
emphasising the gap between political science output that is both static and largely restricted
to tabulated data reporting.

Chapter 5 comprised a series of short case studies that suggest that the study of politics would
benefit considerably if there was more reliance on more visual displays of data. The
Elections Centre has collaborated with human geographers over recent years and experienced
at first hand the value of mapping data in order to detect patterns and trends that would
probably have remained undetected using standard tables of frequencies, cross-tabulations
and correlation statistics. Both the work undertaken on the pattern of support for the Liberal
Democrats during the 1980s and 1990s and that investigating electoral participation in a
range of different elections demonstrating the power of using visual displays when
undertaking empirical research. This method worked so well that it was subsequently used in
two further projects both of which considered some features of voting patterns for the Greater
London Authority. Sadly, although both of these papers were subsequently published, in
neither case were the maps reproduced in full-colour where the different distributions and
configurations of party competition would have been seen more clearly.

The second part of Chapter 5 described how graphical displays of data can greatly assist the
research process, enabling collaborators to see the effects on trend data of correcting for
missing data and computing average values for different sections of time. The Centre is
renowned for its election forecasting methods that contrary to most other forecasting models
does not employ opinion poll data. The problem derived from local parties sudden reluctance
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to contest by-election vacancies when there was little or no prospect of electoral success. The
point of this case study was to demonstrate that working with graphical (line graphs primarily)
data displays can help to highlight the effects of estimating missing data in ways that other,
non-graphical methods, would not do so.

Chapters 6-9 report on different projects that all relied upon some form of data visualisation
in order to communicate with non-expert users about aspects of the electoral process.
Chapter 6 provides an example at what may become more fashionable as online learning is
undertaken by more universities in the coming decades. Most lecturers and teachers that
engage in degree or higher-degree learning do so through the familiar lecture/seminar process.
Although PowerPoint is frequently used as the platform of choice, we suspect that the
existing skill-levels in utilising this software are not particularly high. We set out to record
two presentations that would explain some technical aspects of the electoral process –
election bias generation and the supplementary vote – where the target audience was not
university undergraduates but instead the general public. While the experiment did not
demand some interactive element, the audience was passive, not active, it did require the
presentation to be suitably interesting that people would stay with it. YouTube is yet another
innovation that provides new opportunities to capture data and transform it using skill and
imagination in a way that broadens the potential audience for political science outputs. While
there were problems with this experiment it does suggest that there is considerable scope for
further expansion into this method for disseminating data.

The following two chapters, 7 and 8 respectively, are linked by the ambition of constructing a
natural language interface that as originally envisaged would permit non-expert users to
interact with complex relational databases. Chapter 7 reported a short-lived experiment to
allow mobile phone users to send texts to a host number, requesting information about some
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particular aspect of the European parliament elections. The proposal was that it would be
possible to construct an interface that would receive a natural language enquiry, such as ‘how
many votes did Conservative party get in south west’ and then convert that into a syntax that
the computer database could correctly interpret and issue a text response containing the
answer to the original question. Expressed in those terms it looks like a deceptively simple
task to achieve. It was not. We encountered many problems along the way, mostly
associated with the range of natural language enquiries but also including other problems
relating to the small response to our request for participants and the limitations of the
telephone technology, especially small screen and text character limits.

Chapter 8, therefore, was a second attempt that moved the idea to a different platform, the
personal computer, and became much more ambitious in its focus. By switching from the
low interest European elections to the relatively higher interest general election, we believed
that more participants could be recruited into the experiment. Unfortunately, the outcome
was largely unsuccessful and there are many lessons that can be learned. Quite simply,
constructing a natural language interface that can work within the realms of election data
processing prove to be beyond our abilities. It was not possible to consider the many
permutations that natural language reveals for what political scientists assume to be
straightforward concepts. The concept of ‘winning’ in natural language can translate as the
name of the winning party, the winning candidate, the number of votes received, and vote
share as far as a computer is concerned.

But the scheme did have some positive outcomes. We demonstrated some principles about
election data reporting, distributing output as tables, graphical displays or some level of
mapping. These principles were implemented within NITED. Tables were used not as the
default but rather as the method of last resort. It was always preferred to display data as
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histograms or maps. Although it was brave to imagine non-expert users could interrogate an
elections database the reality was that we could not succeed in building an interface that was
simple to understand and easy to use. The length of the Help menu grew as we encountered
potential problems and misunderstandings that might stop users from accessing and
manipulating the data. The real success, we believe, was in the mapping visualisation of
three-party vote share. Our drill-down maps are a real innovation and provide an intuitively
attractive way of displaying the relative strengths of three parties at different levels of
aggregation.

If the stories of Chapters 7 and 8 were rather pessimistic in terms of the overall outcome it
was a much better story regarding the collaboration between the Centre and Sky broadcasting
described in Chapter 9. The collaboration brought together a Plymouth team that were
experts in the field of electoral politics and the Sky-based team that comprised a range of
people that complemented our own strengths in database construction and management but
then added to that combination other people who were experts in design and production.
From the initial development of poll tracker to the Alternative Vote application the
collaboration proved successful and rewarding for those involved. Political scientists with a
real interest in data visualisation suddenly had access to a group of people with the necessary
skills to implement that vision. It was not entirely successful, however, with some
applications proving more difficult to implement than others but that has to be seen as a part
of the learning process.

10.3 Evaluating Outcomes
The opening chapters described some of the theories and practices that lie behind data
visualisation methods. From the earliest attempts at visualising information using graphs,
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tables and maps we have and continue to make rapid improvements in this field. The ability
to generate interesting and informative visualisations is no longer restricted to a small group
of experts but is now extended to anyone with access to a computer and the internet. The
volume of freely available data that is becoming available means that there are fewer limits
on what we can visualise and how we visualise it.

This thesis contains a number of case studies that attempted to create new ways of visualising
election-related data to a wide audience. Chapter 5 demonstrated to us that visualisation is an
extremely powerful means of seeing patterns in data and allowed us to trail different
approaches to the problem of estimating missing data values and averaging over different
time periods. The direct result was an improved forecasting model but the indirect outcome
was a stronger awareness that telling the story through graphical and other displays was the
way forward. If it worked for us (in the sense of the research team) then it should work for
other audiences.

Political scientists, like other academics from across the disciplines, tend to be content to talk
to one another. This partially explains why innovation in the way data findings are reported
is slow and the voices that want things to change are often not heard. The other part of the
explanation is that academics have traditionally published their findings in hard copy formats.
Mostly, these books and journals continue to publish these static images in black and white.
This is a lethal combination from the viewpoint of reaching out to a wider audience. Most
empirical data is still reported as tables; graphical displays of data are rare and mapping is
even rarer. Most academics are not trained to use visualisation software and most have only
a basic knowledge of building a PowerPoint presentation. This is not necessarily their fault
since so little value is placed on the ability to present data in an attractive and stimulating
format.
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So, in Chapter 6 we set out to see if we could do something that would be attractive and
stimulating and most of all, easily understood by the interested public. Although the video
presentations which are the subject of this chapter do not compare with the design elements
in the applications described in Chapter 9, they are still interesting because they explain
complex issues about elections and voting to a general audience. Very few people are
prepared to read long text-based explanations of either electoral bias or the supplementary
vote but many more than that are willing to sit down and watch a video about those subjects.
What was learnt from the first experiment was that forty minutes is too long, that some parts
of the explanation are difficult for non-experts to follow but that generally people understood
more about the subject at the end than they did at the beginning! At the time of writing it has
received just over 1,800 views. Consequently, the video on Supplementary Vote was
shortened to just over eleven minutes, simplified the explanation, did not go into too much
detail about the consequences of SV and yet still succeeded in getting a generally positive
response from viewers. At the time of writing it has received just under 500 views. This may
not seem like a lot but it is probably more people than would have read texts explaining
electoral bias and the supplementary vote. Hans Rosling’s visualisation of global life
expectancy currently stands at more than five a half million views on YouTube
(http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jbkSRLYSojo) suggesting that when the production
values are excellent and the presentation is relevant and interesting then visualisations can
reach many people.

Our original PowerPoint presentations from which these videos were made are certainly
better than most of those created by political scientists but they were not developed by people
with skills in graphic design. PowerPoint software has improved considerably over the last
decade but the interface is not particularly user-friendly and achieving animation is a rather
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time-consuming exercise. This is one of the problems with data visualisation – most software
can easily output tables and lists but it is not very good for going beyond that without the user
having to train how to use the program to its fullest capability.

Another route to data exploration is described in Chapters 7 and 8. The aim was to design an
interface (mobile phone text messaging in one case, a graphical-based system in the other)
that would be natural from the user’s viewpoint. If users could engage in a natural way and
not forced to use language written by software developers then it should be possible to
provide data answers to written questions. The question-answer approach was, with
hindsight, over-ambitious. It might work in some areas – providing answers to simple
questions but we could never develop a system that could do that for electoral data. Allowing
users to employ their own language descriptions and syntax constructions proved too
complex for us to manage the numerous combinations using a set of production rules. This is
not to say that election databases cannot be interrogated in this manner in the future but we
suspect the time is a long way off when someone using a computer keyboard or a phone
keypad can write a question freely and expect an answer that is immediate (without further
qualifications being requested) and accurate (this is what was expected and not some other
answer to a question that was not asked).

Despite this, some important lessons were learned from these two experiments. If the list of
Help Instructions is large then the application will not work. People expecting to interact
with data do not have the time or patience to wade through a long list of how to use the
system. Similarly, if the list of Frequently Asked Questions becomes large then the input
interface is not working properly. If the system has to constrain language forms where the
user must use a particular word to describe an object (vote, share etc) then it is no longer a
natural language interface. On the positive side the system did function and allowed non273

expert users to interrogate a relational database that contained multi-level data (region,
constituency, candidate) in order to obtain data that revealed itself in the form of tables,
graphs and maps according to an algorithm that determined the optimum output for any
particular item of data. Moreover, the example of mapping that reveals the distribution of
vote shares across three parties is novel, simple and easy to understand.

Although these two case studies were sequential (NITED was developed after the mobile
phone experiment failed) they were both developed in parallel with the collaboration that was
taking place between the Elections Centre and Sky News. Apart from the objective to
construct a natural language interface there are some similarities between these different
cases. All involved the principle that data visualisation/information retrieval could be given
to non-expert users. Both NITED and the Sky applications believed in the principle that if
data could be visualised then it should be.

The real differences lay with the design elements and in the case of Sky News the
overarching need to keep things simple. Their experience with both broadcast graphics and
website interactive applications is that users could not be encouraged to spend more than
several moments learning how a graphic was meant to work or how an application was
interactive. Starting from that position, rather than the political scientists’ desire to extract as
much out of a system that it contained is, we think, the difference between making a
visualisation that works and one that does not. This is especially the case with interactive
graphics where it has to be intuitive from the viewing point and easy from the interactive
point.

This is why poll tracker and most of the other applications worked but the application
designed for the Alternative Vote did not. In the case of the latter this breached the rule that
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instructions should not be too long and convoluted and also broke the rule that the mechanics
of what the user was meant to do required too much explanation. To be fair, explaining and
then running a simulation of the Alternative Vote, is not a simple matter and this raises the
issue about subject complexity. Maybe there are some aspects of election data and voting
systems that lie beyond the capabilities of even the best political scientists/broadcast
producers/graphic designers.

10.4 The future
The field of information visualisation is on the cusp of a transition to mainstream relevance
that could revolutionise the way citizens engage with political information. It now represents
a widely-based means of communication that is open to many developers. As
computerisation proceeds and as more information becomes available in digital format then
this process of democratisation opens up huge possibilities. Graphical displays of data have
grown rapidly over the past centuries but it is likely that this current century will see that
growth increase still further.

Where does this leave political science? If non-expert users can interrogate databases,
interact with online applications, control the flow of information in terms of content, speed
and appearance then perhaps they have a limited role in the future. During the 2010 UK
general election there were many website applications that permitted users to plug in either
their own assessment of likely party votes or those predicted by the national opinion polls.
Swingometers and forecasting models are now available to all.

The next generation of students of politics will be used to seeing their subject visualised in
many different ways, across different formats (YouTube, desktops, interactive web
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applications, Flickr etc) and in real-time. By comparison, powerpoint presentations that are
basically text, journal articles and books that contained mostly words with a few tables, are
going to look rather dated. Gary King and others have appealed to political scientists to
present their empirical findings in more imaginative ways, using graphical displays, maps and
to that list we should now add interactive applications also. The movement towards more
online publishing for academic journals certainly offers greater possibilities than traditional
paper formats. It is time that political scientists accepted the challenge.
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MOBILE ELECTION
Elena Long, Vladimir Lovitskii, Michael Thrasher, David Traynor
Abstract: Mobile phones have the potential of fostering political mobilisation. There is a significant political power
in mobile technology. Like the Internet, mobile phones facilitate communication and rapid access to information.
Compared to the Internet, however, mobile phone diffusion has reached a larger proportion of the population in
most countries, and thus the impact of this new medium is conceivably greater. There are now more mobile
phones in the UK than there are people (averaging at 121 mobile phones for every 100 people). In this paper, the
attempt to use modern mobile technology to handle the General Election, is discussed. The pre-election
advertising, election day issues, including the election news and results as they come in, and answering
questions via text message regarding the results of current and/or previous general elections are considered.
Keywords: mobile text messages, mobile election, mobile advertising, question-answering system
ACM Classification Keywords: I.2 Artificial intelligence: I.2.7 Natural Language Processing: Text analysis.
Conference: The paper is selected from Second International Conference "Intelligent Information and Engineering Systems"
INFOS 2009, Varna, Bulgaria, June-July 2009

Introduction
In our previous papers [1,2] the Question-Answering Mobile ENgine (QAMEN) has been represented. QAMEN is
based on industry-standard SMS messaging technology and thus works with any mobile in any GSM network. In
this paper QAMEN will be restricted by General Elections issues. For clarity we will distinguish two versions of
QAMEN for election: PC version – QAMEN-EPC and Mobile version QAMEN-EMBL and only the Election
Application Domain (AD) will be considered.
While it is too early to determine the political effects of mobile phone diffusion, the political events in different
countries suggest that mobile technology may come to play an important role in political participation and
democracy. Text messaging has already played an important role in the 2008 United States campaign of Barack
Obama. Obama’s text message announcing his vice-presidential candidate selection of Joe Biden reached
approximately 2.9 million Mobile Subscribers (MS), many of whom signed-up with the promise of receiving vital
information via text messaging on their mobile phone.
We are definitely against blind copying the digital techniques used in the 2008 US presidential election. One
disincentive is the short campaigning time of UK general elections. US presidential campaigns are two years long
and so the candidates were able to test different digital media. But with UK general election campaigns only three
and a half weeks long, UK parties will have to get it right, first time. Planners argue that use of digital media will
come down to the demographics of swing voters. It depends on whether the parties believe that the next election
will be won by retaining the loyalty of the over-50s or at the margin of first-time and under-25 voters, most of
whom are mobile-literate.
Despite the differences, the growth of the importance of technology in politics cannot be ignored. UK politicians
are still learning the new tone, style and dynamics needed for mobile campaigning. Politicians need to see it as
an opportunity to express themselves, rather than a threat; i.e. politicians need to overcome their fear of the
unfamiliar and embrace the opportunities it provides.
The Electoral Commission has warned that the UK electoral system continues to operate under 19th century
structures and requires urgent reform before the next general election,. "The planning and running of elections
need to be more robust and coordinated," said Sam Younger, chairman of the Electoral Commission. "We are still
trying to run 21st century elections with 19th century structures, and the system is under severe strain." [3].
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In the UK, legislation currently prevents electronic voting in general elections, but the technology has been well
tested in 17 pilot projects during local and European elections. These trials were funded by the Office of the
Deputy Prime Minister, which is also investing £12m into Core (co-ordinated online register of electors), a project
that aims to modernise electoral rolls - a crucial step in enabling national e-voting systems.
The biggest e-voting trial conducted so far in the UK was in Sheffield, where 174,000 citizens were given the
opportunity to vote using the internet, kiosks and mobile phones. Voters in the city were given the choice of voting
using a traditional ballot paper, a mobile phone text message, a touch-tone telephone, a website or a touchscreen internet kiosk at a polling station.
The Electoral Commission wants e-voting technology to be proven before it will give the green light to an
electronic general election, but proving the technology is difficult without a large-scale trial. The Office of the
Deputy Prime Minister says there will be no large-scale e-voting projects until "issues of secrecy, security and
technological penetration have been addressed". This makes it into a vicious circle. In this paper the way of
breaking such a circle will be discussed. QAMEN-EMBL will be represented as an election monitoring system. The
purpose of this paper is to describe the main stages of mobile election and discuss the ways of mobile election
monitoring.
Reading this paper will tell you the following:
• • Mobile election overview.
• • Pre-election advertising.
• • The Election Day.
• • Mobile Election Results.
• • QAMEN-EMBL Versus QAMEN-EPC.
• • Mobile Request Processing.
Mobile Election Overview
• The first local and mayoral electoral vote in the UK by text message took place on 23rd May 2002 [4].
• Korean campaigners sent text messages to encourage voting in 2002, while the Italian government in 2004
sent a reminder message about upcoming European elections to all mobile phone subscribers [5].
• Mr. Tony Blair became the first UK Prime Minister to use text message technology to talk directly to the
people on 25th November 2004 [4], answering questions submitted in advance by text message from
members of the public as well as in real-time in a mobile phone chat-room, transmitted live from No.10
Downing Street.
• The Spanish general election of 2004 occurred in the wake of an unprecedented terrorist attack, but its
outcome reflects the potential that mobile phones have to provide the user with independent information and
bring about voter mobilisation. Mobile technology contributed to the quality of democratic practices in the
sense that SMS messages helped provide citizens with more information about the rapidly unfolding events
related to the terrorist attacks, including the reaction by the government and the opposition party as well as
the investigation and the protests during the “day of reflection” [6].
• The information about the first mobile phone election in the UK had been announced in April 2005 [7]. In the
UK, the General Election always sparked a frenzied dash for information as voters tried to keep up to date
with hot election issues. As with all major news stories, people want to be able to follow events as they unfold
and the mobile phone is proving to be the ideal tool for this.
• On May 21, 2006 the Montenegro, a small country in the former Yugoslavia, saw the first instance of volunteer
monitors using SMS, as their main election reporting tool. A Montenegrin NGO (Non-Governmental
Organization) was the first organization in the world to use text messaging to meet all election day reporting
requirements.
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• Since then, mobile phones have been deployed in six elections in countries around the world, with volunteers
systematically using text messaging in election monitoring. SMS monitoring is becoming a highly
sophisticated rapid-report tool, used not just in a referendum election like in Montenegro, but in parliamentary
elections with a plethora of candidates and parties and complex data reported via SMS. This was the case in
Bahrain, a small country in the Middle East, where monitors reported individual election tallies in a series of
five to forty concurrent SMS messages, using a sophisticated coding system, with near accuracy.
• In the two years since the first large-scale SMS monitoring in Montenegro, there have been rapid
improvements in mobile services as competition in the wireless industry has increased worldwide, and there is
growing interest and understanding on the part of NGOs that systematic election monitoring is not as difficult
as it first may seem. As election monitoring via SMS becomes standardized and NGOs gain experience, there
is no reason for mobile phones and SMS not to play a greater role in other areas of civic participation.
• Election in Sierra Leone [8] is lead by the National Election Watch (NEW), a coalition of over 200 NGOs in the
country. NEW has monitors at 500 of the 6171 polling stations. Monitors report on whether there are any
irregularities via SMS back to headquarters.
• The Estonian Government has passed a new bill that will allow its citizens to vote using their mobile phones in
the next election [9]. The measure will come into effect for the 2011 election, and makes Estonia the first
country in the world to approve such a method. In order to vote using their mobile phone, Estonians will be
required to purchase a special chip for their handsets which will verify the voter's identity and authorise their
vote on the system.
The future is bright for innovative ways in which mobile phones are used by citizens to participate and engage in
their countries as the mobile revolution unfolds. In fact, the 2008 US presidential election saw the widest possible
mix of offline and online media used to help candidates connect with some 200 million voters scattered across
America's vast expanse. Experts are predicting that in future elections, the use of mobile technology will become
the standard and play an even larger role than in recent US election where Barack Obama’s use of text
messaging is already being held as a successful way to reach out to the constituents.
Mobile campaigning needs a new political vocabulary, style and humour - far removed from the stultifying prose
of traditional party literature. Mobile is all about personalized content; offering politicians a way of communicating
with voters that is simply not possible with television or newspapers.

Pre-election Advertising
Election advertising is defined as any content that can reasonably be regarded as attempting to gain electoral
success for any candidate or political party which seeks to increase their status or position. Election advertising is
anything that can reasonably be regarded as influencing a voter in a particular direction, and it's a media-neutral
definition. Election advertising requires advertiser identification, and spending limits apply. A message supporting
someone else needs the beneficiary's written permission. The Election Advertising Campaign (EAC) will provide a
unique perspective for both candidate or political party, and MS. EACs goal is to get more votes, more attention
and more exposure for the General Election 2010 in the UK.
What can the General Election campaign, political parties, candidates and Registered Mobile Subscribers (RMS)
expect from EAC?
• Increased voter turnout due to text message reminders.
• Votes by text could increase turnout, especially a potential record number of young voters. 95% of 16-24 year
olds use text messaging regularly, each sending an average of 400 texts per month. Young Britons would be
far more willing to vote in the General Elections if the government were to introduce voting by mobile phone.
ICM Research found a huge 73% of 18 to 24-year-olds would have voted if they had the option of doing so by
mobile phone. The opportunity of being able to cast a vote via text message would make people more likely to
participate in an election.
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• Political parties, for instance, might invite party members and ordinary citizens to participate in the pre-election
candidate nomination process by mobile phone voting.
• Candidates will be able to use text messages to collect campaign contributions. Mobile search is the ideal
opportunity for candidates to position themselves about key issues like jobs, schools, knife crime, etc.
• RMS will be able to receive text messages from their candidate or party of choice. This is another sign of how
political outreach could try to keep up with the changing nature of personal communication.
• Every evening at 8pm a text summary of the key political events of the day and the latest election news will be
sent to the RMS.
• Receiving a reminder for scheduled and special elections events could become the norm.
• Be the first to know with breaking news alerts.
• EAC keeps RMS abreast of the fast changing political scene in the final days before the General Election.
• RMS might be asked from time to time for whom they are likely to vote, to define the current situation of
candidates popularity as a projection of the election results.
Registration as RMS is very simple:
• Type in your name, post code and password.
• Send this message to 5-digit short code. It should be memorable short code like ELECT (35328), or 2ergo
(23746). It is important to note that these short codes should only be considered as examples.
• Conformation about registration will be sent as a text message to the RMS mobile phone along with a Pin
number (required for election day only) and notes about what kind of information will be regularly sent to the
RMS mobile phone. All information, of course, needs to be suitable for the limited text messaging format of
160 characters.
• Simply send a text message CANCEL to 35328, or 23746 and you will be unsubscribed from all services.
For non-registered MS it would be enough to text NEWS to 35328, or 23746 for breaking news alerts, or text
EVENTS to the same short codes for the nearest election events, or text RESULT for actual election results.
In order for EAC to succeed, a number of conditions have to be in place:
• The power of the message lies beyond 160 characters: One of the best tactics of wise political campaign
managers has been the use of embedded links in each message that direct to a candidate’s homepage.
• Political campaigns have utilized demographic information to target voters in particular cities, regions or with
specific issues in mind. With location-based services becoming more commonplace on phones, the ability to
deliver targeted messages will be one of the biggest enhancements to mobile messaging in the near future.
• QAMEN-EMBL should be able to handle thousands of messages per minute to one mobile short code.
• The mobile provider (e.g. 2ergo for QAMEN-EMBL) would give the highest priority to the election mobile short
code.
• Note that each SMS message sent to QAMEN-EMBL for this service will cost 10-15p (network charges vary).
An important consideration is the cost of a wide-scale program. An analysis of the last years Presidential Election
in the United States,[10] allows the surmise that not only has text messaging surpassed actual calls as the most
popular form of mobile communication but its cost-effectiveness in elections was astounding. For a political
campaign, the acquisition cost of an “opt in” text user (a RMS in our case) is about 13 cents. By comparison, the
acquisition cost of door-to-door canvassing is about $2.50 and for phone calling, it’s about $1.00. The difference
in actual cost-per-vote results is even more obvious: $1.62 per vote for opt-in text lists compared to $20-$35 per
vote from phone calls, leaflets and door-to-door visits.
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However, the Sheffield trial did reveal some potential problems with e-voting. The biggest problem was cost.
Offering voters access to secure and robust electronic voting channels more than doubled the cost of running the
election, to £55 per voter, according to the Institute of Public Policy Research.
Mobile phone technology allows users to be directly accessible at all times and locations and that is why it would
be more effective for political parties to use the power of mobile messaging, namely QAMEN-EMBL, not only
during the short campaigning time of UK general elections but the whole year.

The Election Day
RMS from around the country used the power of text messaging to cast their vote. Attendees cast their ballots by
texting only the name of the candidate to the short code 2VOTE (28683), or ELECT, or 2ergo to take part in the
election.
A note about security. RMS voting requires the entry of a password and pin. In a traditional voting system no
formal identification document is required when voters present themselves at a polling station; and yet the same
person may be required to present three forms of ID just to register at their local Blockbuster video store.
Therefore QAMEN is a vast step forward in RMS security.
Arriving messages are passed to QAMEN-EMBL and then the data is compiled in a database (DB) ready for
analysis. It is amazing to see the numbers change on the screen as the SMS messages pour into the DB (see
Figure 1). The RMS will be kept updated on the latest election news, latest announcements and sent reports on
quantitative data such as real-time voter turnout and even on the actual election results. For non-registered MS it
would be enough to text RESULT to 35328, or 23746 to get the latest election results anytime and anywhere.

Figure 1. Current result of local election in Birmingham

Mobile Election Results
QAMEN-EMBL is supposed to make nationwide election results available not only to RMS but to all mobile
devices. MS can send any request regarding election results to 35328, or 23746 and QAMEN-EMBL will reply via
text message.
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The visualization of election results can make it more intuitive and productive. People have always relied on
visual tools such as maps, charts, and diagrams to better understand problems and solve them quicker. The
mobility context and technical limitations such as a small screen size make it impossible to simply post
visualization applications from desktop computers to mobile devices, but researchers are starting to address
these challenges. Considerable effort is needed to understand how to design effective visualizations for mobile
devices. Although many researchers have proposed specific techniques, no reports on the topic have yet
provided a broad discussion of mobile visualization that could be useful to mobile application developers. In this
paper only textual presentation of election results will be considered.
Mobile phones (and consequently QAMEN-EMBL) have some limitations when compared to PCs (QAMEN-EPC).
These limitations are the problems that need to be taken into account when developing an acceptable mobile
question-answering procedure.

QAMEN-EMBL Versus QAMEN-EPC
Compared to QAMEN-EPC, QAMEN-EMBL has many restrictions that have to be considered and overcome:
• Displays are very limited due to smaller screen size, the 160 characters SMS restriction and lower resolution.
• Input peripherals such as tiny keypads, micro joysticks, and rollers are often inadequate for complex tasks.
• Connectivity is slower, affecting interactivity when a significant quantity of data is stored on remote databases.
• QAMEN-EPC might provide the powerful command prompt (see Figure 2).
• It is easy to use such a prompt to represent requests in clear, grammatical and correctly-spelt language. Often
Mobile Request (MR) for QAMEN-EMBL will be ungrammatical. As a rule MSs:
o

Do not want to use upper case to type request like “george bush, washington dc” [11]. Or use dots
to separate “d” and “c”.

o

Dropping ‘?’ at the end of MR.

o

Not using any punctuation at all.

o

Deletion of articles.

• The fact is that MR simply will not be spelt, punctuated, and capitalised correctly but the main requirement for
QAMEN-EMBL is - to handle non-standard or poorly formed/structured (but, nevertheless, meaningful) user’s
MR.
• QAMEN-EPC has no problems displaying the response in a convenient format for the user(see Figure 3) but
for QAMEN-EMBL the small screen and 160 characters restrictions may cause some problems when it comes
to displaying the response.

Figure 2. QAMEN-EPC: Command prompt interface
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The main conclusion from such comparison is QAMEN-EMBL should be more intelligent than QAMEN-EPC. More
evidence for such conclusion comes from the fact that it is simply impossible to require the users to remember,
for example, the exact name of the constituency in order to correctly ask what seems a very simple question:
“Who won the election in Suffolk Central & Ipswich North in 2001?”. It would be expected that the user instead of
using the symbol ‘&’ types in “and”. In which case QAMEN-EPC will not find the constituency in DB and will have
to generate the clarification dialog:
QAMEN: Do you mean Suffolk Coastal, Suffolk South, or Suffolk West constituency?
User: No, I mean Suffolk Central.
QAMEN: Suffolk Central constituency does not exist but there is Suffolk Central & Ipswich North
constituency.
User: It’s exactly what I meant.
QAMEN: Thank you.
Theoretically QAMEN-EMBL can do the same, but such dialog would not be acceptable due to time and money.
But QAMEN-EMBL is an intelligent system and in the result of similarity measurement [12] between MR Suffolk
Central and Ipswich North and similar DB values namely: Suffolk Central & Ipswich North, Suffolk Coastal, Suffolk
South, Suffolk West and Ipswich constituencies, QAMEN-EMBL selects Suffolk Central & Ipswich North with great
confidence.
In the case when user simply made a mistake and instead of typing in the desirable constituency Hereford in the
MR: “Who won the election in Hereford” he/she entered Hertford (it’s wrong but at the same time it’s right from
the QAMEN-EMBL point of view because it has the right part of an existing constituency), QAMEN-EMBL found an
answer for the constituency Hertford & Stortford. When MS sees the response, he/she realises that MR was
wrong and corrects it.

Figure 3. QAMEN-EPC: Question-Answering interface

Mobile Request Processing
The main purpose of MR processing is to understand what was meant rather than what was said and in the
result of such, understanding and returning to MS only elections-relevant information. The mechanism of query
phrasing is very simple: “eliminating the unnecessary until only the necessary remains” and has been discussed
elsewhere [13]. Here we just remind ourselves of the main steps involved in MR processing.
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• QAMEN-EMBL takes the MR as a character sequence and converts the original MR to a skeleton by noisy
(non-searchable) words elimination. In the result of such conversion MR will contain only meaningful words.
Let’s call word meaningful if it represents DB field descriptor or DB field value.
• AD election is represented by DB. DB meaningful fields (i.e. they don’t represent primary or foreign keys)
contain election data. Each meaningful fields has a list of descriptors. Between descriptors and meaningful
fields exists an one-to-one attitude.
• The purpose of MR processing is to match MR meaningful words against the DB fields descriptors.
• To highlight the complexity of such matching, it is enough to consider quite a simple MR: “Who won an
election in <constituency>?”. Without knowing “who is who” and meaning of “won election” QAMEN-EMBL
cannot answer this question. To explain it to QAMEN-EMBL the Production Rules (PR) need to be involved.
The subset of PR in format:
<Precondition> 6 <Antecedent> ⇒ <Consequent>
is shown below.
1. AD:Election

6 who ⇒ candidate

2. AD:Election

6 [candidate]:<win⊕won> ⇒ [SQL]:<MAX(votes)>

3. AD:Athletics 6 [runner]:<win⊕won> ⇒ [SQL]:<MIN(time)
4. AD:Athletics 6 [shooter]:<win⊕won> ⇒ [SQL]:<MAX(distance)
5. AD:Election

6 votes ⇒ [Field]:<CANDIDATE.VOTE>

6. AD:Election

6 candidate ⇒ [Field]:<CANDIDATE.[CANDIDATE NAME]>

7. AD:Election

6 party ⇒ [Field]:<CANDIDATE.PARTY>

8. AD:Election

6 [party]:<win⊕won> ⇒ [SQL]:<TOP1, SUM(votes), DESC>

where ⊕ - denotes “exclusive OR”.
Precondition consist of class1:value1 {& classi:valuei}.
Antecedent might be represented by: (i) single word (e.g. who, won, August, seven, etc.), (ii) sequence of
words (e.g. as soon as, create KB, How are you doing, etc.), or (iii) pair - [context]:<value>.
Context allows one to avoid word ambiguity and thereby distinguish difference between “Candidate won an
election” and “Party won an election”.
Presentation of Consequent is similar to Antecedent structure except (iii). For Consequent pair represents
[descriptor]:<value>.
For AD Election subset (1, 2, 5..8) of PR is used. PR 3 and 4 in fact show another meaning of the same word won
but for a different AD.
• The final step of a phrased MR to SQL query conversion is quite complicated because it is necessary to
access data from many different tables within an AD and join those tables together in SQL query. Result of
conversion of MR “Which party won the election” to SQL-query using selected PR and executing of produced
SQL query is shown in Figure 4.
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Figure 4. QAMEN-EPC: Request Parsing: SQL query creation
Using QAMEN-EMBL for testing is quite expensive and that is why QAMEN-EWEB, which is oriented toward AD
Election, was used. Because AD is predetermined, for QAMEN-EMBL (QAMEN-EWEB) it would be easy to
understand what the MS meant by the entered MR. Instead of type in the MR “What was the result in Plymouth
Devonport constituency in 2001 General Election?” it would be enough for MS to text in just “Plymouth Devonport
2001”. By the way, exactly these three words represent the result of initial MR processing. After conversion to
SQL query and running it result will be displayed in the mobile format (see Figure 5) i.e. QAMEN-EMBL (QAMENEWEB) is trying to minimize the space for response (compare with Figure 3).

Conclusion
Like any technology, mobile telecommunication can have a wide variety of effects on political behaviour and
practices, and the fact that it has been around for such a short period of time makes it impossible to reach a
general conclusion about its ultimate impact. Nevertheless, we hope that in future elections, the use of mobile
technology will become the standard and play an even larger role, helping to make nationwide election
campaigns available to all mobile users.

Figure 5. QAMEN-EWEB: Question-Answering interface
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Without a doubt mobile phones have the potential to change certain aspects of political behaviour, including
people’s desire to participate in the political process. We believe that political parties should have their mobile
campaign constantly, every year and not only during the three-and-a-half weeks of the election campaign every
four or five years. Moreover, it would be very useful to have access to the results of any general election instantly
via mobile phone. In our paper we tried to demonstrate that QAMEN-EMBL can provide such services to mobile
users.
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NATURAL INTERFACE TO ELECTION DATA
Elena Long, Vladimir Lovitskii, Michael Thrasher
Abstract: Modern technology has the facility to empower citizens by providing easy access to vital electoral
information. The majority of such users simply want to use the information; they do not wish to become embroiled
in technological details that provide that access; the technology is a means to an end and if allows to obscure the
real purpose (to access information) it represents a cost not a benefit. Much of the potential benefit is therefore
lost unless a simple and consistent interface can be provided which shields the user from the complexity of the
underlying data system retrieval and should be natural enough to be used without training. Currently there are
limited tools and information available online where end users can view and interrogate electoral data. The main
purpose of our paper is to report upon developments that seek to provide an easy to use interface for users to
obtain information regarding the results of general elections within the United Kingdom (UK).
Keywords: natural interface, natural language processing, database accessing, SQL-query, production rules
ACM Classification Keywords: I.2 Artificial intelligence: I.2.7 Natural Language Processing: Text analysis.

Introduction
Following the rapid development of both computer and communications technologies, our society now has the
potential to access vast amounts of information almost instantaneously on a world-wide basis. One of the major
obstacles to achieve it is to realising the potential for wealth and knowledge creation that information represents
is the means of simple access by naïve users to relevant information locked in possibly complex data structures.
Individuals are not expected to know in detail what information is required, or where it might be found and
certainly does not know about data structures. In respect of electoral data, for example, the citizen simply
requires information that is relevant to his or her particular area of interest - and no more.
This paper represents results of our further research in the natural language interface creation to database (DB)
[V.A.Lovitskii and K.Wittamore, 1997; Guy Francis et al., 2007; Elena Long et al., 2009]. The data source
addressed here is the DB with the results of 2005 UK General Election. The result is our current vision of “natural
interface” has been implemented (http://141.163.170.152:8080/NITED/NITEDJSP.jsp) as a Web application
named NITED (Natural Interface To Election Data) where a user can see essential election data online. The aim
of design is that the application must offer simple, intuitive and responsive user interfaces that allows users to
achieve their objectives regarding information retrieval with minimum effort and time..
Despite the intuitive appeal of a natural language interface, some researchers have argued that a language like
English has too many ambiguities to be useful for communicating with computers. Indeed, there is little
experimental data supporting the efficacy of a natural language interface, and the few studies that have
compared natural language interfaces to other styles of interface have been generally negative towards the
former.
Indeed, two major obstacles lie in the way of achieving the ultimate goal of support for arbitrary natural language
queries. First, automatically understanding natural language (both syntactically and semantically) remains an
open research problem. Second, even if there were a perfect parser that could fully understand any arbitrary
natural language query, translating the parsed natural language query into a correct formal query still remains an
issue since this translation requires mapping the understanding of intent into a specific database schema.
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Natural language is not only very often ambiguous but is dependent on a great deal of world knowledge. In order
to implement a working natural language system one must usually restrict it to cover only a limited subset of the
vocabulary and syntax of a full natural language. This allows ambiguity to be reduced and processing time to be
kept within reasonable bounds. In order for it still to be considered a natural language interface, most of the
positive traits of a general natural language interface would have to be maintained. To retain the properties of
ease of use and ease of remembering, the limitations of the system must somehow be conveyed to the user
without requiring them to learn the rules explicitly.
Natural language interfaces, if they are the only form of interaction, do not take advantage of the capabilities of
the computer -- those strategies that work in human-human communication are probably not best suited to
human-computer interactions, where the computer can display information many times faster than people can
enter commands
The principal purpose of our paper is to offer the natural (versus natural language) user interface which makes it
easy, efficient, and enjoyable to operate NITED in a way which produces the desired result. This generally means
that the user is required to provide minimal input to achieve the desired output, and also that NITED minimizes
undesired outputs or data clutter.
Reading this paper will tell you the following:
• Natural user interface.
• Natural user enquiry.
• Help instructions.
• Production rules.
• Natural enquiry to SQL query conversion.

Natural User Interface
The natural user interface (NUI) is a key to application usability. NUI is needed when interaction between users
and NITED occurs. The goal of interaction between the user and the NITED at the NUI is effective operation and
control of the NITED, and feedback from the NITED in desirable for the user format i.e. NUI provides a means of
input, allowing the users to ask question, and output, allowing the NITED to reply on user’s question.
The design of a NUI affects the amount of effort the user must expend to provide input and to interpret the output
of the system, and how much effort is required to learn this. Usability is mainly a characteristic of the NUI, but is
also associated with the functionalities of the product and the process to design it. It describes how well the
NITED can be used for its intended purpose by its target users with efficiency, effectiveness, and satisfaction,
also taking into account the requirements from its context of use. A key property of a good user interface is
consistency.
There are three important aspects [http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/User_interfac ] to be taken into account. First, the
controls for different features should be presented in a consistent manner so that users can find the controls
easily. For example, users find it very difficult to use software when some commands are available through
menus, some through icons, and some through right-clicks. A good user interface might provide shortcuts or
"synonyms" that provide parallel access to a feature, but users do not have to search multiple sources to find
what they're looking for.
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Second, the "principle of minimum astonishment" is crucial. Various features should work in similar ways. For
example, some features in Adobe Acrobat are "select tool, then select text to which apply." Others are "select
text, then apply action to selection.
Third, user interfaces should strive for minimum change version-to-version -- user interfaces must remain upward
compatible. For example, the change from the menu bars of Microsoft Office 2003 to the "ribbon" of Microsoft
Office 2007 is universally hated by established users, many of whom found it difficult to achieve what had
become routinized tasks. The "ribbon" could easily have been "better" in the mid-1990's than the menu interface if
writing on a blank slate, but once hundreds of millions of users are familiar with the old interface, the costs of
change and adaptation far exceed the benefit of improvement. The vast majority of users viewed this forced
change, without a backward-compatibility mode, as unfavorable; more than a few viewed it as verging on
malevolence. Re-design should introduce change incrementally such that existing users are not alienated by a
revised product.
Good user interface design is about setting and meeting user expectations because the best NUI from a
programmer's point of view is not, as a rule, the best from a user's point of view.
We have tried to create a NUI to improve the efficiency, effectiveness, and naturalness of user-NITED interaction
by representing, reasoning, and acting on models of the user, domain and tasks. The main part of NUI is a
graphical interface, which accepts input via computer keyboard and mouse. The actions are usually performed
through direct manipulation of the graphical control elements. The natural way to represent the output for election
application domain (EAD) is a table. In the next section we will discuss in detail the input enquiry presentation.

Natural User Enquiry


Over a number of years [Guy Francis et al., 2007; Elena Long et al., 2009] users’ natural language
enquiries (NLE) have been collected by us in a series of research programmes. Direct observation of
users’ NLE shows, unsurprisingly, that all users are lazy i.e. they want to achieve the desired result
whilst expending minimum effort. They do not want to type in the long NLE such as “How many votes did
the Demanding Honesty in Politics and Whitehall candidate obtain in Dumfriesshire, Clydesdale and
Tweeddale”? This is the natural behaviour of human being in accordance with the principle of
simplicity, or Occam’s razor principle (Occam's (or Ockham's) razor is a principle attributed to the
14th century logician and Franciscan friar; William of Occam. Ockham was the village in the English
county of Surrey where he was born). The principle states that “Everything should be made as simple as
possible, but not simpler”. Finding a balance between simplicity and sophistication at the input side has
been discussed elsewhere [L.Huang et al., 2001].

On the one hand, NLE provides end users with the ability to retrieve data from a DB by asking questions using
plain English. But, on the other hand, there are several problems of using NLE:


The end users are generally unable to describe completely and unambiguously what it is they are
looking for at the start of a search. They need to refine their enquiry by giving feedback on the results of
initial search e.g. “I’m looking for a nice city in France for holiday” (where Nice is a city in France but
also an adjective in English). Similar ambiguities exist for the UK general election database. For
example, the words Angus, Bath, Corby, …, Wells are values of fields Constituency and Surname in the
General Election data 2005 DB but are alos common nouns and place names. Parsing of such simple
NLE is quite complicated and requires powerful knowledge base from system [V.A.Lovitskii and
K.Wittamore, 1997].
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It is simply impossible to require that users know the exact values in DB (e.g. name of constituency). For
example, if user makes the enquiry: “Who won the election in Suffolk Central & Ipswich North”? but
instead of using the symbol ‘&’ types in “and” NITED will not find the constituency in DB.



In the case when user simply made a mistake and instead of typing in the desirable constituency
Hereford in the NLE: “Who won the election in Hereford” user entered Hertford (it’s wrong but at the
same time it’s right from the NITED point of view because it has the right part of an existing
constituency Hertford & Stortford), NITED will find the answer for the constituency Hertford & Stortford.
When user sees the response, he/she realises that constituency was wrong and simply corrects it.



As a rule a user’s NLE cannot be interpreted by NITED without additional knowledge because the
concepts involved in NLE are outside of the EAD. For example, in NLE “How did the Conservative
perform in South West?" NITED should know the meaning of word “perform” regarding the election
data, and in the NLE “Which party won the Aberdeenshire West and Kincardine constituency?" correctly
interprets word “won”.



In conclusion it would be sensible to underline the main problem which hinders the use of NLE the
cognitive process of “understanding” is itself not understood. First, we must ask: “What it means to
understand a NLE?” The usual answer to that question is to model its meaning. But this answer just
generates another question: “What does meaning mean?” The meaning of a NLE depends not only on
the things it describes, explicitly and implicitly, but also on both aspects of its causality: “What caused it
to be said” and “What result is intended by saying it”. In other words, the meaning of a NLE depends not
only on the sentence itself, but also on the context: Who is asking the question, and How the question is
phrased.

In the result of NLE analysis we decided to distinguish two different types of NUE: (1) NLE Template (NLET) and
(2) Natural Descriptors Enquiry (NDE). Such enquiries permit users to communicate with a DB in a natural way
rather than through the medium of formal query languages. Obviously issues in these two NUE are related, and
the knowledge needed to deal with them is represented as a set of Production Rules (PR). Let us consider these
two types of NUE.
Natural Language Enquiry Template combines a list of values to be selected when required and generalization
of users’ NLETs. Examples of some Frequently Asked Questions (FAQ) are shown below:


What was the result in [constituency]?



In which constituency did [party] achieve its highest vote?



Who won the [constituency]?
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Figure 1. Natural Language Enquiry Template
The initial set of FAQ has been created by export in EAD but in the result of activities new NUE have been
collected by NITED, analysed, generalized, converted to the NLET. These have then either been added to FAQ,
or substituted for the under-used NLET. When the user selects an appropriate NLET with some descriptor in
square brackets, selects the corresponding values from the list and click button Go the result will be displayed
instantly (see Figure 1).
The user can build his/her own enquiries using any combination of the descriptors, each of them represents the
corresponding meaningful field of the Election DB (see Figure 2). The definition of “meaningful fields” depends on
AD objectives. For the considered EAD is a list of descriptors: {region, constituency, party, etc.}. Between
descriptors and meaningful fields exist one-to-one attitude. Such attitudes are represented by the production rules
(see section below).
Let’s call enquiries using descriptors as a Natural Descriptors Enquiries (NDE). For example, if user wants a
list of all the women elected in the South West region simply click the following check boxes: "Party", "Candidate",
“Votes”, "Sits in Parliament" and radio button "Female". Then select the South West region from the drop down
menu of regions. When NDE is ready the user should simply click "Go" button and NITED instantly displays the
result (see Figure 2). As user clicks the check boxes and selects the radio buttons NDE appears in the space
next to the date above. If user clicks a check box but then change his/her mind the check box should simply be
clicked again.
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Figure 2. Natural Descriptors Enquiry

Help Instructions
Help Instructions (HI) in a Web application context means on-screen help. HI are needed for system efficiency
and users’ satisfaction. Clear HI can significantly reduce the number of disappointed users. Producing clear
instructions that really help people is difficult as evidenced by the low-quality instructions encountered in many
web applications. If designing HI were easy, there would not be so many poor examples!
Good HI have to take into account the type of users who will presumably use the NITED:
 Users’ computer literacy is the basic IT literacy.
 Users should not require a conceptual background before they can use the NITED.
 Users might be absolute beginners or moderately familiar with the subject but they should not be subject
matter expert.
Requirements to Help Instructions:
 HI should be short enough but provide sufficient information about the screen function.
 Good HI does not mean that all options should be explained in detail.
 HI should include brief information that is at least sufficient to get started.
 The most frequently used features should be explained.
 Top-level tasks, without much detail about particular fields, should be described.
 Step-by-step worked examples that users can follow should be represented in the .HI.
We tried to meet all of these requirements in the HI for NITED (see Figure 3).
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Figure 3. Help Instructions

Production Rules
At first glance, the NLET is an ideal way to communicate with EAD but in reality there are some problems, which
need to be solved to provide lightness of communication. To highlight such problems is enough to consider quite
a simple NLET: “Who won an election in [constituency]?” or “How did the [party] perform in [region]?”. Without
knowing “who is who” and meaning of “won” and “perform” NITED cannot answer such questions. To explain it to
NITED the Production Rules (PR) need to be involved. Many researchers are investigating what information is
needed and how the information needs to be represented in the PR. From our point of view the Preconditioned
PR (PPR) should be used. The PPR is a quite powerful approach to solve this problem. The subset of PPR in
format:
<Precondition>  <Antecedent>  <Consequent>
is shown below.
1. AD:Election2005

 who  candidate;

2. AD:Election2005

 [candidate]:<winwonhighest >  [SQL]:<MAX(votes)>;

3. AD:Athletics

 [runner]:<winwon>  [SQL]:<MIN(time);

4. AD:Athletics

 [shooter]:<winwon>  [SQL]:<MAX(distance);

5. AD:Election2005 & DB:MS  votes  [Field]:<gcr_post_election_votes>;
Access
6. AD:Election2005 & DB:MS  candidate  [Field]:<can_first_name, can_last_name>;
Access
7. AD:Election2005 & DB:Oracle
 [party]:<winwonhighest>  [SQL]:<MAX(SUM(votes))>;
8. AD:Election2005
Access

&

9. AD:Election2005
Access

&

DB:MS 

[party]:<winwonhighest

>



[SQL]:<TOP1,

SUM(votes),DESC>;
DB:MS  perform  candidate,votes;

where  - denotes “exclusive OR”. Precondition consist of class1:value1 {& classi:valuei}. Antecedent might
be represented by: (i) single word (e.g. who, won, perform, etc.), (ii) sequence of words (e.g. as soon as,
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create KB, How are you doing, etc.), or (iii) pair - [context]:<value>. Context allows one to avoid word ambiguity
and thereby distinguish difference between “Candidate won an election” and “Party won an election”.
Presentation of Consequent is similar to Antecedent structure except (iii). For Consequent pair represents
[descriptor]:<value>.

Figure 4. Reply to NLET after describing the word “perform” in the PPR
For EAD subset {1, 2, 5, 6, 8, 9} of PPR is used. PPR 3 and 4, in fact, show another meaning of the same word
“won” but for a different AD. The PPR 7 shows the simplest way to cover the difference in SQL for different DB.
Result of using selected PPR to reply to NLET “How did the [party] perform in [region]?” is shown on Figure 4.
Thus, NLET allows the user to “be lazy” but requires some effort to create the proper set of PPR.

Natural Enquiry to SQL Query Conversion
Two types of NUE have been considered. The NDE does not require great effort to be converted to the
corresponding SQL query. Only NLET need some parsing. The mechanism of NLET parsing is very simple:
“eliminating the unnecessary until only the necessary remains”. Several steps involved in NLET processing.


NITED takes the NLET as a character sequence and converts the original NLET to a skeleton by noisy
(non-searchable) words elimination. As a result of such conversion the NLET will contain only
meaningful words: let’s call the word meaningful if it represents DB field descriptor or DB field value.



EAD is represented by DB. DB meaningful fields (i.e. they don’t represent primary or foreign keys)
contain election data. Each meaningful fields has a list of descriptors. Between descriptors and
meaningful fields exists an one-to-one attitude.
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The purpose of NLET processing is to match NLET meaningful words against the DB fields descriptors.



The final step of NLET to SQL query conversion is rather complicated because it is necessary to access
data from many different tables within an EAD and join those tables together in SQL query.

Conclusion
NITED is designed through the Internet to make nationwide election results available to any user. We hope that
NITED has the potential to change certain aspects of political behaviour, including people’s desire to engage with
the political process. Like any technology, systems like NITED can have a wide variety of effects on political
behaviour and practices, but it is too soon yet to make general conclusions about its impact. Nevertheless, we
intend that, following the 2010 UK General Elections in the NITED will play an important role, helping to make
nationwide election results available to Web users.
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ELECTION DATA VISUALIZATION
Elena Long, Vladimir Lovitskii , Michael Thrasher
Abstract: Data visualization has direct link to data interface, data capture, data analysis, and data presentation.
At the present time there is still a huge gap between our ability to extract answers and our ability to present the
information in meaningful ways. There is consensus that future breakthroughs will come from integrated solutions
that allow end users to explore data using graphical metaphors - the goal is to unify data mining algorithms and
visual human interfaces. The main purpose of our paper is to discuss one approach to that “breakthrough”. The
paper uses data from recent UK parliamentary elections to illustrate the approach.
Keywords: natural interface, data visualization, graphical interface
ACM Classification Keywords: I.2 Artificial intelligence: I.2.7 Natural Language Processing: Text analysis.

Introduction
This paper represents results of our further research in the natural language and graphical interface to database
(DB) [V.A.Lovitskii and K.Wittamore, 1997; Guy Francis et al., 2007; Elena Long et al., 2009; Elena Long et al.,
2010]. The data source addressed here is a DB containing the results of the 2005 and 2010 UK General
Elections. The result shows the current vision of our “natural interface” that has been implemented
(http://141.163.170.152:8080/NITED/NITEDJSP.jsp) as a Web application. This is termed “NITED” (Natural
Interface To Election Data) where a user can see and interact with UK General Election data online. The aim of
design is that the application must offer simple, intuitive and responsive user interfaces that allow users to
achieve their objectives regarding information retrieval with minimum effort and time.
S. K. Card, J. Mackinlay, and B. Shneiderman [1999] define information visualization (infovis) broadly: infovis is
the use of computers to interactively amplify cognition, using visual representations. Therefore if we take this as
our starting definition, systems must be computer-based, interactive, provide visual representations, and most
importantly, amplify cognition. Our aim is that NITED meets these requirements.
Information visualization emerged and developed at the confluence of computer graphics, human-computer
interaction, and databases [C. Ware, 2000; S. Card, 2003]. Continuing research in information visualization has
produced a wide variety of techniques for displaying large multidimensional datasets on a computer screen and
allowing users to identify complex patterns in multidimensional data. Here, we will take into account some
distinctive features of election data and their potential for visualization.
People are increasingly relying on the Internet mass media as their primary source of visualizing election results.
It is thus crucial for the media to develop the ability to provide accurate, informative, and user-friendly
visualizations. However, this is not a straightforward task because of the complexity of the data. Because
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elections visualization is such an important yet challenging task, it is useful to take into account its effectiveness.
The effectiveness of the visualization not only of election results but also the visualization on Input User Interface
is therefore very important, since it is the one visualization that people pay strong attention to. On the one hand,
rather than have users struggle through tables of data, an effective visualization of the election results could
potentially provide users with a more powerful understanding of the situation. On the other hand, a poorlydesigned visualization may bring confusion rather than clarity. Worse still, such a poor visualization environment
could persuade users to turn to competitor websites for their information requirements. From the user’s
standpoint some visualization may potentially lead them to draw incorrect conclusions about the data.
The principal purpose of our paper is to offer an Input and Output user interface which makes it easy, efficient,
and enjoyable to operate NITED in a way which produces the desired result. This generally means that a user is
required to provide minimal input to achieve the desired output. Essentially election data visualization is a
graphical representation of data, and can be implemented in a variety of ways - from charts and graphs to more
complex mapping of data that has the potential to optimise the flow of information to the end user. In this paper
the process of output election data visualization will be discussed in details.
Reading this paper will tell you the following:
• User interface.
• Election interactive map.
• Drill down map.
• Drill down map creation.
• Drill down maps examples..
User Interface
The user interface (UI) for applications should be simple and intuitive for the end user - most users want to
achieve the desired result whilst expending minimum effort. The end user should have a positive experience
when using the application. This generally means that the user needs to provide minimal input to achieve the
desired output, and crucially, that the application minimizes undesired outputs to the user. NITED’s UI has to be
election domain specific i.e. contents and features of Election Application Domain (EAD) should define the
strictures of Input and Output user’s interfaces. It should describes how well an application can be used for its
intended purpose by its target users with efficiency, effectiveness, and satisfaction Some general requirements of
UI are discussed in our earlier paper [Elena Long et al., 2010]. The “golden rule” to UI creation is that the UI
should be made as simple as possible, but not simpler. The proper balance between simplicity and sophistication
at the input side is the main requirement to NITED UI.
UI provides a means of:
Input UI, allowing the user to manipulate an application, and
Output UI, allowing the application to indicate the effects of users’ manipulation.
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NITED uses three different kind of Input UI:
Command-Line User Interface (CLUI) which accepts two pairs of text commands: “GE2005” – “GE2010” to
activate the corresponding Data Base (DB) and “START” to activate slides show regarding the General Election
2010 and “STOP” to quit it. Only text field, keyboard and mouse are required for CLUI. This interface is hidden as
a less frequently used.
The next two Input UI are GUIs. The great convenience of the GUI made it as the standard in humancomputer interaction. The GUI generally provides users with immediate, visual feedback about the effect of each
action. There are several general requirements to GUI:
•

Provide meaningful contrast between screen elements.

•

Create groupings.

•

Align screen elements and groups.

•

Provide three dimensional representation

•

Use colors and graphics effectively and simply.
Let us consider two Input GUIs.
Graphical Query Input User Interface (GQIUI) is an interface to General Election DB. GUI is a user
interface based on graphics (checkboxes, clickable images and list boxes of Regions, Constituencies, Parties and
Candidates) instead of text; it uses a mouse as well as a keyboard as an input device. GQUI provides three
different types of user’s request:

•

Frequently Asked Question (FAQ).

•

Natural Language Enquiry Template (NLET) combines FAQ and a slot represented by variable in the
square brackets, the value of which should be selected by the user from the corresponding list of values. For
example, “In which constituency did [party] achieve its highest vote?”

•

Natural Descriptors Enquiry (NDE). Such enquiries permit users to communicate with a DB in a natural
way rather than through the medium of formal query languages.
These three types of user’s requests are described in greater detail in our paper [Elena Long et al., 2010].
Graphical Charts Input User Interface (GCIUI) provides the direct way to accomplish chart creation as a
response to user’s request represented only by FAQ which are classified into 3 parties (Conservative, Labour and
Liberal Democrat) groups to see how they are oriented in the UK map of regional spaces, for example, party
performances in the South West of England, in Scotland or in Wales. These three parties were selected initially
because the election results among them and other parties are not compatible because of differential patterns of
party competition (see Figure 1). GCUI is a very useful method for the analysis of election data. For example,
NITED displays the results using interactive maps. Initially the user is shown the UK map with selectable regional
areas. When a region is selected, the NITED will direct the user to an analysis of its election results. Let us
distinguish two parts of GCIUI: fixed and dynamic. Fixed GCIUI is based on a list box of FAQ, radio buttons
group, map of Regions and clickable images of buttons. Dynamic GCIUI will be described below.
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Figure 1. Chart result of the GE 2010 in the United Kingdom
NITED distinguishes two different types of Output UI:
Table Output (TOUI) is the general and natural way to represent the result to user’s request.
Chart Output (COUI) allows the user to see the election data. COUI should satisfy some basic criteria in
order to be useful for users:
• Charts should be designed to encourage the user to make comparisons between discrete elements of
data, for example, difference in vote share across constituencies/regions.
• COUI should provide views of the data at many levels of detail. This principle relates to the "Drill down"
and "Level-Of-Detail" capabilities of visualizations. With these capabilities, NITED can allow a broad
overview of the data to be given and, at the same time, allow the user to have access to the detailed data
that underlies the overview.
• Maps are a potential "natural" representation for entities that can be analyzed geographically. For
example, if a user would like to see how some region is performing in comparison to other regions in
terms of party votes, the user could look at a map-based chart type of visualization. A map-based
representation can become a true multivariate representation.
Input and Output UIs interactions is shown in Figure 2. GQIUI always first of all produces the TOUI. But NITED,
as an intelligent system, analyses the result to discover whether it is logically appropriate to represent the output
as a chart as well using COUI. If answer is YES TOUI displays button “Chart” (see Figure 3). As a result of
clicking this button NITED substitutes TOUI for COUI (see Figure 1). COUI represents the dynamic part of GCIUI
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and a user can click any histogram to see the result for the selected party. Charts should be preferred to Tables
whenever it is important for users to quickly and easily recognize characteristics of and patterns in data.

Figure 2. Input and Output UI Interaction

Figure 3. Table result of the GE 2010 in the United Kingdom
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Election Interactive Map
The expansion of Web technology over the past decade has created fresh opportunities for presenting data
online. One of the most rapidly improving tools for interactive presentation is the map. Interactive maps on the
Internet present data most effectively when they invite action from the user. Showing relationships between
data is easier when the user has the power to change the visuals. Drilling down is fundamental to the interactive
map. These actions enable the user to focus their browser on the amount of information that they are comfortable
with.
More recent developments have included interactive data visualization which can quickly respond to new data or
collect data about the user to better refine the visualization which take advantage of the power to quickly
recalculate and display to find unexpected patterns, and proximity mapping that use the relationships between
people, concepts, or words to determine proximity.
When a parliamentary election was over, the country’s voting patterns were mapped and broken down by region.
The election result was directly tied to a particular area. The interactive map enables the user to focus NITED on
the amount of information that they are comfortable with. Each change in the behaviour of the NITED should be
accompanied by a corresponding change in the appearance of the interface.
For user convenience, a Regions’ legends are added at the top (see Figure 4) allowing the user to choose which
region’s data should be represented. The user can then view the results for a single constituency or the total
votes and vote shares across each region.

Figure 4. Constituency results of the GE 2005 in London
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Drill Down Map (DD-Map)
When the user has to move through various levels of specificity of data, a drill down style of navigation is
commonly offered. The drill-down clearly groups information of magnitudes ranging anywhere from the “big
picture” down to an individual case.

Figure 5. Regions results of the GE 2005

One Chart diagram (see Figure 5) shows that Conservatives “won” in three English regions and also in Northern
Ireland (purely an artifact of party competition given that only the Conservatives of the three main parties
contested seats in Northern Ireland at the 2010 general election) and that is why in the Regions’ Map (see Figure
6) those regions are coloured blue (the standard colour of the Conservative party). Charts are preferred to
Tables: a single chart conveys important features of the data more vividly and memorably than columns of data.
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Figure 6. Results of the GE 2005 by Regions

The main purpose of using the map is to show thematically relevant information in an easily interpreted manner.
But, what is the value of such a map? At one level of understanding the map shown in Figure 6 does not work.
The regions are unequal in area giving the user a false impression of the mapped data distribution. People, not
familiar with the UK voting system and the way in which votes are translated into seats, might assume that
Labour won a clear majority of UK votes. However, the race was much closer. Labour won 35.2%, Conservatives
- 32.3%, and Liberal Democrats won 22.0% of votes. Displaying simply the colour of a regional winner does not
show the real distribution of votes between Labour, Conservative and Liberal Democrat in each region. For
example,
East Midlands:

LAB: 785,943 (39.0%)

CON: 747,438 (37.1%)

LD: 372,041 (18.5%)

North West:

LAB: 1,327,668 (45.1%)

CON: 846,195 (28.7%)

LD: 629,250 (21.4%)

Scotland:

LAB: 922,397 (39.5%)

CON: 369,388 (15.8%)

LD: 528,076 (22.6%)
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The attempt to produce a map depicting the results by voting percentage (i.e. each region's colour is a mix of red,
blue and yellow colours in proportion to the results for that region) was not a total success [Stephen L. Sperry,
2006]. We decided instead to change colour of region in proportion of votes change square size of region in
proportion to the result i.e. the initial size e.g. of the East Midlands region from map in Figure 6 equal 100%, or
785,943 votes. The size of the East Midlands region for Coservative party should be less and occupied 95.1% =
747438 / 785943 * 100 of initial Labour map, and size of Liberal Democrat map should be significantly less and
occupied just 47.34% of initial Labour map. When the sizes are changed and region maps are coloured
accordingly they are placed one above another in descending order. Such map we called Drill Down Map (DDMap). The subsequent DD-Map displaying the result of the 2005 election by regions is shown in Figure 7.

Figure 7. DD-Map of the GE 2005 by Regions
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Figure 8. DD-Map of the GE 2005 for the North West region

Figure 9. DD-Map of the GE 2005 for splitting of the North West region to Counties
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As a result of clicking, for instance, the North West region DD-Maps of different levels will be displayed (see
Figure 8). The North West region is sub-dividing into five Counties and then each County will be disaggregating to
the different Constituencies. Clicking on any DD-Map of region (Figure 8) the next level of DD-Map will be
displayed (see Figure 9). Finally, after clicking any specific constituency the result of election for that constituency
will be shown.
Drill Down Map Creation
The well established Geographic Information computer-based System (GIS) for mapping cannot be used to
produce a DD-Map. The explanation for this is very simple. Buffering feature usually creates two areas: one
area that is within a specified distance to selected real world features and the other area that is beyond. The
area that is within the specified distance is called the buffer zone. A buffer distance always has to be defined as
a whole number (integer) or a decimal number (floating point value). This value is defined in map units (meters,
feet, decimal degrees) according to the Coordinate Reference System (CRS) of the vector layer.
There are three main reasons why GIS cannot be used to create DD-Map:
1. The GIS produce the buffer zone around the given centre point (i.e. building, town, river etc.).
2. A buffer distance has to be defined precisely for buffer zone producing.
3. The direction of DD-Map creation is from Region (or Constituency) border to centre and distance cannot be
calculated explicitly.
Let’s describe the operation of our algorithm for creating a DD-Map using real data:
GE 2010: Region: London, Constituency: Harrow East
Results: CON:

21,435

LAB: 18,032

LD: 6,850

Step 1. Calculate the percentage of votes with regard to maximum vote:
CON:

21,435 – 100%

LAB:

18,032 – 84% = 18032 / 21435 * 100

Step 2. Extract constituency from the Region London map using the Paint tool.
Each Windows based computer has this tool along with Notepad, Word, Access etc.
The square of image corresponds to 21,435 (or 100%). Let’s call it main image
and fill it with blue colour.
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Step 3. Using the Paint (see Figure 10) stretch image to 84% and change the
colour to red. Now the square of image corresponds to 18,032 (or 84%)

Step 4. Using the Paint, copy and paste the stretched image in the centre of
the main image.

Step 5. Using the Paint stretch “blue” image to 32% (or “red” image to 38%) and
change colour to yellow. Now the square of image corresponds to 6,850 (or 32%
(38%))

Step 6. Using the Paint copy and paste the stretched image in the centre of
previous main image and then place the mail image in Region’s image.

Figure 10. Using Paint to Stretch image
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Drill Down Maps Examples
The next set of Figures are used to illustrate how the various mapping approaches can affect how we visualize
the election results and what information the user can thereby perceive. This is especially true if you have no prior
knowledge of the area being mapped; context is very important for visualization. Let us consider a drilling down of
the London region for the 2005 parliamentary election.

Figure 11. Constituencies Map of winner in London region

0-Level of London DD-Map (LDD-Map0) is shown in Figure 6 and indicates that Labour received the maximum
votes. LDD-Map1 from Figure 7 shows that Labour did not win the absolute number of votes:
London: LAB: 1,135,687 (38.9%) CON: 931,966 (31.9%) LD: 638,533 (21.9%)
LDD-Map2 from Figure 11 shows the winner in each Constituency. For further drilling down the London region is
sub-divided into four parts: North West (NW), North East (NE), South West (SW), and South East (SE). LDDMap3 for each of this part is shown in Figures 12-15. To see LDD-Map3 for any particular part of the London
region it is sufficient simply to click this part. Mouse click on any constituency of LDD-Map3 immediately display
the votes in that constituency.
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Figure 12. DD-Map of the GE 2005 for the NW part of London

Figure 13. DD-Map of the GE 2005 for the NE part of London
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Figure 14. DD-Map of the GE 2005 for the SW part of London

Figure 15. DD-Map of the GE 2005 for the SE part of London
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Conclusion
We believe that Internet-based visualization of election results is and will continue to be very important because it
facilitates user-interaction and engagement with the democratic process. NITED is designed through the Internet
to make UK parliamentary election results available to any user, not simply those that possess relatively
sophisticated knowledge about voting systems and their operation. Many users like to examine tables, charts,
maps and DD-Maps to analyze election results. It is therefore very crucial that the Internet mass media provide
visualizations that are accurate, user-friendly, and clear. We believe that NITED has the potential to encourage
more people to engage with the political process.
Data, that is increasingly freely-available to end-users, lies at the heart of the modern world. Despite living in the
information age, there is only so much information one person can handle at a given time. We are therefore
fortunate that this is the digital information age, allowing computers to assist in translating vast quantities of data
into a more usable form – away from tabular data and towards visualized data. Nevertheless, tables that come
from querying databases are precisely what is used to create these visualizations. Furthermore, we have also
designed some simple alternative visualization (DD-Maps) that are able to convey the same information much
more clearly.
In future research we are planning to use visualization of election data for comparative analysis, thereby
permitting users to visualize the dynamics of electoral change (see Fig.16).

Figure 16. Comparison Analysis of GE2005/GE2010 results for Regions
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The paper presents a revised method for estimating national vote shares using aggregate
data from local government by-elections. The model was originally developed to forecast
the annual outcome of local elections but was adapted in time to provide an accurate
forecast of Labour’s landslide victory at the 1997 general election. However, over the past
decade the changing pattern of party competition which has seen parties becoming more
selective about which elections to contest has led to more elections being excluded from
the modelling because they failed to meet the exacting criteria that all three major parties,
Conservative, Labour and Liberal Democrats, had contested both the by-election and the
previous main election, normally held in May. Relaxing these criteria, although increasing
the number of available cases would adversely affect the forecast, over- or under-estimating party votes. Instead, the revised method overcomes the problem of differential
competition by estimating vote shares for parties that contest one but not both elections. A
further innovation is the calculation of a weighted moving quarterly average which takes
account of the number of days elapsed between the by-election date and the date of
forecast. Using the new method we provide estimates for likely party shares for the 2010
general election.
Ó 2010 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
Unlike most other election forecasting models, the
example described here is primarily designed not to forecast a national parliamentary election but instead to forecast national equivalent votes at annual local elections.
Judged by this criterion it has proved successful. The model
uses aggregate level data obtained from local council byelection results from the early 1980s onwards that take
place in virtually every week of the year. It operates by
calculating change in vote share across two elections, the
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Citizens and Elections Research Network (DCERN) in association with
Institute for Social Change and Politics and the Elections, Public Opinion
and Parties (EPOP) Specialist Group of the UK Political Studies Association. University of Manchester, March 19–20th 2010.
* Corresponding author.
E-mail address: c.rallings@plymouth.ac.uk (C. Rallings).

main election and the subsequent by-election, using cases
that feature candidates from all three of the main parties,
viz., Conservative, Labour and Liberal Democrats at both
types of contest.. The theoretical basis behind the approach
is that, unlike their parliamentary equivalents that generate
a media circus and become a vehicle for voters’ protests,
local council by-elections are relatively straightforward
electoral events where people behave in a normal manner
and where any idiosyncratic outcomes have a way of
cancelling themselves out over the longer term.
From 1995, when we began using the model for forecasting the May local elections, it immediately demonstrated its value, so much so that we used it to forecast the
1997 general election and were pleased to see that it outperformed the national polling companies (Rallings and
Thrasher, 1999). A retrospective look at the 1992 election,
however, found that in common with the main polling
companies the model forecast was a narrow Labour victory
instead of an eight-point Conservative lead (Rallings and
Thrasher, 1999).
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Prior to the 2001 general election we encountered
problems caused by an outbreak of foot and mouth
disease which led some local authorities to restrict local
by-election activity. This meant that from the end of
February to the synchronous local/general election in
June there were just 51 cases, many fewer than normal
and none of which were held in the month prior to the
general election itself. Nevertheless, our forecast for The
Sunday Times published on June 2 used our analysis of
split-ticket voting at the synchronous 1997 elections to
generate ﬁgures from the model data (Rallings and
Thrasher, 1998, 2001, 2003). The forecast read Labour
41% (42.0% actual), Conservative 32% (32.7%) and Liberal
Democrats 20% (18.8%). Interestingly, three of the ﬁve
companies conducting national polls over-estimated
Labour by 3–5 points in their eve of poll surveys,
continuing the pattern from the early 1990s.
Following the 2001 election, where recorded turnout
fell below 60%, voter apathy appeared to spread to the local
parties. It was not that there were many fewer by-elections
than before but that the pattern of party competition
started to change. Where three-party contests had once
been commonplace they now became less so as one or
other of the main parties failed to present candidates.
Furthermore, in some areas more candidates from minor
parties began to participate and secure signiﬁcant electoral
support, thereby making such cases unsuitable for national
forecasting purposes. In short, an increasing number of
cases were being excluded from the by-election modelling
because the pattern of party competition at both the byelection and its May predecessor were incompatible with
the task of estimating national vote shares. On May 1, 2005
our Sunday Times forecast was again adjusted on the basis
of split-ticket voting (now 2001 as well as 1997 aggregate
level data were available). The forecast was Labour to win
a majority of 96 seats having polled 37% (36.1%), the
Conservatives 34% (33.2%), and Liberal Democrats 21%
(22.6%). The eve of poll ﬁndings from the polling companies
proved as accurate.
During the recent parliament, however, the need to
address the problem of declining case selection has become
imperative. In the following section we outline the initial
by-election model before reporting on our efforts to
address the problems affecting the admission/exclusion of
cases. Next, we introduce the revised model and then
assess its utility by applying forecasts retrospectively both
to the May local electoral cycle from the 1990s onwards.
Finally, we use recent evidence to forecast the likely
outcome of the 2010 general election. Although we are
committed to the value of these data for forecasting since
these are, “real votes in real ballot boxes” and constitute in
Austin Ranney’s terms the ‘hardest’ data political scientists
can get (Ranney, 1962) the model remains a work in
progress. We are still testing whether the number and
location of by-elections, to an extent affected by the wider
electoral cycle, is a factor that inﬂuences forecasts and, if so,
in what direction. We are also working with data that
records the cause of the by-election vacancy since the
circumstances (enforced resignation, retirement or death of
incumbent for example) may affect the distribution of
subsequent party support.
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2. The original by-election model
We have been collecting local council by-election results
from across Britain since the mid 1980s. Each year sees an
average of 290 vacancies although this ﬂuctuates with the
broader electoral cycle. The forecast model requires information about both the by-election result and the outcome
at the preceding May-election for each ward (the local
electoral district). Clearly, assuming that the pattern of
party competition is identical across elections it is
straightforward to calculate change in vote share and swing
for a given ward but forecasts, generalising from the
particular, require a set of benchmark ﬁgures that are
common across a range of wards. This comes in the guise of
the ‘national equivalent vote’ (NEV) an estimate of how the
country as a whole might have voted extrapolated from
actual local election voting in any given year (Curtice and
Payne, 1991; Rallings and Thrasher, 1993).
For any given ward election in May, therefore, we know
both the distribution of party support in the ward and how
that compares with the country as a whole. The original
method used only by-elections which featured candidates
from Conservative, Labour and Liberal Democrat parties at
both the May election and the by-election. An additional
caveat was that cases would be excluded from consideration where votes for other parties and Independents at
either the May or by-election were greater than 10% of the
total vote. The exception to this was cases where the
intervention and support for other parties/independents
was consistent across the two elections. Because of a nonuniform local electoral cycle it was important to note the
particular year when a by-election ward had held its May
election since this became an important part of the calculation. A worked example is provided in Table 1 while the
method is described formally in the Appendix.
3. The revised by-election model
From 2001 the rather dramatic change to the pattern of
party competition had implications for modelling. In 2000
some 68% of by-elections featured candidates from all three
main parties; this dropped to 62% in 2001 with a further fall
to 55% in 2002. Although the proportion of three-party
contests recovered from this low point it did not match the
Table 1
Calculating the current national equivalent vote from the November, 1996
by-election result in Ixworth ward, St Edmundsbury Council.
Steps in the method

Conservative

Labour

Lib Dem

a) By-election share in ward
b) 1995 May vote in the ward
c) Change in vote share (ab)
d) 1995 National Equivalent Vote
e) Estimate of current NEV (d þ c)

43.4
36.1
þ7.3
25
32.3

26.2
29.6
3.4
47
43.6

30.4
34.3
3.9
23
19.1

Of course, in a given ward it is possible that the change in a party’s vote
share may be greater than its NEV for a particular year, leading to a current
NEV estimate that is nonsensical. However, by averaging the estimates
across all by-elections over a month/three month period, any extreme
results are smoothed out. In essence, therefore, between the May and the
subsequent by-election the model is calculating change in each party’s
vote share, adding/subtracting that change to the NEV value for the
relevant year and averaging across cases to estimate a current NEV for
a given point in time.
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consistent levels seen throughout the 1990s. This, combined
with a retreat from three-party contests in the main May
elections, especially in the English shires, led to model
estimates being sourced from a declining base of data.
The initial response was to investigate thoroughly the
changing structure of party competition and second to
devise methods that might then compensate for missing
values, permitting more cases to be used to estimate
national support. A third aim was to determine the optimal
time frame for averaging – it should be a trade-off between
averages being responsive to new information and yet not
over- sensitive to random variations.
A starting point was to examine for every case the
structure of party competition at both the by-election and
the previous May election. In more than 7000 by-elections
there was three-party competition at both the May and byelection in 3425 cases. In a further 544 by-elections
a Liberal Democrat candidate, present for the May contest
was missing from the subsequent by-election. In another
250 and 77 cases it was the Labour and Conservative
candidate respectively that missed the by-election. Of
course, the process worked in the opposite direction with
by-election vacancies attracting greater party competition
than had the May equivalent. For example, in 648 cases
where three main parties contested a by-election the
Liberal Democrats had not challenged when the main May
election was fought. In a further 255 and 155 cases it was
Labour and the Conservative candidates respectively that
are missing from the May election but are present at the byelection contest. In other examples the structure of party
competition was partial but stable in the sense that perhaps
only two of the three parties competed at both elections. In
457 cases, for example, only Conservative and Labour
challenge one another with the Liberal Democrats absent
on both occasions. In a further 331 examples the two
protagonists are Conservative and Liberal Democrats while
104 cases are Labour versus Liberal Democrats only. The
structure of party competition, therefore, dictated differing
responses in devising new procedures designed to include
more cases for devising model estimates.
The ﬁrst examples consider cases where the pattern of
party competition is more extensive at the main elections
in May than it is for the subsequent by-election. Local
voters in May could select from Conservative, Labour and
Liberal Democrat candidates but the Liberal Democrats (in
the example shown) decide to stand aside from the byelection contest (Example 1, Appendix). Previously, the
model ignored such cases but a different method is now
employed, providing a notional by-election share for the
Liberal Democrats which is equal to the minimum share
value the party achieved across the relevant local authority
at the May election. The theoretical basis for this assumption is that the likely explanation for the Liberal Democrats
to withdraw from the by-election is the expectation of
receiving a low level of votes. The votes for the parties that
did contest the by-election are then adjusted to take
account of the estimated vote for the absent party. It is
important that the process of normalising votes in this way
does not distort the actual result, for example, transforming
a positive change in vote share for one of the parties that
did contest into a negative one. In order to prevent this
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from happening the share change for a party that both
contests and increases its share is never allowed to fall
below zero. Following these adjustments the by-election
result is then treated in the usual way for the purposes of
estimating national vote shares.
There are other occasions when the extent of party
competition is further fragmented; three main parties
contest the May election but now two fail to contest the byelection. For example, both Labour and Liberal Democrats
do not present by-election candidates to challenge the
Conservatives (Example 2 in Appendix). The problem here
is that the change in Conservative vote share from May is
likely to be inﬂated because of the absence of two of its
competitors. In such cases we proceed with the method
described above, now estimating by-election shares for
both Labour and Liberal Democrats based on the minimum
values across the local authority at the previous May election. Following this procedure the Conservative by-election
share is recalculated by subtracting from its actual share
the estimated shares for both Labour and Liberal Democrats. Again, if the actual Conservative by-election share is
an increase from its share in May but the process of estimating shares for the two missing parties transforms that
to a decrease then change is limited to zero. Where the
Conservative by-election share does actually decrease,
despite the two missing parties but presumably because of
the support for independents or other smaller parties, then
no estimates are made for change in share for Labour and
Liberal Democrats while the Conservatives are given the
actual May to by-election change.
Another scenario is that now just two parties contest
the May election but only one of these parties has a byelection candidate. An example is that Conservative and
Labour challenge one another in May but that Labour does
not contest the by-election (Example 3, Appendix). Since
there is no Liberal Democrat standing at either election its
change is regarded as missing data in the modelling. An
estimate for Labour’s by-election vote is made in the usual
manner by assuming that its by-election vote would be
equivalent to its share in its worst performing ward across
the local authority at the previous May election. The
adjusted Conservative by-election vote share then becomes
its actual share minus the estimated Labour share with the
caveat that the direction of change cannot be counterintuitive: it is set to zero if an actual positive change
becomes a negative one after adjustments and estimated
vote shares are made.
The examples discussed so far have focused on procedures when the pattern of party competition at the byelection is less than at the previous May election. There are
cases where the opposite situation applies and more
parties challenge for the by-election vacancy. The ﬁrst
situation involves two main parties with candidates in May
but these are subsequently joined by the missing party
when the by-election is fought. We assume that Conservative and Labour are rivals in May but the Liberal Democrats put in a by-election appearance (Example 4,
Appendix). In such a case an estimated May vote for the
Liberal Democrats is based on the party’s worst performing
ward across the local authority. A restriction is imposed and
this assumes that its by-election vote share is a positive
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change in vote from the estimated May election; if not then
change in share is limited to zero. For the two parties that
contested both elections change is set to zero if after estimating a May vote for the Liberal Democrats a negative
change in vote becomes a positive one.
A minor adjustment to the example given above is that
two parties contest the by-election but only one of these
two was present at the previous May election. In May the
Conservatives compete against independents and/or minor
parties only but are then subsequently challenged by
a Labour by-election candidate (Example 5, Appendix).
Since there is no Liberal Democrat at either election its
change is treated as missing. Labour’s estimated May vote
share is that in its worst performing ward across the local
authority. The Conservative share in May is recalculated to
be its actual vote minus the estimated Labour share. The
restriction is that Labour’s by-election share cannot be less
than its estimated May share and is set to zero if that would
happen. Similarly, Conservative change is set to zero if the
consequences of these adjustments are that the direction of
change is altered.
A more extensive adjustment is required when only one
of the main parties contests the seat in May but the byelection sees all three parties contest. One such situation
would be where the Conservatives stood a candidate on
each occasion its two rivals did not ﬁght the May election
(Example 6, Appendix). Estimates are calculated in the
normal manner for each of Labour and Liberal Democrats
that are equal to vote share in their weakest wards across
the authority.
Finally, a more complex pattern of party competition
occurs when two participate in the May election but
a different pair of parties contest the by-election. For
example, Conservative and Labour compete for the seat in
May but then the by-election has no Labour candidates but
local Liberal Democrats decide to contest (Example 7,
Appendix). Step one estimates a May vote share for the
Liberal Democrats calculated in the usual manner. Step two
sees Labour’s May vote reduced by subtracting its worst
performing ward result while step three recalculates the
share for the Conservatives. The normal restrictions are
then applied.
The result of making such compensations is that
a greater proportion of by-election cases may be included
in modelling national equivalent vote estimates. The extent
of that increase is shown in Fig. 1. The two curves show the
proportion of by-elections used in estimating national vote
shares. The broken line is the proportion that were usable
under the strict criteria of three-party competition in both
the May and by-elections and a large fraction of total votes
cast for the main parties. The solid line is the proportion

Fig. 1. Consequence of new data selection criteria: proportion of by-elections used by the original and the revised model.
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after compensating for incomplete three-party competition
and allowing for missing values when one or other of the
three main parties fails to compete at either election. The
most dramatic difference occurs in the period after 2001
when, as we reported earlier, there was a signiﬁcant move
away from the pattern of party competition that had
evolved over an almost twenty-year period before then.
Of course, we need to be assured that the effects of
estimating missing vote shares do not introduce inaccuracies to a model that enjoyed a proven track record of
forecasting national support for the annual round of local
elections. Plotting each party’s forecast vote share over
a long period reveals that the effect of estimating votes for
missing parties is to reduce the amount of volatility in the
monthly estimates due to the increased number of cases
used. In the period from 2005, for example, the Conservative three month average varies between 18 and 44% (range
26 points) using the original method while the range is just
10 percentage points (19–32%) for the revised method.
Similarly, Labour varies between 19 and 32% and between
22 and 30% for the old and new methods respectively while
the Liberal Democrats were ranging between 19 and 49%
and now lie between 22 and 34%. Another measure of
volatility is the level of change of support from one month
to the next. Fluctuations that are very pronounced are more
likely to be of a random nature rather than reﬂecting real
changes in the public mood. Compared with the original
method the revised model estimates demonstrate greater
stability in short-term support1.
The ﬁnal element in the revision process was to consider
how best to create estimates for a given point in time.
Providing estimates of national support based on by-elections from a single week would be ill advised since these
can vary considerably, inﬂuenced by a range of local and
national factors and also being affected by relatively small
numbers of cases. A more robust approach is to use
a broader time period. This has the effect of smoothing
large ﬂuctuations that may occur using weekly data. Closer
examination of results and trends over a twenty-ﬁve year
period suggested that a more reliable procedure is
a weighted quarterly moving average2. Thus, each forecast
is based not simply on the ﬁgures for a single month but
also some information from the preceding two months. The
weighting procedure takes into consideration the time
elapsed from when each by-election occurs and the date of
forecast, usually the last day of the month of interest. Thus,
a by-election that happens on the last day of June has
a bigger impact on June’s averages compared to a by-election that held on April 1. There is a linear decrease in

1
In terms of Conservative support during the 2005 parliament the
original method suggested a maximum increase of 12 percentage points
and a maximal decline of minus 24 points (standard deviation ¼ 4.5)
while using the revised method the Conservative ﬁgures do not change
by more than 5.6 points (std ¼ 1.9) across a two month period. The
equivalent ﬁgures for Labour are þ5 to 6 (std ¼ 2.0) now changing
between þ4 and 3.5 (std ¼ 1.4) and Liberal Democrats þ19 to 15
(std ¼ 4.7) using the old method to change between þ4 and 10 (std ¼ 2.
2) on the revised model.
2
Our experience is that employing a three month average provides
a better smoothing of the data than a two month average.
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weights that reﬂects the days elapsed from the forecast
date. In turn, the above June by-election will also have an
impact on July and August ’averages’ but its impact on the
model estimate is reduced with time. In short, if the
number of by-elections stays more or less the same across
all months then the inﬂuence of this June by-election
decreases linearly (it is highest for June, smaller for July,
and smallest for August) before it is completely removed
from the quarterly calculation.
4. Estimating national equivalent vote share using the
revised model
The ﬁrst test of the revised model lay in its ability to
forecast correctly the May elections using the April model
estimate. The ﬁrst iteration of the model was a reliable
method for forecasting the national equivalent vote for
local elections and it would be a retrograde step if the
revised method performed less well. Fig. 2a–c shows for
each election year since 1993 both the April by-election
model vote share (comprising data from the April, March
and February results) and the eventual May NEV for the
three main parties. The solid line represents the by-election
model share and the dotted line is NEV. Overall, the
methods for estimating missing data do not appear to
impact negatively on the model forecasts.
For the Conservatives the two curves are close together
but there is no consistent pattern in terms of the forecast
accuracy. The largest gap over the period is in 2005 when
the model over-estimated the Conservative NEV (note: this
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is the party’s local election performance rather than its
general election vote share) and both 2007 and 2008 when
it did somewhat better at the actual elections than had
been forecast from the by-election data. A close examination of the pattern of support for Labour again shows that
the two curves are close together with two clear exceptions, both of which are general election years (2001 and
2005). The 1997 general election does not repeat this gap
but it should be noted that this period (1995–1997) represented the peak of Labour’s local electoral performance
and it is unlikely that the party could have improved
further on its by-election results. The 2001, 2005 data are
suggesting that Labour appears to raise its game (or its
supporters take notice) where a general election contest
arises. It is very rare for Labour to do better in by-elections
than in the main May local elections; the one exception
over this period is in 1997 but the gap is rather small. For
the Liberal Democrats (Fig. 2c) the pattern is the reverse of
Labour’s performance. The tendency is for the by-election
model to give a higher estimate than Liberal Democrats’
actual NEV. This feature is particularly noticeable in both
2003 and four years later in 2007, the peak of the local
electoral cycle in terms of council seats up for election. It
does seem that the Liberal Democrats perform better in the
by-election situation than at the national level when much
of the country is voting in the main May elections. Of
course, compared with the party’s general election performance this gap (between by-election model forecast and
general election vote) is greater still for reasons addressed
earlier.

Fig. 2. The revised by-election model and NEV, 1993–2010. (a)Conservative, (b)Labour, (c)Liberal Democrats.
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5. The trends in the by-election model and opinion
polls since 2005
In this section we consider how the model has estimated support since the 2005 general election and
compare that with the opinion polls using weighted
moving quarterly averages. The intention, using Fig. 3a–d, is
to show more clearly the relationship between model
estimates and the polls. Fig. 3a tracks support for the
Conservatives and shows that although both curves run
close together, seldom being more than a few percentage
points apart, there is no consistent pattern in the sense that
one estimate is always above/below the other. In the
immediate aftermath of the May 2005 election Conservative support rises gradually but then, following Brown’s
hesitation about a snap election in autumn 2007 it accelerates towards a peak in midsummer 2008 according to the

by-election model but two months later in terms of poll
rating. Since then the trend has been gradually downwards.
In the run-up to the 2005 general election Labour’s
estimated national vote using the by-election model was
around 30% while the polls were somewhat higher, averaging in the high 30s (Fig. 3b). Following the general
election the party receives a small boost in the polls but its
performance in by-elections notably declines towards the
mid 20s. Thereafter the two curves track one another
whilst remaining between 6–12 percentage points apart –
however people are responding to opinion surveys it
appears that Labour is unable to translate such support into
actual votes. Blair’s announcement to leave ofﬁce appears
to be the catalyst that turns the party’s fortunes around on
both measures, noticeably so in terms of the poll ratings.
Brown’s hesitation over the election date pops the ratings
bubble until the economic crisis and the Prime Minister’s

Fig. 3. The by-election model and opinion polls, 2005–2010. (a)Conservative, (b)Labour, (c)Liberal Democrats, (d)Other.
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role in brokering international agreements contributes to
another bounce in the polls for his party. In the meantime,
Labour’s by-election performance has remained lacklustre
with any improvement barely registering on this measure.
In June 2009 the two measures intersect for the ﬁrst time
this parliament when the weighted poll average reaches
24.1% and presumably hits the bedrock support for Labour;
the by-election model had been estimating support of
around that level for the previous year.
The post 2005 data for the Liberal Democrats conﬁrm
the pattern of the previous two decades. The party
consistently performs better at local elections than its
national poll rating suggests (Fig. 3c). For the eighteen
months following the 2005 general election the party
hovers on or around 30% but January 2007 sees a signiﬁcant
improvement in its fortunes, reaching a four-year high of
34% in April that year. But then there is a rather dramatic
10-point collapse in May and June followed by a recovery
over the autumn and winter months. Polling suggests that
party support has ranged over a few percentage points
throughout the entire parliament, entering the run-in to
the 2010 general election a point or two lower than for the
previous election.
Finally, Fig. 3d shows the trend in support for other
parties. The two measures are close together for most of the
time although the inﬂuence of the approaching European
elections in June 2009, which triggers a growth in support
for such parties in the opinion polls is delayed slightly for
the by-election model (a case of polls driving votes?) and is
short-lived although as the general election nears the two
lines may be intersecting.
Any student of parliamentary by-elections and their
outcomes would know that they are not reliable guides to
how people might vote at a general election but it does
appear that aggregate local electoral data are picking up
similar movements in electoral opinion to the individual
level data acquired in national surveys. The votes cast there
are real votes and voters have incurred some costs in performing these actions. There is no need to adjust them in
terms of weighted past vote or the likelihood of actually
voting but there is a need to take account of variance in the
pattern of party competition. On some occasions the byelection model takes time to respond to issues that are
immediately apparent in the polls but on other occasions
they may be a better guide to the underlying trends. They
provide a more reliable indicator of how local voters may
behave than surveys but what do they portend for the 2010
general election.
6. Estimating the 2010 vote shares
At the outset we stated that the model is principally
designed for a purpose different to the one outlined here.
Judged solely on the basis of its ability to forecast national
equivalent vote shares for the annual local election cycle it
is a success, seldom being more than a couple of percentage
points out for any single party if general election years are
excluded. There is no doubt, however, that for the model to
work to estimate parliamentary voting then certain
adjustments may be required, dependent upon the general
election context. In the past the main adjustment affects
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support for the third party, the Liberal Democrats, both in
terms of the level of protest voting that it has received and
also the extent of split-ticket voting (either because they
genuinely prefer to vote Liberal Democrat at local council
elections or because of tactical voting reasons). The context
of the 2010 general election, however, is that support for
the two main parties has declined with the Liberal Democrats the principal beneﬁciary of this swing against the
two-party system establishment. There are other, perhaps
less prominent factors, that should also be taken into
account when adapting this model to generate general
election forecasts. One such is Labour’s general weakness in
apparently getting its vote out. Even allowing for some
over-estimation of its support by the pollsters, Labour has
under-achieved in the past, with the notable exception of
the pre-1997 period.
The April NEV estimate is showing Conservatives 35.7%,
Labour 27.2% and Liberal Democrats on the same ﬁgure,
27.2%. In preparing this general election forecast we assume,
in a departure from the recent past, that no downward
adjustment of the Liberal Democrat vote is necessary.
Indeed, we are proposing on this occasion to add
a percentage point to both its and Labour’s support to take
account of additional supporters for these parties entering
the general election contest. This produces, after rounding,
a national vote share forecast of Conservative 36%, with
Labour and Liberal Democrats each on 28%. However, an
additional adjustment is made to the seat forecast based on
a more complete understanding of by-election voting in
Conservative-target parliamentary constituencies. Two
separate forecast models were created, one comprising only
wards located in the top 150 Conservative-target parliamentary constituencies with all other wards entered into
the second model. This demonstrated that the Conservatives were performing slightly better in their target seat
areas vis a vis Labour. Accordingly, the seat projection does
not assume national uniform swing but a rather higher
swing from Labour to the Conservatives in their battleground seats. The seat forecast, therefore, is Conservatives
299 seats, Labour 237 seats, Liberal Democrats to win 83
seats while other parties win 31 seats.

Appendix
Estimation of current national equivalent vote shares
The model may be formally expressed as follows:
Let CONsh, LABsh, and LDsh be the ward vote share at
the by-election for Conservative, Labour and Liberal
Democrats respectively while the parties’ vote share at the
previous ward election held in May would be CONshMay,
LABshMay, and LDshMay. The national equivalent vote at the
date of the relevant previous May local election is designated as NEV.CON, NEV.LAB, and NEV.LD.
The difference in share of vote between May and Byelections for enumerated parties might then be represented as follows:
CONchange ¼ CONsh  CONshMay
LABchange ¼ LABsh  LABshMay
LDchange ¼ LDsh  LDshMay
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Finally, to estimate the current national equivalent vote
we add to the previous national equivalent vote the
difference between a party’s by-election vote share and its
vote share recorded at the May election.
Estimates of current NEV are calculated as follows,
NEV.CON þ CONchange, NEV.LAB þ LABchange,
NEV.LD þ LDchange.
This process is repeated for as many by-elections as ﬁt
our speciﬁed criteria and each party’s current national
equivalent vote is arrived at by averaging the results over
a stated time period.
Missing data imputation
Example 1: Imputation for missing vote share for Liberal
Democrats absent from by-election contest.
Let all three main parties have candidates in May election but Liberal Democrats provide no candidate in the byelection:
May election/By-election
con þ lab þ ld/con þ lab
The imputation procedure implies the following
notional by-election result:
LDshnew ¼ MINIMUMacross district in May(LDsh)
¼
CONsh

CONsh/
CONshnew
(CONsh þ LABsh)  LDshnew
LABshnew
¼
LABsh

LABsh/
(CONsh þ LABsh)  LDshnew
In order to preserve the actual direction of changes for all
parties some restrictions are imposed:
If CONsh > CONshMay but CONshnew < CONshMay then we
set CONchange ¼ 0.
If LABsh > LABshMay but LABshnew < LABshMay then
LABchange ¼ 0.
Note: In above formulae and everywhere else in the
paper, superscript ‘new’ reﬂects notional by- or May election when any procedure of imputation is applied.
Following the imputation procedure, notional election
result (i.e. ‘new’) is then treated in the usual way for the
purposes of estimating NEV.
Example 2: Imputation for missing vote share for both
Labour and Liberal Democrats absent from by-election contest
(con þ lab þ ld/con)
Notional By-election result:
LDshnew ¼ MINIMUMacross district in May(LDsh)
LABshnew ¼ MINIMUMacross district in May(LABsh)
CONshnew ¼ CONsh  LABshnew  LDshnew
If CONsh > CONshMay but CONshnew < CONshMay then we
set CONchange ¼ 0.
If CONsh <¼ CONshMay, then
LABchange ¼ MISSING, LDchange ¼ MISSING;
CONchange ¼ CONsh  CONshMay
Example 3: Imputation for missing Labour by-election
share in case when Liberal Democrats absent from both May
and by-election contest (con þ lab/con)
LDchange ¼ MISSING
Notional By-election result:
LABshnew ¼ MINIMUMacross district in May(LABsh)
CONshnew ¼ CONsh  LABshnew
If CONsh > CONshMay but CONshnew < CONshMay then we
set CONchange ¼ 0.
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Example 4: Imputation for May vote share for Liberal
Democrats (con þ lab/con þ lab þ ld)
Notional May-election results:
LDshnew
May ¼ MINIMUMacross district in May(LDsh)
¼
CONshMay

CONshMay/
CONshnew
May
(CONshMayþLABshMay)  LDshnew
May
LABshnew
¼
LABshMay

LABshMay/
May
(CONshMayþLABshMay)  LDshnew
May
Restrictions:
If LDsh < LDshnew
May then LDchange ¼ 0.
If CONsh < CONshMay but CONshnew > CONshnew
May then we
set CONchange ¼ 0.
If LABsh < LABshMay but LABshnew > LABshnew
May then we
set LABchange ¼ 0.
Example 5: Imputation for missing Labour May vote share
in case when Liberal Democrats absent from both May and byelection contest (con/con þ lab)
There is no LD candidate in May and by-elections. So, we
cannot assess LD changes:
LDchange ¼ MISSING
Notional May-election results:
LABshnew
May ¼ MINIMUMacross district in May(LABsh)
new
CONshnew
May ¼ CONshMay  LABshMay
Restrictions:
We have to get at least a non-negative change for LAB, so
If LABsh < LABshnew
May then LABchange ¼ 0.
If CONsh < CONshMay but CONshnew > CONshnew
May then we
set CONchange ¼ 0.
Example 6: Imputation for missing May vote shares for
both Labour and Liberal Democrats (con/con þ lab þ ld)
Notional May-election results:
LABshnew
May ¼ MINIMUMacross district in May(LABsh)
LDshnew
May ¼ MINIMUMacross district in May(LDsh)
new
new
CONshnew
May ¼ CONshMay  LABshMay  LDshMay
Then usual procedure for calculation of changes and
estimated shares is applied.
Restrictions:
We have to get at least a non-negative change for LAB
and LD, so
If LABsh < LABshnew
May then LABchange ¼ 0.
If LDsh < LDshnew
May then LDchange ¼ 0.
If CONsh < CONshMay but CONshnew > CONshnew
May then we
set CONchange ¼ 0.
Example 7: Imputation for missing vote shares for both May
and by-elections for different parties (con þ lab/con þ ld)
Notional May-election results:
LDshnew
May ¼ MINIMUMacross district in May(LDsh)
LABshnew
May ¼ LABshMay  MINIMUMacross district in
May(LABsh)
new
new
CONshnew
May ¼ CONshMay  LDshMay þ LABshMay
Restrictions:
We have to get at least a non-negative change for LD:
if LDsh < LDshnew
May then LDchange ¼ 0.
If CONsh < CONshMay but CONshnew > CONshnew
May
or CONsh > CONshMay but CONshnew < CONshnew
May
then we set CONchange ¼ 0.
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